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ABSTRACT

This thesis is an investigation into two methods of strategic Hurnan Resource
Management (HRM). One method concentrates on winning the co~nmit~ncnt
of
employees to achieve the goals of the firm by using human resource (HR) policies
which mutually satisfy the employees' and the finn's needs. This type oCHRM also
aims to develop employees, involve them in decision-making, and keep them fully
informed so that they can rnake choices. It may be termed 'humanistic' in nature, but is
also known as 'soft' motlel HRM. It is a single, closed and clainled by Sisson & Storey
(2000) to be a universally appropriate strategy based on treating humans as valued
rcsources. Mut~rnlityis a theme of 'soft' ~nodclHRM.

Tlie otlicr method of strategic HRM is based on mnlching HR policies to the
organisation's business strategies. T h e firm decides its strategy in consideration of a
business environ~nentand chooses a suite of I3R policies that are appropriate in light of
that strategy. Tlie policies might, or might not be 'liurnanislic', because the choices arc
linked to the business cnvironlnent in an opcn, contingent manner. Matching policies to
strategies is ti therne of 'hard' ~llotlelHRM.

The problem with the 'hurnanistic' nod el is that it ignores the business enviro~i~nent
and
this closed view prevents changes to I-IR policies that miglit be essential to face
competitiorl and survive. The literature is silent on this point ant1 because of this, the
hypothesis of this thesis is that the 'soft' rnodel is not sustai~iablein a business
environment open to competition. Organisatio~lsexposetl to competition will be
compelled to transition to the 'hard' model over a period of time.

The thesis contains four qualitative case studies of organisations from Commonwcalth,
State and Local gover~nne~lt
organisations ant1 their HRM actions over thc 1990s.
Govern~nentorganisatiolls were chosen because they operated in a closed environ~nent
until the late 1980s and early 1990s. A11 easc study firms used 'son' model FIRM as a
legacy of policies they inherited from Public Service Boards.
The investigation discovered that the four public sector firms had to transition From a
'hutnanistic' model to a 'strategic' model, because their environment became

increasingly uncertain. Much of the environmental uncertainty was caused by the
introduction of purchaser-provider models. These models facilitate the comparison of
prices of external providers with internal providers and their introduction has been
impelled by National Competition Policy for this vely reason.

However, the organisations do not complete a change from one model to another. They
remain in transit, because internal and external factors prevent them From so doing.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Personnel departments in the 1980s and carlier einphasised the importance of job
descriptions, aimed for a clear specification of duties, and dealt with the procedural
aspects of employment: processing pay, annual leave entitlements and recruitment, for
example (Roussea & Arthur 1999). Human Resources depart~nentstook over the
processes managed by personnel departmcnts, but were supposed to add a strategic
focus, although some simply adopted a new, more fashionable title and carried on with
the same function.

The value a Human Resources (I-IR) department should add to a fir111 was ernbodied in
the concept of strategic human resource lnanagelnent (FIRM), which sought to maximise
the colnpetitive advantage o f t h e enterprise using HR tleparttnents to create policies to
manage employees. Nowever, two streams of strategy evolved. One was basetl on the
hunlan relations tnovcment that clairned to be able to ~naxi~nise
the contributioa of
employees by treating them as valued resources ant1 the second, on treating employees

in the way that the firm's strategic options dictated. The former rncthotl was calletl 'soft'
model HRM and the latter 'hard' moclel FIRM by Storey (1989). Storey called the 'soft'
model 'soft' because it was basetl on a caring attitude, and called the 'harcl' ~notlel
'hanl' because this method was based o n the firm's neetls, not the employees' needs.
Legge (1995) described the 'soft' ~ n o d c as
l a 'developmental hutnan focus' ant1 the
'hard' model 'utilitarian-instrurne~~talism',whereas thc title of this thesis refers to a
'hu~nanistic'approach for the 'sofl' model and a 'strategic' apl~roachfor the 'hartl'
model. For clarity of expression, the remainder of the text adopts the ternls 'soft' antl
'hartl' throughout.
'SoPr' 111odcI I-IRM is pcoplc-centred and a major therile is winning c o ~ n ~ n i t ~ n c n t
through mutt~alily.Walton (1 985a) thought HRM policies should promote ~nutualgoals,
mutual influence, ~nutualrewards and mutual responsibility. H e theorisccl that policies
that pro~notetlmutlmlity would result in e~nploycecommitment to yield both better
perforrnancc for the firm and greater hurnan development.

'Soft' model HRM comprises two subsets, the universal-FIRM model and tlie universalpartnership model (Sisson & Storey 2000). The partnership model only differs from the
HRM rnodel by adding a union-management partnership focus. 'Soft' model is
universally appropriate (Sisson & Storey 2000) as a single HRM strategy to manage a

business in all circumstances.

'Hard' model HRM cornprises three subsets, the business life cycle model, the strategy
and structure model, and the matching business and I-IR strategy modcl. The busincss
life cycle rnodel is based on the ideas o f Kochan & Barocci (1985), who providc
recom~nendationsfor HR policies, which are matched to the growth, maturity and
decline phases of a business. The strategy and structure niodel is derived by concepts
proposcd by Fotnbrun, Ticliy & Devanna (1 984) who recomrnendcd fivc different
product structures linked to strategy and buidelines for HR policies. The matching
business and HR strateby is based on the ideas of Porter (1980) or Miles & Snow
(1984), for examplc a cost leatlership strategy, or a differcntiatioli strategy. 'Hard'
tnodel HRM is, therefore, contingent on a business strategy linked to the business
environment.

When a 'soft' model I-IRM is in use there is no linking of the business environment to
the IiR strategy. It operates within a closccl system. There is only onc way to operatc ant1
winning ernployee co~nniitliientis mandatory. In 'hard' model I-IRM, there are
contingent strategic options, depending on tlie business environment. It is an open
system. Therefore, a tinn is using 'hartl' model I-IRM if it considers its MR policies
should be created or lnodificd in view o f its business strategies and these strategies arc
derived by consideri~lgthe environment. This concept is known as rnalclling (Hendry &
Pettigrew 1986).
Purcell (1999) suggested the matching npproach might not work, because every firm
would have the same strategy and no single onc of them would have a competitive ctlgc.
The resource-based view (Barney 1991) argues another approach centred around the
scarce resources of a finn, whicli provide a com~~ctitive
atlvantage. In this case, scarce
hurnan resources would be retained using similar policies to the 'soit' niodel. Iiowcvcr,
the resource-based view does not specifically describe how I-IR slioultl be managed
CHARLES STUIZT UNIVERSIT/
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A further criticism of thc matching approach is that it is based on strategy and there are
Inany critics of the ability of a firm to generate a sound strategy on which matching will
depend. For example, whether rnanagers are capable of strategising (Mabey, Salaman &
Storey 1998), whether strategy ignores politics, power and culture (Kamoche 1994;
Purcell & Ahlstand 1994; Truss & Gratton 1994), or whether strategy is only partly
rational and not completely so (Mabey, Salaman & Storey 1998).

Therefore, the criticisms of the HRM tuoclels indicate that there is not one model that
satisfies everybody and that there is a need for another, Inore generally acceptable
model.
For Australia and the rest of the industrialised world, the business environment has
become very harsh. Competition fi0111developing nations has erocletl market share,
particularly because tariff protection has bcen reduced, and this has had an effect on
employment. In the 1980s, ACIRRT (1999) conllnented that Australia's growth
markets were in low value added products where cost cutting was elnpliasised ahead of
skill forination a t ~ dproduct innovation. It was not until the tnicl-1990s that the export of
elaborately transformed nianufactures began to improve.
Because of this business cnvironlnet~t,i i r ~ n started
s
downsizing, crocling conditions of

employment, and working people hardcr, all of which are 'hard' cost-cutting strategies.
The 'soft' ~notlclmight have existed in the past, but rnanagers no longcr see~nedto usc
it. The academic literature does not explain how 'soft' model NRM tniglit succeccl when
costs must bc cut ant1 thcre is evidence that the model fails in this rcgard.

'Soil' model might only be applicable in monopoly, or oligopoly conditions. For
cxample, consider Xerox's patents on pl~olocopicrs,which lapsed. Whilst the patcnts
were current, Xerox had a lnarkct tnonopoly ancl was ilntnune to competition. Similarly,
in Asia
IBM and Digital hat1 market power in computers, until 'clones' ~nant~facturcd
became available at a lower price. Xcrox, IBM and Digital, falnous for their use of the
'soft' IIIO~CI, tlownsizctl to retlucc costs when their market power dcclinctl (Locke,
Kochan & Piorc 1995).

Suppose that the use of 'soft' model HRM is restricted to organisations that do not need
to consider the business environment because it is stable? For example, Australian
monopolies have had no competition, but, owing to government initiatives to
deregulate, now do so. Similarly, State and Federal government departments operated as
monopolies; were immune from competition and unconcerned about their prices, until
the Hawke-Keating Co~nmonwealthgovernment introduced the concept of
microeconomic reform in 1987.
The t h e m of this thesis is that firms will transition from 'soft' to 'hard' lnodel HRM
when the business environment changes adversely, perhaps to face competition for the
first time. In this situation, the firm's management might analyse its pay and conditions
of e~nployrnentand compare them to those of its cornlietition, introducing changes
where it co~lsiderschange is necessary. Consequently, the i~nplicatiot~
for management
practice is that the use of 'soft' tnodel HRM may only be used in a stable environment.
Private industry and government monopolies did not have to consider an open system of
'hard' motlel HRM linkcd to the business environment because 'soft' n~otlclI-IRM was
zrizhersally appropriate for thcm. It was only when Lhc environment changetl advcrscly
that they were forcetl to examine cvery option, i~lcludingtheir form of I-IRM, and by s o
doing, startcd using a 'harcl' form of HR ~nttnagc:cmetIt.
What would thc evitlence be to support thc hypothesis that 'soft' model I-IRM can only
exist when faced with a stable exlcrnal environment? Co~npaniesthat had iltloptctl 'soft'
motlel HRM had done so becausc they were isolated fiom the cxlcrnal cnvironmcnt.
Later, when their isolation was removccl, and the companies faced atlvcrsc business
contlitions, they niovecl to 'hard' ~noclelI-IRM.
What would the evidence be to refute this hypothesis? To find that those same
companies had continuetl to operate successfully in adverse contlitions whilst still
retaining 'soft' ~nodclI-IRM.

Therefore, the central question that this thesis investigates and reports on is:
'Do firms change their HRM approach from one that is initially humanistic to one
that is later strategic?'
And the sub-questions that arise as a result of this question are:

1. What internal.forces shape the formulation of thejrm 's FIR policies?
2. What external forces shape thejorm~llationo f t h e j r m 's HR policies?

3. FIow have thefirm's FIR poLicics changed over lime?
Thc thesis is based on a qualitative, multiple case study with cross case analysis and
conclusion drawing from four government organisations: tlic Australian Maritime Sarcty
Authority, thc Brisbanc City Council, thc Qucensland Department of Information, Local
Govertirnent and Planning; and the Canberra Institute of Technology.
Government organisations were chosen because tlie I-Iawke-Keating government liatl
radically changed the business environtiletlt for them and because they possessetl a
number of characteristics described in Chapter 3, Methodology.
The thesis comprises a chapter, which reviews the literature, followetl by a clial~teron
methodology. Next in sequence are chapters on each of tlie Tour case studies. T o
conclutle tlie thesis, there is a chapter on cross-case analysis, which includcs a
conclusion, the i~nplicationsfor tlieory and the implications for practice. There are also
two appendices at the elid of the tlicsis, Appendix I 'Data Collection Discussion Areas',
glided the investigation. Appendix 2 'Working Cotiditions in the Public Service'
explains some of the common HR policies used throughout the Australian public sector.

It is recommended that those unfa~niliarwith such policies read tlie appentlix before
reading the case study reports.
Thc results of the cross-case analysis detnonstrate that the four organisations havc
changed their I-IRM approach. The change has been from 'soft' model I-IRM to 'liard'
model FIRM using Certified Agreements to change HR policies. I-Iowever, the transilio~l
from one model to another is incomplete, because internal and external factors prevcnt e
pcrfect match of l-IR policies to a generic 'liard' model.

The implication for theory is that firms do change their I-IRM approach from one that is
initially humanistic to one that is later strategic. The implication for management
practice is that managers should adopt a tnore contingent method of HRM, which allows
them to operate in any business environment, rather than use a 'soft' model, which is
too restricted.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
1. INTRODUCTION

The literature describes two quite different methods of HRM: one is a humanistic or
caring method and the second is based on an analytic strategic match of HR l~oliciesand
practices with the objectives of the organisation. The former might be viewed as taking
account of people's feelings and is well expressed by Guest (1987) and Storey (1 987
and 1992a) as the 'soft' model, whereas tlie strategic matching method is cxpressetl as
the 'hard' model, because it is unfeeling and insensitive. The 'soft' model of HRM, it is
claimed, will achieve the organisation's goals through an employee comtnit~nent
building strategy. Co~nmittede~nployeeswill succecd in spite of any adverse business
environment. Whereas the 'hard' modcl offers choices for the firm: it can (lo what it
believes it has to do.

The Literature Review is designed to uncover what the 'soA' and 'hard' ~notlelsof I-IRM
are. To guide the search for the 'soft' model, the themes of secure employtnent,
commitment, rewards, training and development, infonned choice, and participation and
trust were chosen. These themes were based on the ideas of Walton (1985a) and Beer ct
al. (1985), who were the first to describe co~n~nitnlent
management and on whose
suggestions other writers built. A theme of core-periphery strategy was atldetl following
research into the observations of the other writers. It appeared possible that this theme of
segregating the workforce might allow for two ~noclcIsof MRM to be usecl concurrently.
In addition, a theme of Industrial Relations was also atlcled. Australia has mantlatcd
Industrial Relations procedures and union power might prevent an organisation from
directly matching I-IR policies, particularly if the matching led to an crotling of
employees' conditions of service.
2. BACKGROUND TO HRM

Legge (1 995) observed that HRM was born out of environmental influences. In the
ycars following World War 11, Japan had built its economy to become the sccond most
powerful in the world by the 1970s and had gained large markets in Europc and the
USA. As a result, US business lookecl towartls Japan to learn tlie 'secrets' of its
eco~lolnicsuccess and found the popular management answers in Ouchi's (1981) l%corjj

Z and the 'eight attributes'

of Peters and Waterman's (1982) I n Search of Exccllellce.

These texts essentially reduced to combining tight controls on results with what might
be a form of 'soft' model of HRM (Legge 1995). Mukhi, Hampton & Barnwell (1 988)
wrote that 'Theory 2' is open to criticism, because Japanese firms do not consistently
show the conditions Ouchi selects as representative of 'Theory 2 ' . Mukhi, Hampton &
Barnwell (1988) also suggest that other evidence shows managers to be more autocratic,
organisations Inore bureaucratic, career paths Inore specialised, elnployment less stablc
and employees less satisfied than Ouchi supposes. Ouchi aIso bases his work on Mayo,
McGregor, Likel? and Argyris. Mayo does not appear to be a good source on which to
build hurnan relations theories. The series of research studies, (the 'Nawthornc
Studies',) he conducted during the 1920s and 1930s in conjunction with Rocthlisberger
and Dickson - all of Harvard University - produced the 'Hawthorne Effcct' hypothesis,
which, following a subsequent analysis of the rcsearch, has been shown to bc a myth
(Mukhi, Hampton & Barnwell 1988 p43). Guest (1990) also criticises sornc of the key
human relations authors. He reportcd that British ~nanagernentacademics thought that
the findings of Herzberg, Maslow, and McGregor were based on subjective judge~ncnt
and a lack of supporting e~npiricalcvidcnce. Yet, in spite of all of these criticisms, 11e
wrote that the theories of the hurnan relations authors had captured the imagination of
Americans. Guest (1990) observccl that this might have been bccause the old rnodels of
managing yowth and productivity had apparently become ineffective, because the
Western world continucd to lose lnanufacturing to thc East despite the use of traclitional
macroecono~niemanagement.
Guest (1990) suggested that the growth of HRM in the UK owed something to the
political and econon~icclimate in the 1980s ant1 the tendency of the British to seek
'better' practices in the U S A ~US
. and UK business learned that cultt~raltnanage~nent
would secure thc cotnrnitrnent of etnployees and this colnrnit~nenttogether with some of
the 'six pillars' of Japanese employment practices3 would facilitate thc adoption of
successful Japanese manufacturing methods such as KanOa~z(just-in-time) and Kaizerz
(continuous improvement,) for cxample. He proposed that the choice of rnodcls to use in
IIRM, is essentially the choice of McGrcgor's (1960) 'Theory X' or 'Theory Y'.
I A bias for action; close to Lhe customer; nutonotny and entrepreneurship; protluctivity tl~roughpeoplc;
hands-on, value driven; stick to tile knitting; si~ilpleform, lean staTT; si~nultnneouslooso-tight properties.
* Which he observed lost their appeal in tile UK in the 1990s.
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Legge (1995) agreed that UK and US business sought to emulate the success of the
Japanese, but she suggested that there are doubts about the accuracy of Peters and
Watesman's research methodology. They did not consider the dual industrial structure in
Japan of cottage industries with appalling working conditions, which supplied the
stereotypical large, successful Japanese companies. In addition, even these Japanese
'stereotypes' are reviewing whether lifetime employment, seniority-based reward
systems and company welfare shoulcl continue to be a part of their operating philosophy.

3. HRM
What is HRM?
Foulkes (1986) observed that I-IRM must be related to the overall strategy of the
organisation and the primary role of I-IR managers was to help senior and linc managers
achieve their goals. Hendry & Pcttigrew (1986) dcfined I-IRM as the design ant1
management of personnel systems based on employsnent policies ant1 work force
strategy, ant1 often based on a philosophy. They suggested that HRM activities i ~ n d
policies should be matched to some explicit business strategy, but they also believed
that e~nployeesare not only a valucd resource, but also the source of competitive
advantage.

Therc are other descriptions of IHRM. Mabey, Salalnan & Storey (1998) remarked that
there is no single niodel of IHRM but a variety of different descriptions and ideas. Sisson
& Storcy (2000) divided HRM into two moclcls: universal or co~~tingency.
The universal

model offers a set of I-IR policies ant1 practices, which arc arguctl by Sisson & Storcy
(2000) to be zl~ziversallyappropriate for a firm to achieve superior perFonnancc, whereas
in the contingency model, HR policies and practices fit the circumsta~~ces
ofthe firm.
Similarly, Boxall (1996) suggested that thcre are two strands to MRM. One shand is
high-commitment management and the other a relationship between business strategy
and employee relations. If c~nployeecommitment is achieved, then it is suggested that
the co~nmitrnentwill result in the employees implerncnting actions to countcr 'ic 1verse
threats to the finn. Therefore, a commitment-seeking strategy is argued by Sisson &
Storey (2000) to be always, or universally appropriate. Whereas if there is a relationship

' Lifetime employmetit; company welfare; quality consciousness; cnlerprise unions; conserlnlu
management; seniority-based rewarcl syslems.
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between the business strategy and employee relations, then employee relations might
vaiy, or be contingent on the business strategy.
The Universal models
According to Sisson & Storey (2000), there are two sub-sets of the uiliversal model: the

HRM model and the partnership inodel. The universal-HRM inodel has no clear
definition and is prescriptive, providing one set of preferred HR policies that is claimed
to be suitable for any organisation under all circumstances. The universal-NRM rnodel
is derived from the 'Harvard' model of Beer et al. (1985), and coilcentrates on trust,
commitment, employee developlnent, teams, performance appraisal including feedback,
training, career structures, internal promotion, perfornlance pay, participation and
illvolvement as shown in Figure 2.1 (Sisson & Storey 2000, pp39-40).

Figure 2.1 (Sisson & Storey 2000, pp39-40),

needs are the main referent.
The search for excellence, quality and

hey also offer transformational Leadership by
iddle managers inspire, encourage, enable

groups responsible for particular products or
services or custoliiers; they have a 'contract'
to contribute to the organisation with jobs
defined in terms of team role.
Tealns are largely autonomous and there is a
great deal oflask flexibility, if not inter-

Time flexibility, e.g, annual hours. Single
status, i.e. reward etc. of core employees
reflects contribution.
Selection - en~phasison attitudes as well as
skills.
Appraisal - open and participative with
emphasis on two-way feedback.
Training - lea~nit~g,
growth and develop~nent
of core employees are fi~ndamentalvalues;
lateral as well as upward career advancc~nent
with emphasis on 'general' as well as
'specific' employability.
Equal opportunities.
Reward systems - indivitlual and group
performance pay; skill based pay; profit and
gain-sharing; share ownership; flexible
benefits package.
Participation and involvement - extensive use
of two-way communication and problerusolving groups.

The universal-partnership model (Sisson & Storey 2000) also has no clear definition,
because it is based on the universal-HRM model and because it includes a partnership
between unions and management. In the latter case, it is unclear if the partnership is
between an individual and the firm, or between the union representing individuals and
the firm (Sisson & Storey 2000).
The universal-partnership model colnbines the universal-HRM model and some form of
collective employee representation (Sisson & Storey 2000). The model is based on six
principles:
1. Commitment by the parties to the success of the organisation.

2. Agreement that each paltrier may have different interests.
3. A degrec of employment security, with a limit to forced redundancy and a

cornrnitment by the employer to train employees for future employment, ( t e ~ ~ n e d
'en~ployability').

4. A genuine attempt to improve the quality of working life.

5. The unimpcdled dislribution of all information, ~neaningfulconsultation and the
willingness to listen to alternative strategies put by each party as solutions to
business impcratives.
6. Adding value.

Sisson (1 990) suggested that HRM is associated with four main characteristics. Firstly, a
high-commit~nentor involve~nentmanagement approach, whereby the commitment of
employees is acllieved using various HR policies, including that of employee
participation. Secontlly, a strategic approach to HR where policies and practices are
integrated with each other and tlie overall business strategy. For example, the HR
policics and practices not only sensibly fit and (lo not conflict with each other, but also
scnsibly fit and do not conflict with the business strategy. Thirdly, line managers are
responsible for MR matters, such that those that actually manage the human resource are
ablc to decide how the resourcc sllould or needs to be managed in view of the immediate
environment the rnallager is experiencing. Finally, an individualistic, possibly non-union
approach to Industrial Relations, based on the idea that if every employee need is met or
can be met by clircct negotiation, there is no role for a union to play.

Monks (1998) also observed that HRM could separate workers from their union. Purcell
(1999) explained that this was possible because high-commitment management was a
gain for both the etnployer and employee, neither trade unions nor market regulation
was necessary.

The universal HRM model is also known as the best practice model (Sisson & Storey
2000) and 'soft' model HRM, tracing its roots to the human relations school (Storey
1987; Storey 1989). Other descriptions of the model have included the highcommitment lnotlel (Walton 1985a), theHRM model (Sisson & Storey 2000), or high
performance work practices (Purcell 1999; Hutchinson, Purcell & Kinnie 2000), all of
which have a link to Walton's hypothesis that a commitment-building strategy of HR
policies will result in employees achieving the firm's goals. The universal HRM tnodel
is people-centred and designed to win commit~nent(Sisson & Storey 2000). Legge
(1995) described the universal HRM lnotlel as having a 'develop~nentalhuman focus'. It
etnphasises individualism, a motivated and happy workforce (Guest 1999) and so happy
that they may find work a Inore comfortable place to be than at home (Hothschild 1997).
Mabey & Salarnan (1995) stated that the universal HRM tnodel is a closed strategy.
Mabey, Salanlan & Storey (1998) elaborated on the theme by observing that the nod el
suggests that only one HR strategy is appropriate, regardless of the type of business or
the phase of the product life cycle the business is in. Guest (1987), in describing the
universal HRM model, used the term 'treating ernployees as valued assets'. T h e model
is one in which the focus must be placed on winning the hearts and minds of workers,
who should be viewed as means rather than objects (Guest 1987; Guest 1999).

For the purpose of this thesis, the model will be referred to as 'soft' model IIRM.
The earliest examples of the 'soft-hard' dichototny are discussed by Guest (1987) and
Storey (1987 and 1992a). There is no comprehensive list of 'soft' tnodel IIR practices.
Sisson & Storey (2000) provide some and these are shown in Figure 2.1. Others are
provided by Walton (1985) and Beer et ill (1985).
Walton (1985a) thought HRM policies should promote mutuality - ~nutualgoals, tnulual
influence, mutual respect, tnutual rewards and tnutual responsibility. He thcorised that
policies that prolnoted ~nutualitywould result in employee commitment to yield both

better performance for the firm and greater human development. Beer et al. (1985) had a
similar view. They wrote that HRM should be linked to strategic planning and cultural
change, but HR policies should be used to equalise power, build trust, allow for
participation, and give employees an informed choice, all, of which, they theorised,
would lead to commitment.

Arthur (1992) described 'committnent' systems as those that had a higher level of
employee involvetnent in decision making and formal participation programs. Training
in group proble~nsolving and the social aspects of team working would also be provided
to employees. Arthur (1994) added that 'commitment maximisers' shape the desired
employee behaviours by linking employee and e~nployergoals. Similarly, Thornas &
Vethouse (1990) thought that a com~nitmentsystem might lead to a highly motivated
and empowered work force whose goals would be closely aligned to management.
Wright & McMahon (1 992) and Lado & Wilson (1 994) provided a behavioural
perspective for high-commitment management. Wright, Dyer & Takla (1 999) found
from their state-of-the-art and practice study, which involved interviews and surveys of
232 HR executives, consultants and academics, that 34% of respot~dentsconsidered they
had a need to develop high-cotnmitment work systems. Wood (1995) and Wood & de
Menezes (1998) also listed the practices of high-commitment management systems.
What is needed to assess the extent of the use of 'soft' model HRM is a list which
sum~narisesthe contribution of all of the authors and the most comprehensive list is
produced by Pfeffer (I 994). It includes sixteen practices, which characterise successful
companies. The list follows, but against each policy, a discussion has been insertcd to
demonstrate that Pfcffer's list meets the requirements of other authors. Thus, using the

sixteen IIR practices of Pfeffcr as a basis, a consensus between him and other
researchers of ihe 'soft' nlodel would describe HR practices commonly associated with
the 'soft' model.

1. Providing employment security. Wood (1995) proposed per~nanentetnployment Lo
retirement and the protectio~lof permanent employment by using te~i~porary
employees - but not for fluctuations in demand. Wood (1995) and Wood & de
Menezes (1 998) suggested no compulsory redundancy. E~nploylnentsecurity is an
important aspect of the 'soft' model, because employees need not worry about

keeping their job with the firm as long as they want it. Therefore, only volunteers
leave and those that stay are committed to the success of the organisation, because
its futurc would also be thcir future.
2. Recruiting selectivity. Wood (1995) suggested the ability to be trained and to

become committed as major selection criteria. Wood & de Menezes (1 998) proposed
an emphasis on the ability to train and conimitment as valued characteristics of
employees at all levels. Because the film guarantees job security, prospective
employees must be able to fit illto the organisation's culture and have the ability and
dedication to be trained so that they can progress up the career latlcler. Similarly, the
recruiters would seek that type of personality that would respond to a commitmentbuilding strategy. For example, a cynic might not be a suitable employee.

3. High wages. Employees who consider themselves under-paid pose several threats to
the firm. For examplc, they might not meet quality standards; they can destabifise
the culture by criticising their employer; sabotage an imple~nentationplan; tlestroy
the firm's reputation with its customers; or simply make a tcarn ineffective. They
can also leave the fir111 for a better-paid job.

4. En~phasison t r a i r i i ~ ~and
g development. Mabcy, Salarnan & Storey (1998) also
believed training is an essential part of strategic I3RM. Training and devcloprnent is
important to a firm that is offering a lifetinie career for its employees. If employees
cannot be trained in new technologies or new work methods, then they cannot be
offered e~nployncntsecurity. Similarly, if they cannot be developetl, they cannot be
promoted and new elnployees would be recruited as managers. Employees observing
the external recruitnlent of supervisory personnel by the firm would beconle cy~~ical
about the quality of the career they were offered.
5. Information sharing. Wood (1995) and Wood & de Menezes (1998) agreed thal

infonnation should bc sharcd to the lowest levels with a hcavy reliance on team
interaction for the disse~ninationof infonnation. Storey & Sisson (1993) also
suggested that the use of 'soft' I-IRM i~nplicsthat co~nmunicatiotiplays a central rolc
in management.

6. Symbolic egalitrrinnism. Walton (1985a) thought that to introduce a comrnitmetit
model, employers should promote mutual influence and mutual respect. Beer et al.
(1985) suggested FIR policies should equalise power. Although an organisation
comprises a hierarchy of management and ernployces, a symbolic cgalitarianisrn
facilitates the goals of Walton and Beer ct al.

7. Wage compression across levels. Such compression reinforces egalitarianism.
Wood & de Menezes (1998) also proposed reductions in hierarchy or status between
employment levels.
8. Performance pay and skill pay. Wood (1995) proposed formal performance
assessment and some merit pay. Wood & de Menezes (1998) added profit sharing.
9. Employee ownership. Walton (1985a) suggested the commitment model should
promote mutual rewards. Employee share ownership and the resulting dividends
would achieve this goal.
10. Term-based work and job re-design. Wood (1995) agreed that this technique

ensured the full use of a worker's skills and abilities. Wood & de Menezes (1 998)
expanded the goal by adding job redesign forjob satisfaction. Job satisfaction results
in a stable workforce, whilst using an employee's skills and abilities to the
~naxi~nunl
provides the best possible output fiom the employee.

1 I . Cross-training and cross-utilisation. Wood (1995) proposed flexible job
descriptions and Wood & tle Menezes (1998) suggested a high level of functional
flexibility. (Storey & Sisson [1993] proposed that 'soft' lnodel HRM was associated
with goals of flexibility.)
12. Participation atrd empowerment. Beer et al. (1985) suggested that participation
and empowerment would lead to commitment and this, in turn, woulcl lead to the
achievement of the firm's goals.
13. Promotion from witl~in.Wood (1995) and Wood & de Menezes (1998) proposed
career ladders. As prcviously discussed, a high-commitment finn offers permanent
employment and job satisfaction, together with the training and development of
employees to achieve their full potential. Co~isequently,there must he pro~notion
from within via carccr ladders to allow for this. Career ladders also provide an
avenue for the firm to perpetuate the values of n commitment-based culture, because
all of thc managcrs are derived from that culture.
14. tIavc a long-term perspective. Firms that have a short-term perspective are likely
to seek to rcduce costs in business downturns. Cost reduction might impact on
employment security, the suspension of training and development prograins a i d a
reduction in rewards. Those actions are the opposite of what is necessary for a highcomlnitmenl system.
15. Measure progress. The rneasure~nentof progress is a pre-requisite for the effective
control of a system. For example, the irnplernentation of a plan to achieve a certain

outcome needs to be monitored in case the desired outputs are not achieved and
modification is required. That is, Pfeffer suggests a successful company monitors its
performance and is prepared to modify its actions.
16. Have a vision of what they want to be. Beer et al. (1985) suggested that employees
should be given an informed choice. Walton (1985a) theorised that coinrnitted
employees would achieve the firm's goals. Therefore, the firm must have a vision in
order for the employees to know whnt the goals are and to make an infor~nedchoice.
Ogbonna & Whipp (1999) also observed that 'sofr' rnodel FIRM emphasised a
strong organisational culture as a rncans ofimplernenting the finn's vision.

Pfeffer(1994) does not include some 'soft' model practices proposed by Wood (1995).
These are a two year training budget, quality circles, and the responsibility of workers
for quality. Nor does Pfeffer (1994) include Sisson & Storey's (2000) suggestion that
developed economies need to add a quality factor to the provision of goods ancl services,
because they would not be able to compete on price alone with developing economies.
Finally, unlike Pfeffer (1 994), Wood & de Menezes (1 998) suggested the provision of
extra welfare facilities.

Therefore, Pfeffer (1994) provides a comprcliensive list of the 'soft' model and one
which can be used to assess the HR policies in organisations, which use the 'soft' model.
The continaencv ruodels
Fombrun, Tichy & Devanna (1984), known as the 'Michigan School', observetl that
management had failed to align I-IRM with business strategy, although alignnlent was
essential for the firm's success. The contingency models correct that failing because
they are an open or contingent approach to HRM (Mabey & Salarnan 1995). That is, if
there is a possibility of an event occurring, the firm is willing to consider an appropriate
HR action in response to the event. This is unlike the 'soft' model, which proposes that
no HR policy should be changed, because the suite of HR policies is designed to gain
the com~nitmentof en~ployees,who, by virtue of their committnent, will rnanage any
event under all circumstances.

Contingency models are termed 'hard' model HRM by Guest (1987) and Storey (1987
and 1992a). They are a dispassionate and calculative way to Inanage the headcount
resource, as any other factor of production would be managed (Storey 1987; Storey
(Guest
1989). Workers are viewed in the models as objects to be treated as co~n~noclities
1999). Legge (1995) calls the models 'utilitarian-inst~u~nentalism'.
They potentially
incorporate flexibility, business process re-engineering, performance management,
performance pay, and contracting out (Guest 1999).
For the purpose of this thesis, this model will be referred to as 'hard' model HRM.

'I-Iard' model HRM focuses on strategic fit. NR policies and practices are closely linked
to the strategic objectives of the organisation - known as 'external fit'

- and

are

coherent between each other- 'internal fit' (Hcndry & Pettigrew 1986; Baird &
Meshoulam 1988) or 'matched between themselves' (Mabey, Sala~nan& Storey 1998).
This tiihas the aim of increasing competitive advantage (Alexander & Botter 1981;
Tichy, Fombrun & Devanna 1982; Lengnick-Hall & Lengnick-Hall 1990; Storey &
Sisson 1993). Wright, Dyer & Takla (I 999) founcl that 53% of respondents in thcir
study considered the ideal I-IR function must link with the business strategy.
The 'hard' model allows any practice that advances the business strategy (Sisson &
Storey 2000) and has three sub-sets: the business life cycle model; the strategy and
structure model; and the matching business and I-IR strategy rnodel (Sisson & Storey
2000).
The contingency-business life cycle model is basccl on ideas detailed by Kochan &
Barocci (1985). They present a table (Kochan & Barocci 1985, p104) showing the lice
cycle of the business through growth, maturity and decline, providing guidelines for
recruitment, selection, rcwards, training and tlevelopment, and industrial relations
against each phase of the life cycle. The table is reproduced in Figure 2.2.

The contingency-strategy and structure tnodel is derived from concepts proposetl by
Fombrun, Ticlly & Devanna (1 984). Their table is rcproclucetl in Fibare 2.3. They
suggest the inodel is the alignment of the NR systems with the for~nalstructure in order
to drive the objectives of the organisation. Fombrun, Tichy & Devnnna (1984) provide a
list of five different strategy/structure types and list guidelines for I-IRM policies in

selection, appraisal, rewards and development against each type. Fornbrun, Tichy &
Devanna (1984) and Hendry & Pettigrew (1990) both define HRM as managing hutnan
resources in a strategic way.

r~uman
resources functions

I

I

Athact the best
technical/professional
talent.

Recruitment, selection &
staffing

Comoensation & benefits

Start-up

1 Meet or exceed labour

I
I

market rates to attract
needed talent.
Employee
- - trainine- &
development

I

Labour/employee
relations

requirements and begin
establishing career ladders.

Growth

Recruit adequate numbers
and mix of qualified
workers. Management
succession planning.
Manage rapid internal
labour market movements.
Meet external market but
consider internal equity
effects. Establish formal

manazement development
and organisational
I development.
Set basic employee relations Maintain labour peace and
philosophy and
employee motivation and
I orzanisation.
I morale.
Figure 2.2 (Kochan & Barocci 1985

I
I

I
I

Maturity

Decline

Encourage sufficient
turnover to minimise layoffs and provide new
openings. Encourage
mobility as re-organisations
shift job around.
Control compensation.

Plan and implement
workforce reductions and
reallocation.

Matching flexibility and
skills of an ageing
workforce.

Implement retraining and
career consulting services.

Control labour costs and
maintain labour peace.
Improve productivity.
~104)

Maintain peace.

Tighter cost control.

I

Strate

Structure
Functional

Single
- -product
vertically integrated

Functional

Srowth acquisition of
unrelated businesses

Separate self-contained
businesses

Diversification of
~ r o d u clines
t
through
internal growth
and
acquisition

Multiple products in
multiple countries

Global organisation
(geographic centre and
worldwide).

1

I

Selection
Functionally
orientated: subjective
criteria used.
Functionally
orientated:
standardised criteria
used.
Functionally
orientated, but varies
from business to
business in terms of
how systematic.
Functionally and
generalist orientated:
systematic criteria
used.

systematic criteria
used.

I

I

Appraisal
Subiective
measwe=
"
personal contact.
Impersonal: based on
cost and productivity
data.
Impersonal: based on
return on investment
and profitability.

I

Jmpersonal: based on
return on investment,
productivity and
subjective assessment
of contribution to

return on investment,
profit tailored to
product and country.
Figure 2.3 (Fombruq Tichy & Devanna 1981)

I

Rewards
Development
I Unsystematic largely
Unsystematic and
- allocated in a
job experiences: single
paternalistic manner.
function focus.
lelated to performance Functional specialists
and productivity.
with some generalists:
largely rotation.

includes return on
investment and
profitability.

not cross-business.

Large bonuses based
on profitability and
subjective assessment
of contribution to
overall company.

Cross-functional,
cross-divisional, and
crosscorporate/divisional
formal.

Bonuses based on
multiple planned goals
with moderate top
management
discretion.

Cross-divisional and
cross-subsidiary to
corporate: formal and
systematic.

The contingency-matching business and HR strategy model is based on the ideas
described by Porter (1980), and Miles & Snow (1984).

Porter's (1980) three competitive strategies are cost leadership, differentiation, or focus.
A cost leadership strategy is based on two themes: that the unit cost wiIl fall as the firm

gains experience and that unit costs will fall as the scale of the operation increases. Low
costs can also be achieved by simplifying the product or set-vice, finding and retaining a
low-cost source of supply not available to competitors, minimising the cost of labour,
and lobbying government for subsidies or tariffs.
Viljoen (I 991) observed that cost leadership is a popular strategy in the public sector,
because of budget pressures and the need to be accountable for public spending.
A differentiation strategy depends on creating value in the rn~ndsof custo~nersto ensure

brand loyalty and a lower sensitivity lo prices. The quality of the product or service is a
key basis for differentiation and might include reliability, features, brand image, altersales service, service responsiveness, appearance of the physical assets and the
behaviour of the employees. BMW, Mercetles Benz and Rolls Royce are examplcs of
those that differentiate their products.

A focus strategy concentrates on a particular buyer group, a product segment, or a
geographic area. The rationale is to find a market segment and dominate it.
In the USA, 90% of mini~nillshave a cost leadership strategy and use a cost-focused HR
system and 60% have a differentiation strategy that ~naxilnisescomlnit~ne~it
(Arthur
1992).
Miles & Snow (1 978) propose four generic competitive profiles: the 'Defender', the
'Prospector', the 'Analyses' and the 'Reactor'.
'Defender' organisations tend to rely on the stability of thc rnarkct and the extcrnal
environment. They carefully protect their share of the market and take the actions
necessary to maintain it. Operational efficiency is an important goal for 'Defcndcrs'

'Prospector' organisations constantly search for new market opportunities and
experiment with ideas to respond to emerging trends. 'Prospectors' assume that the only
constant in the market is change and that 'Defender' organisations can be outmanoeuvred with entrepreneurial innovative strategies.
'Analyser' organisations operate in both a stable market and a changing market. They
seek evidence of 'Prospector' activities and imitate those activities that appear
promising. They then use their experience in operational efficiency to capture the
market.

'Reactor' organisations perceive external change and uncertainty, but they are unable to
respond owing to a lack of flexibility. Their only possible reaction is in response to
irresistible external environmental pressure that leaves thetn no choice.
The use of the contingency-matching busincss and HR strategy model depends on
choosing a busincss strateby frotn Porter's or Milcs & Snow's descriptions and

matching HR strategy lo it in orclcr to describe the employee behaviour requirccl. For
example, Cappelli & Singh (1992) wrote that a particular business strategy requires a
particular set of behaviours and that a unique set of I-IRM policies and practices would
bring about those clesirecl behaviours. The contingency-tnatching business and I-IR
strategy model is known as the generic approach to HRM (Wood 1995) ancl has been
described by Boxall & Dowling (1990) and Boxall (1 992).

Dowling and Schuler (1990) provide a table, shown in Figure 2.4, which describes the
nature HR policies might take when competitive business strategies are used.

Innovation goals

Quality goals

Cost reduction goals

High participation

High participation

Low participation

Implicit job analysis

Explicit job analysis

Explicit job analysis

External sources

Some external sources

Mostly external sources

Broad career paths

Narrow career paths

Narrow career paths

Process and results criteria

Mostly results criteria

Results criteria

Some employment security

Sorne e~nployrnentsecurity

Little e~nploymentsecurity

Many incentives

Some incentives

Few incentives

I Egalitarian pay
Extensive training
Cooperative IR

I Egalitarian pay

I Hierarchical pay

I

1 Extensive training

I

I

I

I Cooperative IR

I

I Little training
) Traditional 1R

Figure 2.4
Each of the 'hard' FIR strategy ~nodelsmiglit seem as prescriptive as the 'soft' model,
leaving business strategists few choices, yet Child (1972) defined stratcgy as 'a set of
funda~nentalor critical choices about the ends and means of business'. The firm does
not have this choice if it nus st adhere to one of the competitive business strategies and a
matched set of HR policies.

The typical approach of generating business strategy includes an analysis of a fir~n's
resource strengths and weaknesses, together with the characteristics of the cxternal
environment and tlie opportunities and threats presenting ihemselves to tlie firm
(Viljoen 1991; Morden 1993). Child (1 987) describccl environmental risks in three
areas: a reduction in de~nandowing to business cycle recession or a loss of busincss to
competition; a failure to match technology with the competition; or the price is too higli.
Hodgetts, Lutlians & Slocu~n(1999) suggcsted that top managcrs will have to rnonitor
their cnvironment continually for opportunities.
After an analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats, rnanagc~nent
defines the objcctives the firm should achieve to takc advantage of its resourcc
strengths, the opportunities in the external cnvironn~cnt,measures to overcorne its
35

weaknesses and actions to counter environmental threats. Mabey, Salaman & Storey
(1998), however, wondered if management was able to recognise an environmental
threat and even if they could, whether management had the ability to implement the
right strategy.

Other criticisms of strategy are that the model of business strategy formulation described
by Viljoen (1991) and Morden (1993) ignores power, politics and culture (Karnoche
1994; Purcell & Ahlstand 1994; Truss & Gratton 1994). As an example, stakeholders,
which include employees, might seek to preserve the status quo and prevent
management from taking new initiatives (Hodgetts, Luthans & Slocutn 1999). Mabey,
Salatnan & Storey (1998) suggested that strategies are tlesigned in a political vacuum
with the incorrect assumption that the logic behind the strategies is clear and consensus
will automatically result. They also found that, in their experience, strategy was
"incremental, piece-meal, ad-hoc, incomplete, negotiated and only partly rational."
The resource-based view of the firm
Legge (1995) and Mnbey & Salaman (1995) observed that there are some conflicting
ideas in HRM. Sisson & Storey (2000) suggested that there is a 'Jekyll ant1 Mytlc quality
to HRM' with a variety of approacEles as well as 'hard' and 'soft' versions. The 'soft'
model offers a set of IHR policies and practices, which are proposed by Sisson & Storey
(2000) to be trni1)crsallyappropriate for a firm to achieve superior performance, whereas
in the matching 'hard' model approach, HR policies and practices arc contingent on thc
circulnstances of the firm. Purcell (1 999) suggested that the n~ntchingapproach might
not work if every organisation adopted thc same method, b e c a ~ ~no
s e single fi1.111would
have a competitive edge. Boxall (1 996) proposcd that firns who sutvive arc good at
evcrything, not just at using the cost leadership or differentiation strategies of Porter
(1980).
The resource-bascd view (Barney 1991;Dyer & Kochan 1995; Boxall 1996) argues that
successful companies adopt an approach, which is matched to their circumstances. It
proposes that an organisation can gain a competitive advantage owing to the resources it
possesses. The resource needs to be rare, valuable, difficult to imitate and not ablc to be
substituted (Delery 1998; Sisson & Storey 2000). The resource-bascd view is not
another theory of strategy, It docs not rcplace the stress on market position, hut

complements it (Karnoche 1996). Mabey, Salaman & Storey (1998) suggest a firm's
strengths are within its internal structure and, in the resource-based view, strategy
follows structure and not vice-versa. The strategy will be the answer to the question
'What can we do with the strength in our resources?' (For example, invent a new
market.) CappeIli & Crocker-Hefter (1 996) did not agree. They thought organisations
that attack new markets did not develop employee competencies from within and that
IBM's business problems are linked to a lock of new talent and ideas from outside the
company.

Purcell(1999) expIained that one of the resources in the resource-based view is a corc
group of e~nployeesessential for the successful operation of the firm, who will havc to
receive special HR treatment to be retained. Karnoche (1996) proposed that the retention
of the core group can be facilitated through rewarcl systems, job security, training and
career development, autonomy and the fostering of a sense of belonging - policies vcty
similar to 'soft' moclel FIRM. However, Delery (1998) wrote that the rcsourcc-bascd
view does not actually specify how I-IR issues should be managed. Cappelli (1999a)
thought it unlikely that e firm's competitors woulcl not try to lure the core group away,
nor that all of the core group wouIcl remain under all circumstances.
Brown & Eisenhardt (1998) com~nenleclthat distinctivc core competencies ~niglitbc of
little value in lon1orrow's ~narketsand, in the twenty-first century, stratcgic aclvnnlage
woultl only be tetnporary.
Conclusion
Mabey, Salarnan & Storey (1998) remarked that there is no single model of MRM but a
variety of different descriptions and ideas, which Sisson & Storey (2000) clivitletl into
two models: universal or contingency. The universal model offers a set oCHR policies,
which arc claimed to be universally appropriate, whercns in the continge~lcymodel, I-IR
policies and practices fit the circumstances of an organisation. Boxall (1 99G) supported
Sissoli & Storey (2000), observing that there are two strands to FIRM: a high
com~nitmentmodel, equating to the universal model, and a model where a relationship
between the business strategy and ernploy~i~ent
relatiolls exists, which equatcs to the
contingency moclel.

and are coherent between each other (internal fit) (Hendry & Pettigrew 1986 and Baird
& Meshoulam 1988).

There are three subsets of the strategic 'hard' model: the contingency-business life cycle
model (Kochan & Barocci 1985); the contingency-strategy and structure model
(Fombrun, Tichy & Devanna 1984); and the contingency-matching business and MR
strategy model based on the ideas of Porter (1980) and Miles & Snow (1984). Dowling
& Schuler (1990) provide a table, which describes the nature that HR policies might

take in the contingency-matching business and HR strategy model.
Purcell(1999) observed that the matching approach might not work if every
organisation adopted the same method. Barncy (1991), Dyer & Kochan (1995), and
Boxall (1996) described the rcsource-based view of the finn, a strategy, which can avoid
the problem and which is based on the question 'What can we do with the strength in or
resources?' In this situation, it becomes imperative that the firm rctains its core human
resources and Kamoche (1996) proposcd that their retention could bc facilitatctl with
HRM similar to the 'so&' model.

4. SECURE EMPLOYMENT
Secure employnent is the first item on Pfeffer's (1994) list of sixteen 'best' I-IR
practices, that, together with those of Wood (1995) and Wood & dc Menezes (1998),
define the 'soft' model. Secure e~nployncntIncans a job for life with no involuntary
retirement, but whcther secure employment is still actunlly a facet of employtnent is
discussed in this section.
Locke, Kochan & Piore (1 995) reportctl on international research in industrial relations,
both within and between cotnpanics, to docutncnt how firms and industries had been
adapting their e~nployrnentpractices to face international competition. They found that
managers had been the driving force behind changing employment practices at that time,
whereas prior to this, managers reacted to union initiatives. That was bccausc the
regulations and nortns concerning collective bargaining had been rnodificd to allow
individual workplace agreements in allnost every country that they studied. The
introduction of these agrcernents is a threat to sccure employnent, because Storey
(1992b) considers a move to individual contracts one of thc dimensions of

implementing 'hard' model HRM. In Australia, only 0.7% of elnployees were covered
by individual agreements in 1990 (AWIRS 1991), but 5% were covered in AWIRS 1995
(Department of Workplace Relations and Small Business 1997).

Locke, Kochan & Piore (1995) found that in almost every country studied, government
regulations concerning recruitment, dismissal, redundancy and the allocation of labour
have been modified to give employers more discretion. As a result, more part-time,
temporary or special contracts increased considerably. In Australia, by the mid-1 990s,
casual workers accounted for 20% of total employment, the second highest percentage
in the sixteen countries of the OECD; 1 in 4 were casual employees in private industry
and 1 in 10 in the public sector (Deety, Plow~nan& Walsh. 1997); 48% of companies
e~nployedabout the same number of casual workers, but 27% had increased their use in
1990 (AWIRS 1991). The figures remained very similar in AWIRS 1995 (Department
of Workplace Relations and Small Business 1997). Cappelli (1995) found that 78% of
employers in the USA used contractors to do work in 1989 previously performed by
employees, and 97% used telnporary help. He also found that unpublished data b y the
US Bureau of Statistics suggest that employme~ltby temporary help agencies had at
least tripled since 1985.

In the USA, Cappelli (1995) fou~ldthat employers felt that they were compelled to
reduce costs over the last decade to face increased competition and that the increased
use of new accounting techniques, such as activity-based costing and econolnic value
added, assisted in honing the focus on costs. He also discussed some of the strangely
positive attitudes of society to downsizing the firm, whereas one would expect society to
condemn the loss ofjobs. When IBM abandoned permanent employment, several other
employers followed its lead. This was probably because the decision by Xerox to
downsize by 10% was greeted very positively on the stock market.
Cappelli (1995) also discussed the development time of new products in the USA.
'Reverse engineering' solnebody else's product could result in a copy appearing o n the
market within one year. Therefore, the time to market from concept to production of
new products could be reduced and this has could affect the e~nploynentrelationship.
One example providcd by Cappelli (1995) to reduce the time required for new products
is the use of cross-functional teams, but another is to rely on external sourcing and

contracting. If skills become obsolete at the same time as products and the lifetime of
products is shortened, then Cappelli (1995) suggested that it would be cheaper for the

firm to discard obsolete skills and products at the same time and to re-hire people with
the correct skills for the new products. Indeed, he obsc~lredthat it might be difficult to
recoup the costs of training over a short product lifetime and still maintain a competitive
price.

Cappelli (1999) suggested that product markets might change too rapitlly to develop
internal skills and finns would have no choice but to e~nploynew personnel. He also
observed that arrangements to protect employees were a result of collective bargaining
with unions. In the 1970s, firms agreed to secure employment to avoid industrial
confrontation and these films had a relatively stable product market, where the number
of employees needcd was relatively constant, but at the end of the 1980s, management's
imperative was to reduce costs (Cappelli 1999). Boxall (1 996) thought that a firm
should establish stable employment relations to maintain a good reputation in both
product and labour markets. If a control system is designed to reduce labour costs whilst
still maintaining wages, strikes, high grievance rates and adversarial labour relations are
likely to result, which have been fou~idto bc vely expensive to firms in terms of quality
and cost (Katz, Kochan & Wcbcr 1985; Cookc 1992).
Of itself, secure employment for as long as an e~nploycewants it, does not characterise a
'soft' model HR policy. Legge (1995) suggests that some employees may have to lose
their jobs in the interests of the organisation as a whole, eithcr for busi~lcssrcnsons or
because thesc employees are not equal to the task. Foulkes (1986) quoted a viccpresident of ITT who said that a marginal, unproductive or a surplus e~nployceshould
not be kept, because the act of keeping lowers the morale of the remaining employees.

Walton (1985b) is also pragmatic about permanent employment and the busincss
pressures on management. He askecl irmanagernent woultl simply admit that it has a
higher priority for permanent employment wherever possible under the cornmitmenl
approacl~than the control approach, and accept greater responsibility for outplace~ncntif
the need is unavoidable. Therc might not even be a need for this pragmatism in practicc
as Oster~nan(I994) found in the USA, against all expectations, that it is possible to
introduce I-IRM innovations without reassuring employees that their jobs are secure.

Indeed, he found that there is a lack of evidence that employee security is important at
all. The US data of Appelbau~n& Batt (1994) showed that only 9% of a 188 firm
sample provided e~nployeeswith job security, but in Australia in 1990, 67% of films
reported that they did provide job security (AWIRS 1991). In AWIRS 1995,37% of
public sector and 27% of private sector ernployees fclt insecure in their jobs
(Department of Workplace Relations and Small Business 1997).

Nevertheless, secure etnployment is a pre-requisite for quality and the continuous
improvement of productivity. For example, Collinson, Edwards & Rees (1998)
suggested that employees would not be committed to the quality of goocls and services if
the only method management used to inanage environmental pressures was to downsize.
Locke, Kochan & Piore (1 995) wrote that unless the busincss is growing to create niorc
employment, etnployecs would not participate in programs to increase protluctivity if
the initiative call be linked to job losses. Therefore, thc 'soft' inodel of HRM may well
be inappropriate during downswings of the business cycle. However, there are other
inputs than labour to the conversion process and Pfeffer (1994) proposed that ~notivated
workers would generate lower waste.
Conclusion
A firm might need to offer secure ernl~loymentto avoid inclustrial confrontation with
unions or a decline in the quality of its goods and services, because its e~nploycesarc
not committed to the success of the firm.
Industrial confrontalion can be avoided if etnployees are hircd undcr individual
contracts and such contracts havc increased with changes to government regulations.
These regulations have also changed concerning disnlissal and redundancy, allowing for
disciplinary dismissal action if an employee is not meeting thc quality standards sct by
the firm.
In the 1990s, shareholders regarded downsizing by a firm as a positive action. Unless
the sales of a firm are growing in excess of productivity gains, then downsizing is
inevitable. In addition, short product life-cycles might not allow a firm to recoup the
costs of re-training its e~nploycesin new skills. Therefore, ernployees ~ n i g l only
~ t retain
their employ~lentas long as the product sales are stable or increasing.

All of the events in the 1990s indicate that the 'soft' model HRM poIicy of secure
employment is being replaced with a 'hard' model policy where continued employment
is linked with the external business environment. However, a 'soft' model docs not have
to guarantee employment. If the firm has no choice, then under the 'soft' model, it
should do its utmost to ensure that the employees who have to leave have every
advantage. For example, in the twenty-first century, a key feature of 'soft' model
partnership agreements with management and unions exchanges increased crnployee
flexibility for a degree of secure einploynent and the 'employability' of personnel
outside the firm (Sisson & Storey 2000). Consequently, finns that accept this
responsibility for employees still exhibit the use of 'soft' model HRM despite job losscs
occurring.

5. COMMITMENT
Second on the list of sixteen 'sofl' rnodcl HR policies derived from Pfeffer (1994),
Wood (1995) and Wood & dc Mcnezcs (1998) is recruiting selectivity for cointnitment.
Cornmitinent is sought as a valued cllaractcristic of an c~nployeeand an important
underlying concept of the 'soft' model of HRM (Becr et al. 1985; Walton 1985a; Sisson
1990; Thomas & Vcthouse 1990; Boxall 1996; Wood & dc Menezes 1998; Sisson &
Storey 2000). Com~nitnlentis attractive to an organisation as it is based on the idca that
committed employees are likely to be more productive and adaptable to change. The
costs of behavioural compliance might also be less. For example, if managcmcnt has to
force people to behave in a particular way, then the behaviours woulcl need to be
policed. Ifpersollnel were committed, audit costs to ensure compliance would be less
(Locke & Scllweiger 1979; Wood 1996a).
Locke, Kochan & Piore (1995) reported on 'mutuality' in practice. Firtns often engagc
in value-added strategies ('soft' model) and cost-based strategies ('hard' model)
sometimes simultaneously, but often sequentially. For example, Fiat downsized after
considerable conflict in the 1980s and then engaged in a process of rebuilding
relationships. AT & T i n the USA did a similar thing. IBM and Digital, however, long
known for their 'soft' nlodel commitment, have engaged in cost cutting and downsizing.

Cappelli (1995) discussed the 'psychological contract' between employee and employer
whereby employnent security was exchanged for reasonable performance and
commitment. However, as seen earlier, (Cappelli 1995; Locke, Kochan & Piore 1995;
Deery, Plowman & Walsh 1997) employnent security might be outdated. What
Cappelli (1995) found kom a suivey in the mid-1980s was that the statement 'I believe
management is looking after my interests' showed the sharpest drop from a decade
earlier and the measurement of coinmit~ncntby employees to the firm also suffered a
sharp decline. The new psychological contract offers 'employability', rather than job
security (Herriot & Manning 1997; Sisson & Storey 2000).
Bassett (1994) proposed that no proof existed that cotnmitted workers were more
productive. Cappelli (1995) reported that only 2% of managers believed that
cornrnitmenl to the organisation was a kcy to their success. I-le also consitleretl an
organisation that downsized and broke the 'psychological contract" If this occurred,
then employees woultl leave the firm. Arthur (1994) found that colnmil~ncntsystems
result in a lower employee turnover than thosc with control systems.

Cappelli (1995) also found that employees clitl not leave when the psychological
contract was broken. He deduced it was becausc they had nowhere else to go. Other
organisations were downsizing, too, ancl there wcre only very limited opportunities for
employnent with other firms. Cappelli did suggest, howcver, that a labour markct with
a shortage of skills might lead to a very different situation: employees would leave thcir
jobs if the psychological contract were broken because there would be opportunities
elsewhere.
The benefits of winning the coin~nittnentof employees arc the reduced costs of ensuring
that their behaviour complies with the firm's requirements, because cnsuring
compliance is a part of the 'control model' (Arthur 1994). On the other hand, the costs
of winning coin~nitineiltare to provide the improved working conditions suggested by
the 'soft' model. Cappclli (1995), however, suggestecl that co~ninitmentcould be won by
default when there are no other opportunities for employment. Unemployinent is likely
to be high in business cycle downswings, when ctnploycrs are likely to be watching thcir
costs quite closely. Therefore, the 'soft' model is only likely to be used whcn therc arc

plenty of other jobs to go to, but HR policies could well change to a 'hard' model during
periods of sustained low demand.
Conclusion
Employee commitment is attractive to organisations, because committed e~nployeesare
likely to be more productive and flexible, with compliance costs less. However, whether
those claims are correct or whether commitment was actively sought is in doubt (Bassett
1994 and Locke, Kochan & Piore 1995).
Cappelli (1 995) suggested that employee co~nrnitmentmight depend on the job market.
If there were no jobs to go to, then employees would be committed, in which case a
'hard' model would not lessen commitment. If there were many job opportunities, then a
slratcgy of ernploycc retention would be necessary to ensure cornmit~nent,in which case
a 'soft' model would be required.
6. REWARDS
Of the sixteen 'soft' model HR policies previously discussetl, high wages is listed third,
perfor~nancepay am1 skill pay eighth, and e~nployeeownership ninth. Walt011(1 98%)
suggested that commitment is sustained with variable rewards that create equity,
reinforce group achievements, and include profit sharing. Beer et al. (1985), Wootl
(1995), Wood & de Menezes (1998) and Sisson & Storey (2000) had a similar view.
Walton (1985a) reported that Ford in the USA saw economic sharing as an important
transition to its cotnnlitment stratcgy in the 1980s. Storey (1992a) reported that Ford

(UK) also introduced productivity allowances in the mid-1980s, as did Jabuar at the
same time. Most of the craft unions resisted such schemes with vigour us tlicy probably
saw that the outcome of increased productivity without increased sales would lead to
downsizing. As a result, the introduction of the initiatives was not generally succcssf~~l
because of this resistance.
Marchington et al. (1994) did not find support for the idea that co~nrnilrnentis linked to
sharc ownership. Neither did Appelbaurn & Batt (1994), who remarked that gainsharing
and profit sharing, piece rates and merit pay are old ideas, and not innovations that
either employees or unions particularly like. Wood (1996b) found that higher

commitment would result if, rather than a performance bonus, a permanent increase in
wages occurred.

Appelbaum & Batt (1994) also reported that workers in the USA can bc dc-rnoth~atedif
too high a proportion of their saIary depends on performance; in fact, only a minority of
22% favour individual incentives, with a majority preferring a straight wage.
Cappelli (1999b) foresaw problems if profit sharing were linked to market based wages.
If the firm was performing well, then management saw employees as over-paid because
high profits incrensed total wages. If the firm was performing badly, then e~nployees
saw themselves as under-paid because low profits reduced total wages. Hendry et a!.
(2000) viewed sucli reward incentives as controlling, because they contain an implicit
threat that the reward can be withheld as a punishment.
Wright, Dyer & Takla (1 999) found from their state-of-the-art ancl practice study, which
involved interviews and surveys of 232 HR executives, consultants and acaciernics, that
performance rewards were mentioned more by consultants and academics (60% of
respondents) than HR (19%) and line managers (10%). Egan (I995) found that for line
managers, performance managenie~~t
is seen sitnply as time consuming, bureaucratic,
paper driven and top down.

Conclusion
Onc group of academics believe that commitment is sustained with variable rewards,
whilst another group do not support the idea. Unions do not likc merit pay, workcrs
might be de-motivated if too high a proportion of their pay depends on it, ant1
commitment may, in fact, be sustained with a pertnanent increasc in wages instead of a
bonus.
It seems that consultants and academics regard variable rewards Inore importantly than

HR and line managers do and, in the case of line managers, the whole systetn of
performance appraisal and reward is disliked.
Thc presence of variable rewards in an I-IR policy system liiight not indicate the use of
'soft' model HRM as Walton (1985a) suggested. More likely, a stronger indicator woultl

be high wages, skill pay, and pelmanent increases in pay for merit as described in
Pfeffer's (1994) list. Share ownership, however, is likely to be excluded.

7. TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
An emphasis on training and develop~nentis fourth on Pfeffer's (1994) list of sixteen
'soft' mode1 HR policies and cross-training is eleventh. Sisson & Storey (2000)
explained that training and developrnent were significant in symbolic value. If managers
fail to train, they send a signal that einployees are not valued and are easily dispensed
with. Storey (1 992a) suggested that training and developrnent send a message to
clnployees that the fir111wants to develop them. However, he found that UK
organisations did not invest very much in training and development. Leading employers
averaged 0.15% of their total annual budget, whereas in West Germany, Japan and the
USA the average was 3% of the annual budget. Truss et 81. (1997) also fount1 that
employees in the UK thought they did not receive enough training to do theirjobs well.
Nor did the majority of the sanle employees think that the organisation encourager1 them
to develop new skills.

In 1996, the estimate of expenditure on training by firms as a percentage of GDP for
Australia was 0.9%, USA 0.4 to 1.2%, Japan 5%, West Gernlany 2% and France 0.4%.
Training expenditure of firms in Australia has declined since 1993, probably because of
the suspension in 1994 and abolition in 1996 of the Training Guarantee Schcmc (Smith
1998). In Australia in 1996, professional and para-professionals were more likely to be
trained than low-skilled workers (Smith 1998).

Storey (1992a) also surmised that line managers From the 'supervisory' level up, who
had received little etlucation in their Iifetimes, and who were respo~~sible
for identifying
training, were lcss likely either to recognise the need fora or approve, etlucation for their
subordinates. This attitude tnay change over time. Storey, Mabey & Thomson (1997)
found that UK companies were offering a lot Inore management developlnent in 1996
than they were in 1986, because senior tnanagers are better educated and trained.
The ncw psychological contract that offers e~nployabilityrather than job security
increases the tle~nandfor training, because a broader range of skills must be provitled for
future employment in other firms, rather than a narrower set of skills for current

employment (Herriot & Manning 1997). Howevcr, Cappelli (1999a) observed that such
an investment by employers is a risk because better-trained employees might lcave to
take up external job opportunities.
Conclusion
Training expenditure as a percentage of the annual budget of a film is declining and the
reduction detnonstrates a transition from 'soft' rnodel HRM to a 'hard' model cost
reduction strategy.
The concept of 'employability' is more likely to increase the amount of training
delivered to low-skilled workers and, thus, sustain their commitment to the firm,
because they will perceive they are valued.
Consequetltly, a bctter indicator of the 'soft' motlel of I-IRM in a firm should be based
on the perception by employees of thc amount oftraining offered and why it is offered,
rather than a percentage of an annual budget.

8. INFORMED CI-IOICE
Information sharing is seventh on Pfeffer's (1994) list. Beer et al. (1985) wrote that
employers should build trust with employees and give them an infortned choice. Storcy
(1992a) found that direct colntnunications with the workforce was regarded as
extretnely important in fourteen out of fifteen UK case studies, with a step-change from
the mid-1980s occurring in firms in this regard. Walton ( I 985b) tlescribed this as a
change from a 'need to know' basis to a wiclc sharing of business data. In Australia in
1990, data sharing was in the area oftnarketing, corporate plans and the financial
position of the firm (AWIRS 1991). In AWIRS 1995, more than 90% of workplaces
provided infornlation on workplace performance, quality, customer satisfaction and
occupational health and safety. 79% provided staffing plans (Co~nrnonwealth
Department of Workplace Relations and Small Business 1998). Storey (19920) reportcrl
that companies set up several systetns for each line manager to use to perrorm regular
briefings. However, it was rare to find that the systems were being used as specificcL and
in some cases, union shop stewarcls knew Inore than line supet~isorsdid. This
embarrassed the supervisors and they were loath to perform briefings. Furthermore,
what was particularly absent in the UK in the majority of cases was the upward flow of

communications from the shopfloor. Truss et al. (1997) also found that upward

communication was absent. Only 12% of over 2000 respondents in eight firms ageed
that senior management was well infollned about what the lower levels think and do.
Marchington et al. (1994) found only a minority of employees in a study of six
companies in the UK who felt that direct comlnunications had any effect on their
commitment, but they telnperecl their finding by linking the future possibilities of
declining demand for the firm and the employee's expectation of redundancies. In other
words, if business is looking difficult, but possible, communication will elicit
commitment, but if business is looking bad, and the firm has a history of retrenchment
following failure, tlien comnlunication does not increase commitment.
Sisson & Storey (2000) pointed out that co~n~nunication
is very important. Lack of
understanding is a prime source of inefficiency and results in de-motivation. If all the
employees of a finn are to work together to achieve the goals of the firn~,then all
etnployees need to know what the goals, priorities, threats and opportunities are.
Conclusion
The provision of basic infonnation by the finn to its employees has increased from the
1980s, throughout the 1990s ancl includes corporate plans, finance, quality, custorner
satisfaction and workplace performance.

However, thc information is simply passed clown and there is no direct comtnunication
between mac~agementand employees, A true indicator of 'sow lnoclel I-IRM
cornmunicatio~~
would be two way ancl on any relevant subject to the fin11 or its
employees.

9. PARTICIPATION AND TRUST
Symbolic egalitarianism is sixth on the I-IR 'best' practice list, team-based work tenth
and participation and e~npowermentis twelith. Walton (1985b) proposed that the
commitment model sees line managers as facilitators, rather than directors; as mentors,
rather than practitioners of technical ancl administrative expertise; and helping workers
develop the ability to manage themselves. Storey (1992a) wrote that a key attribute of
I-IRM is the tlece~ltralisatiollof responsibility from the personnel cleparlment to the line

managers. He found that all fifteen of the UK firms in his case-studies had made
managers the first point of contact in regard to HR matters.

In the USA, Cappelli (1995) reported that in 1994,54.5% of all establishments had
work teams for which there was little or no direct supervision. The data of Appelbaum
& Batt (1994) showed that in the USA, of the establishments using teams, 14% of them

were purely autonomous, 73% self-managed and only 13% supervised. What is
interesting about these teams is that Cappelli (1995) found that they were trained and
developed in Inany skills at great expense, but the firm did not protect its investment by
providing for secure employment.
Cappelli (1 995) wrote that a proxy for commit~nentin work tearns was lucrative rewards
for team perfor~nance,with no compensating 'adjustment' if one of thc team mcmbers
was absent or under-performed. I-lence, peer prcssurc by team members on the unclerperformers woulcl ensure the best outcome for both the firm and the individuals.
Marchington (1 995) also suggested that not only do teams monitor their indivitlual
perfor~nanceand higlilight under-performance, bul they adopt a disciplinary role, by
applying sanctions against their fellow employees.

Sisson & Storey (2000) wrote that there are three types of participation and involve~nent
in new forms of organisation structure: directly with the employee; joint consultation of
management and unions with collective bargaining, which is discussed in Section 10,
Industrial Relations in Australia; and financial, ie profit sharing and share ownership.
They suggested that a more basic reason for participation and involvement in the 2000s
was because management hierarchies had flattened and there were insufficient managers
to ensure behavioural compliance.
Conclusion
Team based work ensures the full use of a worker's skills and abilities (Wood 1995) and
results in job satisfaction (Wood & cle Mcnezes 1998). I-Iowever, the presence of tcambased work is not an indicator of 'soft' model HRM if the use of the tearns is a 'hard'
model HR strategy to use peer pressure to reduce costs and increase production. A better
indicator of the 'soft' model would be the protection of the investment in the team's
skills by offering employment security.

10. CORE-PERIPHERY STRATEGY

Secure employtnent was at risk in special workplaces in the early 1990s. These were
mainly found in greenfield sites, or where major technological changes were introduced
and employees had a 'voice' in the process, or the pressure of international cotnpetition
was the greatest, or when new union-management partnerships were created. The most
serious threat to them appeared to be that if cconolnic growth did not exceed
productivity growth, then job losses would result. If this were the case, the long-term
development of trust and cotnmitment needed to ensure innovation and flexibility would
fail (Locke, Kochan & Piore 1995).

Furthennore, Zeffane & Mayo (1 99513) observed that those that retnain aAer downsizing
face the realities of more work and the fear of further job losses. Locke, Kochan & Piore

(I 995) also pointed out that there is a widely accepted belief that workerltnanage~nent
cooperation to improve efficiency is unlikely if thc workers fear such itnprovetnents will
lead to the loss of thelr job. Unfortunately, Locke, Kocl~an& Piore (1995) foul~dthat
there has been a clecline in job security in all of the countries studied. In some cascs, job
loss was coupled with income tnaintenal~ceuntil re-hired, or generous severance
payments, but they suggest that there is no solution to the dilemma of promoting
innovations to increase productivity if it leatls to the loss ofjob security. Cotnpanies
could provide e~nployeeswith continuous training to prepare them better for successful
employment in the external labour market, but few firms are currently thinking about
this.

If the 'sofl' modcl is to succeed, then the problems clcscribed above must be solvetl atitl
one strategy to cope with the dilemma is suggestetl by Zeffane & Mayo (1 995b). Thc
firm establishes a stable core of personnel with guaranteed job security, along with

(I

flexible ring of personnel that expands or contracts as needed. It is very similar to the
idea of numerical flexibility in Atkinson's (1984) flexible firm model. The 'son' lnodel
could be sustained for a core group of etnployees, with the retnainder e~nployedsing
the 'hard' model.
Cappelli (1995) found no evidence to support the existence of a core-periphety strategy
in the USA. The most cotnpelling evidence he found to the contrary was that

management groups and older, educated workers who should have been in the 'core'
were more at risk of losing their jobs than those that should have been in the periphery.
Conclusion
Employees cannot be guaranteed secure en~ploymentif the growth in sales of an
organisation does not exceed productivity growth, in which case, the cornlnitment
model will fail (Locke, Kochan & Piore 1995). However, Zeffane & Mayo (1995b)
suggested that the 'soft' model couId be used for the most important core group of
employees and the 'hard' nod el on the less important peripheral group.

11. INDUSTIAL RELATIONS IN AUSTRALIA
As noted by Locke, Kochan & Piore (1 995) and discussed in Section 3, Secure
Employment, government regulations have been modified. In Australia in the carly
1990s, the modifications included Certified Agreements and Australian Workplace
Agreements.

Certified Anree~nents
A Certified Agreement, or 'enterprise bargain', is the result of management meeting
with unions to bargain about changes to ernploynent in exchange for a pay increase.
Management may also negotiate a Cestified Agreement directly with employees, who
can agree by a majority vote, thus bypassing the unions. For example, if management
wanted to increase the hours of working from thirty-eight hours to forty hours per week,
then they might offer a 5% pay increase as compensation. Alternatively, unions nliglit
demand forty days recreation leave instead of twenty and management might agree this
was acceptable if employees took recreation leave at half pay. Terms and conclitions of
employment can be changed as long as elnployees are not disadvantagetl by the change.
For example, if they receive a benefit, that at the least balances the loss. En~ployersmust
inform and consult with all elnployees about the content and consequences of the
agreement.
Afrcr completing such a negotiation, the agreclnent is prepared and signed by
management and unions (or employees) and is valid for a fixed tenn. The ageement
must specify a no~ninalexpiry date, which is not more than three years from the clate of
operation of the agrecment.

The Industrial Relations Commission then ratifies the agreement, ensuring that no
disadvantage has accrued to employees. ThereaRer, unions cannot take protected
industrial action whilst the agreement is in force and, although the conditions in the
agreement remain in place until a new agreement is made, unions can take protected
action after the expity of the old one, prior to the making of a new agreement.
Therefore, management are vitally interested in ensuring that a new agreement
immediately replaces an old one before its expiry to avoid industrial action.
The tenns and concl~tionsof etnploynent at an enterprise are contained in an Award.
There is either one Award for the whole firm, or sevcral Awards covering scparate trade
groups. Awards i~lcludehours of work, thc amount of annual leavc, long servicc leavc,
sick leave, the bandwidth of hours, pay, termination and allowanccs, for example.
Certified Agreements overwrite Award conditions by re-phrasing the term or condition.
According to the Cotn~nonwealthDepartment of Workplace ReIations ancl S~nall
Business (January 1998), a Certified Agreement can be comprchensive; covering all
terms and contlilions of employment, or be specific to particular issues ancl operate
alongside an Award. These spccific issues tnight be cfficicncy initiatives, or other
special projects, that the organisation wants to introduce to fund thc pay increase
contained in the agreement. These are mentioned to ensure that no opposition is incl in
i~nplernentingthe changcs.

For certification by thc Australian Industrial Rclntions Co~nmission,the agreements
must include a dispute-settling proccss, be for a specified pcriod, not disaclvanlagc
workers, (the 'no disnd1rantnge test:) whcn the terms and conditions as a whole arc
considered, and not unreasonably or unfairly exclude particular cmployecs. The Minister
for Industrial Relations described the no disnd~~cuzlagc
lest in a speech delivered to the
House of Representatives on 21 Novcmber 19913(Corn~nonwealthDepartlncnt of
Workplace Relations and Small Business January 1998):
The no disadvantage test is a global test, which means that an agreeincnt
would be able to fall below any individual terms and conditions set by the
award or legislative benchmarks, provided that there was no clisadvantage
with respect to the overall package.

Any breach o f the agreement attracts substantial penalties. The parties need to review
the agreement to assess progress, measure change and have information
sharing/consultation processes. As the agreement nears the end o f its term they should
review it and negotiate a new agreement. The old agreement contitrues to be binding
until it is replaced or varied.
Certified Agreements cannot overwrite employment laws such as:
1 . Workplace Relations Act 1996
2. Long Service Leave (Commonwealth Employees) Act 1976
3. Maternity Leave (Comtnonwealth Employees) Act 1973
4. Superannuation Act 1976
5. Superannuation Act 1990
6. Superannuation Guarantee Adnlinistration Act 1992
7. Superannuation Productivity Benefit Act 1988
8. ~uperannuationBenefits ( ~ L ~ e r v i sMechanisms)
or~
Act 1990
9. Safety Rehabilitation and Con~pensationAct I988
10. ~ccu~ational
Healtl~and safety (Cornmonwealth Employment) Act 1991
1 1 . Public Employment (Consequential and Transitional) Arnenclment Act I999
Therefore, organisations do not have complete freedom to change I-IR l~olicieswithout

complying with the statutes and these laws are a factor, which contributes to deciding
what HR policies to have.
Public Service Certified Agreements and their associated Awards contain a tiumber o f
provisions success~ullynegotiated between managcrnent and unions. Thcse are
redeployment; salary sacrifice; flexible working hours; working from home; special or
family leave; gyin membership; permanent employncnt; filling vacancies; perfor~nancc
assessment; and job swap. An explanation o f the terms is contained in Appendix 2.
Australian Workvlace Agreements (AWAs)
An AWA is an agrcernetrt between an individual employee and the employer, which
concerns the conditions o f ernploynent and wages. AWAs may be agreed colIectivcly,
but individuals must sign them. Both employers and elnployees can appoint a bargaining
agent to act on their behalf (Commonwealth Department o f Workplace Rclations and
Small Business. January 1998).

The Employee Advocate must approve an AWA if it passes the no disadvantage test,
contains anti-discrimination provisions, and has a dispute resolution process. The AWA
has a nominal three-year life.

The Community and Public Sector Union (July 1999) stated that it firmly believed
employees were far better off with collective bargaining and pointed out that no
employee could be forced to sign an AWA, or be discriminated against for refusing to
sign. Employees also have the right to strike, or take industrial action, to improve the
conditions of their AWA and the process of approval is completed in private. Once an
AWA is signed, there is no provision for fellow workers and unions to raise concerns
about the negative effects of the AWA.
Conclusion
An employee's conditions of ernploy~nentare contained in Awards and in Certified
Agreements. Unions and rnanagernent ncgotiatc changes in I-IR policies and practices as
part of a process to achieve pay increases for e~nployeesand offsetting benefits for the
organisation. Consequently, organisations are not cotnpletely free to change or adjust to
'hard' model HRM where union power is strong and the union is deter~nincdto retain or
improve conditions of service. A benefit in changing a I-IR policy or practice might be
negatcd by a corresponding pay increase.

12. CONCLUSION
Therc is no single model of HRM (Mabey, Salatnan & Storey 1998), although I-IRM can
be divided into two main strands (Boxall 1996). These strands are the universal lnodel
and the contingency nod el (Sisson & Storey 2000). According to Sisson & Storey
(2000), the universal model is unii~ersnllyappropriate to any firin in any circulnstance
and is derived fiom the Murnan Relations school of thought. It is known as the 'soft'
model. The contingency models are known as the 'hard' model and align HRM with the
business strategy (Fombrun, Tichy & Devanna 1984). The 'soft' and 'hard' models arc
MRM theories, which dcscribe different approaches, The 'soft' model is prescriptive and
has a closed view, whereas the 'hard' model is contingent on the circumstances ofthe

firm and has an open view. The 'soft' model etnphasises humanistic values, whereas the
'hard' model is calculalive (Legge 1995; Mabey & Salatnan 1995; Sisson & Storey
2000).

The 'soft' model concentrates on high-commitment management and incorporates a
focus on employment security, an emphasis on training and development, information
sharing, merit pay and rewards, team-based work, participation and empowerment and
pro~notio~l
from within (Beer et al. 1985; Walton 1985a; Storey 1987; Storey 1989;
Pfeffer 1994; Wood 1995; Wood & de Menezes 1998; Sisson & Storey 2000).
Employment security might need to be offered to avoid industrial action (Capelli 1999a)
or to ensure product quality standards are maintained. If employees were concernetl
about their future employment, the quality of goods and services would reduce and
waste would increase (Collinson, Edwards & Rees 1998). However, individual
employment agreements and disciplinary action can counter both thrcats. There arc two
other threats to sustaining secure employment: the firm's sales growth nus st exceed its
productivity growth (Locke, Kocllan & Piore 1995); and the cost of re-training
en~ployeesif the product life-cycle is short must be recovered (Capelli 1995). If neither
of thcse two criteria is met, then profits will decline and sharel~olderswill prcssure
managenlent to change the policy of secure etnploy~nent.

There are two methods of sustaining the 'soft' model without offering employ~nent
guarantees. One method is to adopt the concept of 'e~nployabilily' (Herriott, Manning &
Kidd 1997; Sisson & Storey 2000) and train e~llployccsfor future careers with othcr
firms, in which casc training costs will risc; and the other method is to adopt a corcperiphery strategy, offering secure employnent to the core group (Zeffane & Mayo
1995b).
There is little consensus amongst researcl~crsthat inerit pay and rewards will result in
commitment. Unions and elnployees do not like the concept and prefer a permanent
increase in wages for merit (Appelbau~n& Batt 1994; Wood 1996b). In adtlition, high
wages and skill pay are indicators of 'soft' model NRM (Pfeffer 1994). I-Iowevcr, if
wages are held at a higll level, the firm's product prices might no longer be co~npetitivc
and sales will dccline along with the level of profit. Once again, shareholtlers will insist
management take action.

The 'soft' model also emphasises the importance of training and development.
Development facilitates internal promotion up a career ladder and reinforces secure
employment. However, there is an open labour market for many of the skills that an
enterprise might want and the cost of developing a finn's own resourccs might impact
on the product price once again. Similarly, two-way communication takes lime,
decreases the available time to produce goods and increases the average price.
There is a further possibility for the use of the 'soft' model, where competition and cost
might not be issues. A business matching approach might leave no firm with a
competitive advantage if all firms mechanistically arrive at the same strategic
conclusions (Purcell 1999). The resource-based view of the finn challenges the classical
method of strategic business planning, because its structure is its strategy. The structure
contains resources, which are rare, valuable, difficult to imitate and non-substitutable
(Barney 1991; Dyer & Kochan 1995; Boxall 1996; Delery 1998; Sisson & Storey 2000).
However, the resource-based view has people as part of the firm's resources and these
people may need special treatment to remain with the firm (Katnoche 1996; Delery
1998; Cappelli 1999a). This special I-IR treatment is likely to follow 'soft' model
guidelines.
Much of 'soft' model HRM is rhetoric (Legge 1995). 'Soft' nlodel HRM is lnorally
appealing, because intuitively most managcrs would like to have dedicated, satisfied
employees that raise no industrial issues. Unfortunately, 'soft' model HRM is very
restrictive, inany of its ideas are criticised and it lacks conviction. It does not appear to
be able to be sustained because enterprise lnanagers cannot ignore the world around
them and be colnpelled to exclude necessary strategic options by adhering to a singlc

universal model. The 'soft' model might not be sustainable for any firm whose product
is subject to competition, or whose overall cost is of concern to stakeholders. Therefore,
it is unlikely that 'soft' model FIRM is a useful method of HR tnanagcrnent in the 2000s
in a global market of fierce competition. If low profits or high costs become an issuc and
if stakeholders apply pressurc to the managers, would the firm continue to use 'soft'
model HRM, or would it introduce the 'hard' model?

'Hard' model FIRM is not restricted and more attractive to managers, who have the
freedom to do whatever is necessary when they are co~npelleclby thc business

environment to act. They might have credibility problems changing from the 'softer' HR
strategies to a 'harder' HR strategy, but they will, at least, be able to maximise their
enterprise's chances of survival and their own over the long term.

In the 'hard' model, there are three choices of matching: business life-cycle (Kochan &
Barocci 1985), strategy and structure (Fombrun, Tichy & Devanna 1984) or matching
business and HR strategy (Porter 1980; Miles & Snow 1984). Each of then? come with
reco~nmendationsfor HR policies and might be viewed as prescriptive as the 'soft'
model. The business planning process commonly used describes an analysis of
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats that managers perform (Viljoen 1991;
Morden 1993), which results in cotnpetitive strategies and which can be
co~npartmentalisedinto generic strategies. However, the question arises whethcr
researchers described rnodels that managers later adopted, or whether researchers
described strategies in a generic way into which the business strategies of firms
generally fitted. If the latter, then managers might develop strategies whicli do not fit
into the existing matching 'hard' model options described in the literature and there will
be variances.

Finally, in Australia in the twenty-first century, thcre are workplace laws, which must be
complied with and, as I-Iodgetts, Luthans & Slocum (1999) observecl, employees midi[
prevent management from changing NR policies. Such changes have been facilitated
from the early 1990s by Certified Agreements. It is possible that enlployees will not
agree to change HR policies at all, or that the cost of the pay rise required exceeds the
benefit ofthe new policy.
The theme of this thcsis is that organisations will change from a 'soft' model to a 'hard'
model when forced to do so by competition factors. In seeking to find organisat~onsthat
use the 'soft' model, the Investigator tnust first define the 'soil' model and thcre is no
clear definition. Consequently, a proxy for a definitive 'soft' model has been developed
using Pfeffer (1994), who providcd a co~nprehensivelist, which inclucled most of thc
ideas of the high commitment management authors and, where it (lid not, additional
clarifying tenns were added. Howevcr, the list is far Inorc extensive tl~anwas cnvisagetl
by any single author and it is unlikely that any organisation considered the use of every
HR practice described.

One aspect that all of the writers on high co~nmit~nent
management do agree on is that
the use of the 'soft' model will lead to committed and flexible employees achieving the
organisation's goals. However, the writers did not considcr that the 'soft' model might
be too expensive to use in certain competitive conditions, nor did they provide any
examples of how competition was faced and beaten by committed employees.
Therefore, the discove~yof costs and benefits supporting the use of the 'soft' model and
examples describing the facing and beating the competition would be a valuable
contribution to knowledge.

Further to this theme, two possible methods of the use of the 'sofr' model beating the
competition were described in the literature: a core-periphery strategy or a resourcebased view of the firm. In both cases, thc 'soft' model can be used to retain the critical
human resources of the firm and to provide competitive advantage. It is important,
therefore, to seek examples that fit into these two categories.
The 'hard' model, however, is better defined ancl the need for 'external' ancl 'inlernal'

fit. However, as logical and descriptive the choices arc, it seems unlikely that even a
start-up colnpany would clearly define its HR policies and practices strictly in terms of
the 'hard' model ancl extcrnal and internal fit. It is rnorc likely that such policies and
practices would evolve as the company grew. It seems even more unlikeIy that a
company that had grown and evolved its HR practices and policies into a 'soft' tnotlcl,
would have co~nplctefreedom to then change its practices ant1 policies into a 'hard'
model. This might particularly be the case when there arc ~ninirnumt e r m and
conditions of employment expected by the Australian I~~dustrial
Relations Commission
and unions. Where union power is significant, an organisation night not be able to
change from a 'soft' model to a 'hard' model except in the very long term and at a price
which might preclude the change completely. Furlhennore, the Australian Industrial
Relations Commission might not ratify an Award, if the Award describcd conditions far
below the general standard for the appropriate industry.

CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses the lnethodology of the research project. It includes sections on
Limitations, Organisations Selected, Method Selection, In-Depth Interviews and Data
Collection, Data Analysis, Transcribing the Data into Case Study Format and Cross
Case Analysis.
The Limitations scction describes why the research was limited to organisations that
have links to the Public Service. Organisations Selected provides the natnes of the
organisations and why they were chosen. In the Method Selection, a qualitative,
multiple case study is named and tile reasons why the method was used are given. InDepth Interviews were utilised for data collection and the section describes why. In this
section, the occupations of the participants were named and why such occupations were
sought. In addition, thc way the data was collected and what data required is explained,
whilst in the Dala analysis section, the coding systctn tnethodology is detailed.

Transcribing tlic Data into Case Study Format is a section, which dcscribcs the rationale
behind the titles used in the case study write-ups and the Cross-Case atialysis explains
the tables, which were used in the analysis.

2. LIMITATIONS

Thc Literature Review concluded that the adclitional cost of using 'soft' nod el HRM
might cause the goods and services of an organisation to be higher than the prices of the
competition and result in a loss of revenue. Profits would decline and shareholtlcrs
would pressure ~nanagetnentto reverse the unfavourable trends. Managers tnight change
from the 'soft' model to the 'hard' model and reduce the cost of I-IR 1)olicies.
One sector ofindustry that very probably used 'soft' model HRM was the public sector.
In the 1980s and earlier, public servants enjoyed superior working conditions guidetl by
policies, which could be classed as 'soft' model HRM. Exatnples of these working
conditions were secure employment, good pension schetnes, flexible working hours,
family sick leave, working from home, special travel and remote area allowances,
subsidised study, and study leave. The anecdotal evidence is that Inany of the conditions
...
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were won by unions lobbying the Public Service Board and through the 'Industrial
Democracy' poIicy of the Hawke-Keating Commonwealth government, which
encouraged Department Secretaries to mandate committee-style decision-making
between unions and management in matters that concerned employees.
However, in Australia in the mid-1 980s, the Hawke-ICeating Government ernbarked on
what was termed by the Parliament of the Corninonwealth of Australia Joint Committee
of Public Accounts (1 9 9 9 , the 'commercialisation and corporatisation' of government
departments. Departments that provided goods and services private industry could
supply were firstly transformed to government business enterprises (GBEs), required to
make a profit, and then opened up to competition. Some of the GBEs were later sold to
private bidders, whilst others were floated on the share market. Well-known examples
of share floats in the 1990s were Qantas, Telstra, and the Commonwealth Bank, with
airports as an example of sale to private bidders. (Airports were previously 'owned' by
the Federal Airports Corporation.)
The Commonwealth government clairnecl that these activities resulted in goods and
scrvices becoming cheaper than they olherwise would have been; Australian Industry
became more competitive intematiotlally as a result of some cheaper inputs; and thc
Government had a lower bill to support business, which resulted in funds to reduce the
budget deficit, reducc taxes, or support other programs (The Parliament of the
Commonwealth of Australia Joint Committee of Public Accounts 1995).

Impelled by the Competition Policy Review (The 'Hilmer Report' 1993), State
governments followed the lead of the Federal Government by selling eleclricity, gas and
water supply authorities to private industry; and these same governments have forced
efficiency initiatives on schools, hospitals and Local government.
These actions by government applied pressure for costs to be reduced. The managers of
government departments and GBEs were forced to consider what HR strategies they
would use to achieve that goal. Permanent elnployment was replaced by inassive
downsizing and enterprise agreements traded away special allowances with once-only
payments.

Further actions by the Commonwealth and State governments forced revisions to Award
provisions. Victoria, for exan~ple,was 'coldly calculative' and not 'humanistic' in
changes, which reduced the number of public holidays for employees. In the late 1990s,
the Commonwealth government was implicated in waterfront reform, where the actions
of the employer were also not 'humanistic'.
The Commonwealth and State governments have justified their actions in raising
revenue and cutting costs for financial purposes, which ir~cl~lded
balancing their budgets
and reducing their external debt.

In summary, the public sector was isolated from competition, but the Co~nmonwealth,
State and Local governrnelits exposed their departments to competition during the
1990s. Governrnellt also created corporations, which streamlined their operations to
increase profits and, thus, the share price, when the corporations were floated.
Anecdotally, the Public Service has not been noted for its efficiency, so what changes
did management make to reduce costs? Their obvious choices would include physical
assets and the overall cost of wages. In the latter case, an organisation would not be able
to compete if its wage costs were much higher than the sector average.
Consequently, it is unlikely that public sector co~npaniescould conlpcte whilst offering
high wages, permanent employment, good pensions and other incentives, if the sector
they needed to compete in did not. Therefore, managers would seek to change those HR
policies, which were not competitive to a lower-cost set: a possible transition from 'soft'
model HRM to 'hard' model HRM.
For these reasons, the investigator has chosen to research organisations that have their
origins in the Public Service, or who are still in the Public Service, and to limit the
investigation to the 1990s, when HR policies would have been most likely to have
changed.

3. ORGANISATIONS SELECTED
The organisations selected to research were the Australian Maritime Safety Authority
(AMSA), Brisbane City Council (Council), thc Queensland Department of

Communication, Information, Local Government and Planning (the Department), and
the Canberra Institute of Technology (CIT).
The reasons for choosing these organisations were based on their possession of a
number of certain characteristics.
a) Are they or were they in the public sector?
b) Had their business environment changed?
c) Were they large enough to need professional HR management?
d) Were they based in a convenient location?
e) Would they allow research to be conducted?
The basis for choosing these characteristics is:
Public Sector
For the reasons already discussed in Section 1, Limitations and because there are four
areas of government in the public sector: Local, State, Territory and Commonwealth.
Therefore, the investigation sought to include one organisation from each area.
Competition or cost issues
The theme of the investigation is that an organisation that has been isolated from the
business environment and t11e11suddenly exposed to it, will cllange its I-IR strategy,
particularly if competition exists on the open tnarket. Consequently, organisations
needed to have experienced these changes to be a valid case to investigate.

Scale of operation
Small organisations are unlikely to have forlnal arrangements and dedicated managers to
formulate HR strategy because of the cost. Therefore, the operation needed to be large
enough to absorb the overhead of providing a structure that includes an FIR group and a
strategy group.
Location
The investigation had limited funds available for travel, although the investigator could
readily perform research at little cost in both Brisbane and Canberra. Therefore, the
organisations had to be located in either of those two cities.

The investigation needed to involve vely senior managers in the selected organisations,
who normally cannot spare the time to assist in research. It is also difficult to speak to
them about the research to convince them it is worthwhile, because 'gatekeepers', such
as secretaries, protect them. Consequently, one reason for selecting the companies was
that there was a person known to the investigator who could facilitate entty. Without
such facilitation, entry is almost impossible.

Whv the particular organisations were selected
In the case of the Co~nlnonwealthgovernment regulatory authority, AMSA, located in
Canbema, the government has been active in rcducing costs to balance the budget, and
all types of government want to rcduce taxation to the public whilst still maintaining
services in order to win voles. Any Commonwealth government department would
suffice, but the researcher selected AMSA because it was an ideal candidate. It
possessed all of the characteristics the investigator sought. It had an engineering
operation, which was threatened with competition, and it sought to reduce costs by
seeking additional cxter~lalbusiness to contribute lo overheads. The organisatio~~
was
also disposing of assets, contracting out some functions and downsizing. Last of all, thc
investigator had contacts, which were able to facilitate entry.
In the case of the Brisbane City Council, it is the largest example of all Australian Local
governments, which are under pressure to reduce costs, whilst still providing the same
services. There are other Local government offices in the Brisbane area, but none that
were subjected to as much competition as the Council, which includes several
operations, that might be provided by private industry.
In addition, Councils appear to have budget problems. For example, the merger of Local
governments to reduce overall operating costs in South Australia and Victoria, togcthcr
with the replacement of local councils by colnmissioners in Victoria, were items of
media attention in the late 1990s.
The addition of a State government Department and a Territory agency provides a full
picture of change at all tiers of government. The investigator also had a contact to
facilitate entry into both of these organisations.

The Department was selected because of its vely erratic growth and decline period in the
1990s forced upon it by changes in government. During the period it had lost a source of
revenue, but had later acquired another source in IT and one that would face
considerable competition.
Finally, CIT is a college that provides training services, which are becoming readily
available from private industry, and was thus expected to be facing a vely challenging
business environment because of increased competition. CIT is sited in a convenient
location, because the investigator frequently visits Canberra.

4 . METHOD SELECTION

A qualitative, multiple case study method was selected for research into the thesis
because it seeks to propose an alternative model of theory to that already existing in the
subject literature. The research fundarnentally seeks to answer the question: 'Do public
sector firms change their HR strategy from a 'soft' model to a 'hard' model when cost
reductions are paramount and how clo they do so?'
Yin (1994) suggested case study research, experiments or histories are the favoured
lnethod to investigate 'how' questions. If the goal is to develop an hypothesis or
proposition for further investigation, then an exploratory case study is recommendecl by
Yin (1994). This is exactly what the goal of the research project is.

A 'how' question deals with history over a period. History is the past and researchers
rely on documents and artefacts as a main source of evidence. Case studies rely on many
of the techniques uscd in history, but add observation and systematic interviewing,
which is not usually available to historians. Schramm (1 971) wrote:

...(T)he central tendency among all types of case study is that it tries to illuminate
a decision or a set of decisions: why they were taken, how they were irnpletnented
and with what result.
Yin (1994) proposed that the case study inquiry can manage a situation where thcre are
many Inore variables to investigate than there are data points. Case studies rely on
lnultiple sources of evidence, which converge in a triangukation manner. Trinng~rlation
is a term derivcd Eroin radio direction finding, where two separate tracking stations

locate the source of a radio signal. Thus, Yin means that each of the multiple sources of
data separately confirms a fact.

The case studies in the thesis rely on multiple sources of evidence, which relate to many
theoretical propositions that have been discussecl in the Literature Review.
Yin (1994) suggests that the strength of case study is its ability to deal with a wide range
of evidence and this investigation gathered such evidence to converge on facts. He
suggested that converging lines of inquiry are likely to be more convincing. Yin (1 994)
and Eisenhardt (1991) also observed that lnultiple cases are offen considered more
compelling and permit replication and extension. Eisenhardt (1 991) suggested that
replication means that individual cases can be used to corroborate specific propositions.
The multiple sources of evidence collected were drawn mainly from in-depth
interviews. Other evidence was gained from pamphlets or brochures, strategic plans and
annual reports. Each organisation also operated an Intcrnet site from which other
material was gathered. All of this data was collected to build construct reliability as
suggested by Yin (1994) as a form of triangulation.

5. IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS AND DATA COLLECTION

Sykes (1990) recommended interviews if depth of information was nceded and where
such information may be sensitive. This investigation was likely to uncover many items
of sensitive information and required depth. McQuarrie & McIntyrc (1997) thought that
individual interviews would generate more ideas than focus groups and because the
investigation was exploratory in nature, the opinions of the participants were important
to confirm causal links. Palrnerino (1999) wrote that in-depth interviews allowed
participants to talk more than woultl be the case in focus groups and individual
interviews eliminated any influences one lnernher of the group might have on another.
Yin (1994) asserted that interviews focus directly on the topic, that they are insightful
and provide causal inference. However, the interviewer might introduce bias if questions
are constructed poorly, or respondents themselvcs might be biased or provide nnswers
they think the interviewer wants to hear. Yin (1994) also rcconnnended that the
questions asked in open-ended interviews should assume a conversational manner and

display naivety in order for the respondent to provide valid commentary to overcome
sources of bias. The investigator attempted to adopt this manner in all interviews.
The in-depth focussed interviews were of a fixed duration of about one hour each.
Interviews were conducted with employees representing a vert'ical slice of the
organisation hierarchy. The slice included a senior HR manager, a strategy manager, a
line manager, and employees. If public sector firms do transition from a 'soft' model to
a 'hard' model, then the transition will be linked to a new business strategy based on a
business environmental scan of which a strategy manager can provide details. The HR
manager would have to change the HR policies themselves and be familiar with the
associated problems, whereas the line managcr woultl be the manager most under
pressure to reduce costs and know which ElR policies were the cause of concern.
Finally, the employees could provide infomation of how the changes affected thern ant1
what their attitude to thc changes were. Each of the four hierarchical slices would also
have historical knowledge and opinions about the HR policies used before the changes
were imple~nented.
The participants were:
The Australian Maritime Safety Authority
General Manager, International and Strategic Developtnent (Strategy Manager)
Human Resources Manager
General Manager, Engineering and Maintenance Operations (Line Manager)
Safety and Quality Officer (Employee)
Purchasing Officer (Employee)
Technical Officer (Employee)
The Brisbane Citv Council
Principal Human Resources Information Adviser (Strategy Manager)
Manager Workplace Health and Equity (HR Manager)
Manager Workplace Relations (HR Manager)
Business Manager, Poinsettia Press (Line Manager)
Project Officer (Employee)
City Fleet Officer (Employee)

The Department of Communication. Information, Local Government and Planning
General Manager, Corporate and Executive Services (Strategy Manager)
Manager, Corporate Planning and Human Resources (HR Manager)
General Manager, Planning Services (Line Manager)
Director, Regional Planning (Line Manager)
Senior Clerical Officer (Employee)
Clerical Officer (Employee)
The Canberra Institute of Technology
General Manager Corporate Services (Strategy Manager)
Manager Human Resources (HR Manager)
Dean of Faculty Management and Business (Linc Manager)
Business Manager Faculty of Management and Business (Employee)
Head of Department Management and Marketing (Employee)
Head of Computing and Information Management (Employee)

For the first interview with any of the participants, a targeted list of discussion areas was
used, which was based on the specialty of the participant. For example, HR managers
would be asked to discuss HR areas and strategy managers asked to discuss strategy
matters.
Afier the first interview was completed, the data collected was roughly coded and
examined to identify any lack of clarity, or if a required additional subject area had
emerged. Additional areas were then created and coded appropriately.
The next interviews sought clarification of the previous interview, if i t was necessary,
and the balance of the list of discussion areas was completed for each participant over as
many interviews as were needed. This was typically a minimum of three.

Discussion areas included themes to provide triangulation in areas where bias might
exist and where several participants would have the knowledge to provide fill1
information. For example, both employees and managers would be asked 'Is
employment security important to the firm or employees?' and data common to each
participant taken as reliable.

The purpose of these interviews was to at least establish:
a) That a 'soft' mode1 HRM was in use by the organisations in 1990 and the extent of it.
b) Why elements of the 'soft' model were in use at that time. For example, because it
was management preference, or union power.
c) What competition or cost issues had occurred in the 1990s and what were the effects
on the business.
d) The range of business environments, both internally and externally, that the fisn had
directly experienced in the decade.
e) The history of strategic business planning for the decade.
f) If and how strategy and competition had influenced HR policies.

g) If there were any othcr factors, which influenced HR policy.
11) If HR policies were matched to strategy.
i) When, why and how did matching occur.
j) What mechanisms were used to change HR policies.

Maxwell (1992) discussed the concept of interpretive validity with reference to the
accuracy of data. For this reason, audio recording was preferred for the investigation,
which all participants but one agreed to. The exception agreed to the taking of written
notes.

Written notes were taken using guidelines recommended by Taylor and Bogdan (1984).
Each page of notes started with a titlc showing date, time and place anrl left a wide
margin for comments and coding. New paragraphs were formed often, to allow physical
cut and paste. Quotations were identified correctly and pseudonyns were used for places
and persons to protect confidentiality in all circumstances. 'Asides' were provitlcd as
interviewer's coin~nentsand people were carcfully describecl. Non-verbal signals were
also recorded as well as dialogue. Information not understood was highlighted for later
analysis or clarification.
To protect the confidentiality of participants, any quotations used in the thesis do not
identify the source, and no natnes are attributed to the data. Recordit~gsof interviews on
audio-cassettes have been marked with an alphanutneric code and kept in a locked filing
cabinet. The code key is kept in another locked fiIing cabinet at a different location.

6 . DATA ANALYSIS
The discussion areas for each interview were decided beforehand by referring to the
coded list shown in Appendix 1. The list was derived from theoretical propositions
discussed in the Literature Review (Chapter 2). Each proposition was given a brief title,
sorted into logical groupings, and given a code number.
Mintzberg (1979a) suggests that there are two steps in inductive research. The first is
identifying patterns, following one lead to another. However, the second step is creative
in nature and not easily described. An essential prerequisite is to establish a database to
organise notes that can be searched and retrieved, with a chain of evidence established,
which are linked to the relevant portions of the database, which in turn points to the
actual evidence (Yin 1994). The coding created for the investigation was designed to
achieve these aims.
For example, section 1 (Introduction) in each case study describes the organisation in
terms of its history, its busincss activities and its sources of revenue to help the
researcher understand why the organisation exists and if its operations have changed
over time. The areas that are investigated in this regard are coded in a 200 series.
Similarly, the thesis investigates corporate strategy. 'Soft' model HRM is a single
strategy, whereas 'hard' model includes many options. Therefore, thc investigation of
strategy for~nulationis a prerequisite to discover whether 'soft' or 'harcl' lnodel is in use
or has been in use. Code number series 300 lists the items of interest, which include
historical factors and methods of work organisation, together with generic strategies
such as a cost focus, cornrnitment, and types of employment, such as contracts or
casuals.

Code number series 400 guicles the e~~l~ancement
of corporate strategy by adding generic
strategies for HR management. Series 500 lists issue of permanent employtnent, which
is complemented by series 600, which focuses on the 'hard' results of corporate strategy

- an example of which is downsizing.

Series 700 Rewards; series 800 Training and Development; series 900 Communication;
series 140 Industrial Relations; and series 150 E~nployees,guide data collection into the
areas of commitment-seeking specifically described in the Literature Review.

Commitment is an important indicator of 'soft' model HRM. Series I 10 Line Managers
and series 130 Work Teatns, guide investigation into work organisation to discover any
HRM transition.

7. TRANSCRIBING THE DATA INTO CASE STUDY FORMAT
Interviews were transcribed into a word processing program ant1 coded. Then the case
studies were written up using the cut and paste facilities in the cotnputer program to
insert the relevant information into main heatlings to write the case studies in the sarne
format.
The main headings used to aid analysis and provide a basis for cross-case analysis were:
describes the organisation in terms of ownership and
a) Introduction. The introductio~~
control, history, business activities, Executive management, organisat~onstructure,
and sources of revenue.
b) The Strategic Planning Process. The strategic planning process includes the history
of planning, the operating environment, corn~nitmentbuiltling and core-periphery
strategies, which are discussed in the Literature Review. Cornmitment building is
the foundation of 'soft' rnodel I-IRM. Was such a strategy used in the organisation?
Did the strategy remain the same whilst the environment changed? It is possible that
the 'soft' model can be provided to a core group of employees, but not to a

peripheral group, who might be trcated as 'disposable' assets (Zcffane & Mayo
1995). Did the firm use this strategy?
c) Human Resource Policies. The section provides a history of I-IR policy tnaking and
any matching to business strategy that might have occurred over the decade.
d) HR Practices and how and why they have changed over time. Includes permanent
employment, retraining e~nployeesin new skills, infortned choice, participation and
trust, and mu/unlity, which are discussed in the Literature Review.
e) Work teams. A proxy for commitment might also be derived through work teams,
which are committed not to the organisation, but to the benefits that the organisation
bestow on them for superior productivity (Capelli 1995).

f)

Individual contracts. A transition to individual contract is said by Storey (1992b) to
be an indicator of a change to 'hard' model HRM.

g) Continuous improvement. One of the inajor diletnrnas of providing job security is
that productivity increased by continuous itnprovement might displace ernployecs
unless product sales increase (Locke, Kochan & Piore 1995). How does the firm
manage this dilemma?
h) Perforinance appraisal. Comrnitlnent might also be gained through variable rewards
(Walton 1985a). How is employee performance appraised and rewarded?
i) Training and Develo~ment.Similarly, comlnitinent is sustained if the organisation
has an emphasis on training and tlevelopment (Pfeffer 1994). This type of focus
sends a message to employees that they are valued (Storey 1992a).
j)

Unions. Finally, unions can be ~narginalisedby 'soft' model HRM (Monks 1998),
provide a method of participation (Sisson &Storey 2000), and an industrial power to
prevent change (Hodgetts, Luthans & Slocurn 1999).

At the conclusion of thcse sections, each case is analysed, sumrnariscd and presented in
the form of vignettes (Miles & I-Iuberman 1994) to cornpare the actual behaviour of ihe
firm to the behaviour theorised in the literature. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in the
form o i a narrative considcring four factors of change: the environment, I-IR policy,
strategic planning, and actions. If the internal or external environment changes, then
strategic planning might give rise to actions to change HR policies. The conclusioils arc
presented in content analytic summary tables as described by Miles & Nuberinan
(1994).

8. CROSS CASE ANALYSIS
The coded data collected was sorted into asccnding code number format and a tinle-

ordered matrix table, as described by Miles & Huberman (1994), was derived to display
the changes over time of 'soft' model HR policies using Pfeffer's (1994) best practice
list.
The content analytic summary tables, as described by Miles & Huber~nan(1 994), at the
conclusion of each case, were combined to describe common patterns in the internal ant1
external business environment, and strategic planning. From these and froin the patterns
found in the subject areas, it was possible to describe how HR policies were changed
and the methods used to change them. In addition, an environmental scan was

performed for each organisation and their strategic planning imperatives matched to
generic 'hard' models described in the Literature Review.
Following this, a number of time-ordered matrix tables (Miles & Huberman 1994) were
used to find if each organisation had introduced any of the generic 'hard' models of
HRM.
9. CONCLUSION

One important assumption in the Methodology chapter is the investigator's belief that
'soft' model HRM was used in the orgnnisation's history. The assumption was made
because the Public Service mandated the use of HR policies and practices, which were
not matched to business strategy and which sought commitment. The assumption is also
based on the isolation of the organisation from competition. Therefore, the case studies
must include a description of the HRM method used, why it was used, and if it inclucled
policies and practices which equate to 'soft' rnodeI HRM. If colnl~etitionfactors werc
introduced into the organisation, thc case study must discover what they were and if the
factors impelled a change of HRM method.

In addition, themes discovered in the Literature Review also need to be explored in
order to assess the depth of the 'soft' model and what NR policics and practices it
included. Following this discovery, investigation must find whether a 'hard' model was
introduced and why; how the organisation made the change to the model; thc difficulties
it experienced in introducing changes; and what the irnperatives for change werc.

CHAPTER 4
CASE STUDY. THE AUSTRALIAN MARITIME SAFETY AUTHORITY
1. INTRODUCTION

Ownership and Control
The Australian Maritime Safety Authority, (AMSA,) is a regulatoiy authority whose
Board reports to the Colnmonwealth government Minister of Transport and Regional
Development.
AMSA com~nencedbusiness as a govcrnrnent business enterprise on 1'' January 1991.
In 1995, the government business enterprise status was changed to a reylatory
authority, because of rnedia criticism about the ability of regulators to act as a
colntnercial business. This was because a commercial business would not maintain
sufficient safety inspection programs. It would reduce thern to increase profit.
Historv of the Business
The Colninonwealth Labor government decided to reform the Maritime Industry in
1987188 by creating AMSA, which was to he located regionally at Newcastle. However,

the cost of transferring employees from Canberra to Newcastle was too expensive and
there was a great deal of staff resistance to the proposal. A revised decision located
AMSA in Canberra.
In late 1990, prior to inception on I" January 1991, sotne inanagelnent and
approximately 600 staff were transferred from the Department of Transport to AMSA,
and a Board was formed.

In thc year 2000, AMSA had less than 300 ernployees as a result of continuous
improvement. It merged aviation with maritime search and rescue, introduced a
purchaser-provider model, disposccl of assets, and restructured from a northern and
southern region to business centres. There was a high degree of centralisation to the
head office in Canbcrra to ensure the most efficient operation and only operational
people remained in the States.

Business Activities
AMSA provided services with four main themes. These were 'Safer Ships', 'Cleaner
Oceans', 'Australian Search and Rescue', and 'Lighting the Way'.
'Safer Ships'.
AMSA administered the regulations and safety standards applying to ships in Australian
waters. This included survey, port control inspections, cargo carriage, certification, and
services relating to the quality of crews. AMSA also administered Australia's ship
safety and marine pollution regulatory responsibilities in international Maritime Industry
and inter-governmental forums.

'Cleaner Oceans'.
AMSA provided the planned prevention of and response to pollution of the marine
environment and administered national marine pollution legislation in accordance with
international conventions. It was the managing agency for Australia's National Plan to
Combat Pollution of the Sea by Oil and Other Hazardous and Noxious Substances. This
National Plan was the contingency and response arrangement to combat oil and
chemicals spills threatening Australia's coastline. It incorporated the combined
resources of the Federal, State and Territories Governments and the oil, exploration and
shipping industries.

'Australian Search and Rescue'.
AusSAR coordinated maritime and aviation search and rescue in Australian waters and
across the continent and providcd maritime distress and safety radio colnlnunication
services. A Rescue Coordination Centre in Canberra, which was staffed around the
clock, planned and coordinated search and rescue in an area covering one tenth of the
World's surface. Specialists in the Centre were involved in detecting and locating
distress beacon calls through the international COSPAS-SARSAT satellite system. They
operated the Australian Ship Reporting System and issued radio navigation warnings.
The Centre also provided a medical evacuation service to commercial shipping.
'Lighting the Way'.
AMSA managed a network of over 400 aids to navigation, including lights, global
positioning systems, and radar stations to meet the needs of comlnercial shipping.

The Executive Management Group
The Executive met briefly every week, but had a longer meeting every two weeks. The
Executive comprised the CEO and the General Managers of the six business centres.
Board meetings were eight times per year.
Organisation Structure
AMSA had a head office in Canberra and principal offices in Brisbane, Sydney,
Melbourne and Fremantle. It was st~ucturedinto six business units: Marine Safety and
Environmental Strategy; Maritime Operations; Engineering and Maintenance
Operations; Australian Search and Rescue, (AusSAR,); Corporate and Colnmercial
Services; and International and Strategic Development. This arrangement is shown in
the organisation structure in Figure 4.1.

Marine Safety and Environinental Strategy managed navigation systems and aids to
navigation; operational standards for ships; and marine environment protection
standards.
Maritime Operations provided ship inspection programs; marine operations;
environment protection; and ship safety in all State and Northern Territory ports.
Engineering and Maintenance Operations provided maintenance operations to
navigation aids and AusSAR; the construction of navigation aids; project engineering;
and ship management services. Engineering and Maintenance Operations had bases at
Cairns, Brisbane, Melbourne, Adelaide, Hobart, Fremantle, Port Hedland, Darwin and
Thursday Island. There were 120 people in this group.

AusSAR provided the Rescue Coordination Centre; satellite distress systems; maritime
safety communications; and boating and aviation safety education.
Corporate and Commercial Services provided financial management; staff resources;
property services; information technology; and registration of vessels.
International and Strategic Development provided international relations; corporate
strategic planning; government liaison; legal services; and public relations. AMSA had a

strong international influence in the International Maritime Organisation, (IMO,) and
had been a member of that council since the 1940s when it was formed.
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Sources of Revenue

85% of AMSA's $70 million revenue came from fees and levies on the shipping
industry and 15% from the Commonwealth govemmellt to pay for community servicc
obligations. Community service obligations were related to aviation and maritime search
and rescue, maritime communications, and boating safety education.
No revenue was raised from the recreational Maritime Industry, although AMSA stated
during research investigation that it should be. Services were provided for this segment
of the industry ancl it did not pay its share. However, AMSA explained it may be very
difficult to identify some of the services supplied because users of such 'public goods'
as navigation aids are impossible to verify without the introduction and use of
sophisticated technology.

2. THE STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS
Histom of Planning
AMSA's business mission was to provide its services safely, effectively and efficiently.
The CEO and the general managers of each business unit met evely year to decide the
business strategy. They created tlie corporate plan for submission to the Minister, and
this submission was required by the Act that created AMSA. The plan was for three
years and was updated annually. It was passed to the business units, who determined
how their own business strategy would Iink to the objectives stated in it.
In the early years the plan was a series of platitudes and employees at all levels did not
regard it very seriously. But, in 1997, AMSA had a substantial meeting at a retreat with
general managers, the Chairman of the Board, 20 of the most senior middle managers
and a selection of specialist advisers, where all of the issues affecting AMSA were
discussed. That first mecting at a retreat was vely effective in ensuring that the
Corporate Plan became niore meaningfu1 to all levels of employees in AMSA and, as a
result, retreats became a regular occurrence.
Prior to 1997, the Board would discuss strategic issues. Management would spend a (lay
with the Board and attempt to understand what they needed to do. There was limited
feedback. The process changed in 1997, when senior management presented tlie reasons
for their strategies to the Board against a background of government policy, industry
desires, common goals, and other environmental factors. From 1997, management
informed the Board and employees what AMSA planned to do, and if the Board or
employees nceded to, they provided the reasons why the plan should be modified.
The HR Manager did not meet with the Executive to participate in corporate planning.
AMSA management defined the function of the central HR department as providing a
framework of I-IR policies for discussion by the Executive and as an adviser to business
units.

The Operatinn Environment
AMSA'S mission was to pursue world best practice in the efficient provision of highly
effective maritime safety, aviation and marine search and rescue and marine
environment protection services.
AMSA stated that a government organisation would always be prone to political
pressures. The type of pressure differs with a change in the Minister or in the political
party in power, but because it had performed consistently well up to and including 2000,
it had not been put under any political pressure to change its operating mode.

Senior managers had actively pursued cost reductions since inception. They preferred to
be in control of changc rather than have somebody else define what had to be done,
although they took into consideration sources of information and comments fsom
stakeholders. New technology and cost savings had been provided without being
demanded and the Maritime Industry was satisfied that AMSA had kept ahead. The
Maritime Industly forgave AMSA the occasional mistake, but managers said that the
tolerance of their extcrnal customers was based on AMSA's good performance prior to
2000, and if perfor~nancedid decline, tolerance would decline as well.

In 2000, AMSA concentrated on how levies were charged. The industry preferred a
navigation aid user-pay principle, rather than a flat rate based on the weight of the
vessel. For example, a large bulk carrier that operated around Port Hedland used a
smaller number of navigation aids than an Eastern Australian coastal vessel. Under the
2000 system, although it used fewer navigation aids, it paid more because it was heavier
than the coastal vessel. Under user-pays, it would pay less.
AMSA introduced an in-house purchaser-provider model in 1998 based on service level
agreements as a result of an organisation-wide business improvement project. The
service level agreements provided visibility for managing costs and provided
opportunities for comparing in-house costs with the price of external providers. AMSA
believed that this sort of action was expected in accordance with government
competition policy and the notion that market forces should be brought to bear on
government business.

In accordance with the principles of a competitive market, Engineering and Maintenance
Operations, (EMO,) will have had its in-house bid compared to an external provider in
2001 to decide if there would be benefits to justify co~ltractingout the function.
E M 0 suffered a decline in work caused by the introductio~lof new technology and the
retirement of assets such as ships and lighthouses. The decline threatened the ability to
retain the core expertise that E M 0 needed if it were to remaln compet~tive.Accordingly,
E M 0 successfully pursued external work to increase total revenue to raise funding to
retain the economy of scale. In pursuing additional work, they gathered information
about competitive pricing which identified that further efficiency was required. Line
managers subsequently cornplainecl that processes and the management structure were
not efficient enough to minimise the overheads
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direct labour, and these cornplaints

led to more improvement projects, such as the consideration of centralising accounts
payable, or purchasing, to reduce costs. Because E M 0 had pursued cost reductions and
had become very efficient, it was not certain that it would lose an in-house bid For its
own work. Even if did lose, AMSA would not contract out the work unless there were
significant benefits.
AMSA led the World in the maritime field by illstalling new technology such as Global
Positioning Satcllite equipment, although the normally conservative Maritime Industry
did not ask for it. In the ship survey area, AMSA planned to bring in a quality
rnanagcment approach, which establishes procedures on board ships. If a ship has
certification in this quality system, then AMSA would have to perform less regulato~y
work. The Shipping Industry is complex, and sails under flags of convenience. It does
not want the high costs associated with a deep regulatoly audit. Therefore, AMSA was
attempting to move away from prescriptive approaches.

Human Resource Slrate~y
In the early 1990s, AMSA still had a Public Service organisation culture. The creation
of an AMSA Award in 1995 was management's first step in breaking away from the
public sector and employees supported the new Award. Many professionals were underpaid in comparison to the labour market for the same job because clerical people
dominated the public sector and they sought pay and conditions for administration
personnel rather than professional or technical officers.

AMSA's Award was based on the philosophy of having their own salary scales, rather
than a Public Service Award, with terms and conditions which gave flexibility to
encourage some good professional people fi-om private industry to be attracted for
employment.
Commitment Building
AMSA's concept of commitment building was based on several examples, which were
described during research. Senior management attempted to bring in innovative ways of
remunerating people. They were amongst the first in the public sector to add in many
allowances into an annual salary and simplified many of their Awards over the time
period from AMSA's inception. Trades people were transformed into technical officers
by providing education at the Associate Diploma Level and AMSA was actively ~noving
all employees towards performance pay.
Management tended to be supportive of staff. When employees had persol~alproblems
related to finance, their family relationships, or with addiction to substances or
gambling, they were supported with an Employce Assistance Scheme. The scheme
scored well in the 1998 and 1999 annual employee survey.

Commitment to the safety goals of AMSA was easily achieved, because many of the
employees were professional seafarers who had been committed to safety at sea for all
their lives. Other elnployees were involved in visual aids, such as lighthouses, and a
cultural commitment to keeping the light lit dates back for over 80 years. In some cases,
this commitment was so intense, employees might have put themselves at risk in trying
to service navigation aids in appalling conditions in order to ensure the safety of ships at
sea.
The majority of employees were generally committed to AMSA, although that
commitment was weaker in the late 1990s than it was in the late 1980s. There were too
many changes for employees to be satisfied with the level of understanding that
managers had extended for the employees' plight. The einployees' opinion was that
changes could have been implemented better if managers had a more caring attitude,
gave attention to raising low morale, and had sympathy for employee concerns.

Management stated, however, that it did care about employees and it demonstrated its
care by providing health and fitness programs. Unfortunately, elnployees were also
cynical about these programs. They observed that management invested in health to
reduce the risk of increased sick leave owing to an aging workforce.
Employees believed that some managers did care, but because of their own values and
not because of an AMSA strategy. For example, with a manager in 2000, a helicopter
would have been hired to bring an employee home from a ship at sea to attend to a
personal problem. Whereas, with a previous manager in 1990, the e~nployecwould have
been expected to complete the task before leaving the work site.
Core-Peripherv Strategy and the Use of Te~nnoraryEmployees
AMSA's managers stated that AMSA increasingly used temporary en~ployeesfor shortterm needs and also as a probationary measure prior to offering a permanent job, but had
no statistics available.

Spending on temporary employees has doubled between 1997 and 1999, and contractors
had been employed since 1998 to perform tasks for engineering and maintenance
operations to reduce overall costs, particularly in travel. But there was no deliberate
strategy in place to employ temporary employees to provide a numerical flexibility,
because the workload was relatively constant.

3. HUMAN RESOURCE POLICIES
AMSA's original I-IR policies were created by the Public Service Board atld were in use
until July 1995. AMSA management assessed the Public Service approach as very
prescriptive and tending to focus on strict definition of employment conditions.
However, despite prescriptive policies, managers said they could still achieve their MR
goals by finding deficiencies in the policies. Managers said that Public Service HR
policies also lacked colnlnon sense, which they described with an example. One can
replace a travel allowance with a credit card, which is a public sector wide initiative, but
is there a benefit in that? Acco~nmodationcosts might go up. PeopIe will not seek the
lowest accommodation cost so that they can benefit by underspending their travel
allowance, because there would be no allowance. All expenses would go to the credit

card. AMSA said that there was evidence that the use of credit cards to pay travel
expenses rather than receive an allowance was a more expensive option.

AMSA stated that the focus of the Public Service Board was on issues that were
politically important to governments at the time. For example, equal employment
opportunity, harassment, and discrimination. The policy manuals were almost 75
milliinetres thick and every manager would get a copy, which they probably never used.
They would telephone a HR expert instead.

The major impetus for AMSA to change HR policies has been to move away from
prescription, to a policy that was a framework to operate with, rather than a description
of every situation and its solution. AMSA made such changes in order to empower line
managers and eliminate the need for an expert dedicated to policy areas.

HR policies had been linked to corporate planning since 1995. From 1999, the HR
policies became skeletal and constructcd around legislative requirement. In writing
skeletal HR policies, the biggest problem AMSA had was in application. It was difficult
for it to get its managers to apply the policy as it was intended. Interpretations were
biased towards events and personal preferences. Some policies were totally ignored, so
some managers wondered why there was a policy in the first place. From 2000, AMSA
planned to overcome varied interpretations by holding meetings between FIR and line
managers to seek a shared understanding of what thc policies were rneant to achieve.

4. IIR PRACTICES AND CHANGES OVER TIME
Permanent Elnployrnent
In the year 2000, many AMSA employees wcre originally public servants in the
Department of Transport who had had no other job. They had difficulty accepting that
AMSA no longer provided permanent employment. Some of them feared future job
losses, depending on their age and degree of specialisation and what their future
employment prospects were. There were losses throughout the 1990s and rnorc were

likely in the 2000s.
When there were more etnployees of a particular type than jobs available, a reverse
merit selection process took place to decide on those that would leave. It was also

possible for employees who had been identified by such a selection to swap with another
employee who wanted to leave voluntarily. This was tenned a 'job swap'.

Surplus employees could also be 'redeployed' into other vacancies for which they had
no skills or experience. AMSA had a policy, which was common in the Commonwealth
Public Service, to allow re-training of individuals for whom training was likely to
impart the skills required for a new job. Unlike the Public Service, there was no priority
given to a redundant employee in filling a vacant position.
For other employees who were public servants prior to the inception of AMSA,
'mobility provisions' were available. This entitled surplus employees to fill vacancies in
other Commonwealth government Departments. But if they failed to find a job within
thirteen or seven months, depending on the length of their employment, they would be
terminated and sacrifice tel~ninationpayments. AMSA paid two weeks salary for
termination for each year of employment, up to a rnaxirnum of forty-eight weeks, with
an additional four weeks pay in lieu of notice.
Employment sccurity was important to employees, who had some expectation of
permanent employment. Employment security was also important to AMSA managers
because they believed that they should treat others in the same way that they expected to
be treated themselves and, without some security, they said, 'Loyalty and commitment is
in question'. Managers provided enlployees with the employment security that was
available - a three-year contract with the employee.
In 1998-9, there was a trend in the central office when there were more resignations than
normal for AMSA. The level of resignations had been stable in the last decade apart
from that year. The explanation given by management for the trend was that personnel
skilled in electronics, which AMSA had not employed before, had some difficulty
identifying with the Public Service culture and the job variety of the multi-skilled teams
that worked away from the offices and depots. Managers blamed themselves for the
trend, because they had failed to properly brief applicants on the duties of the positions.
Management guessed that employees did not norrnally resign because the labour market
was poor, AMSA salaries and conditions were very good, ind there were good

arrangements for maximising superannuation by salary sacrifice into a spouse account.
No doubt, an attractive redundancy payment also limited resignations. There were also
employees who were in their second and third careers, who already received pensions
from previous jobs and who could afford to leave. They were committed to marine
safety and search and rescue and the type ofjob they had, rather than to AMSA itself.
AMSA management admitted it probably did not exchange permanent employment for
good performance in the year 2000, whereas it always did previously. In the past, good
performers would seek and find an organisation need for themselves that they would
fulfil, and if that need was coming to an end, then they would seek and find another.
However, this option was no longer available and good performers also lost their jobs
because of the pursuit of cost reduction.
AMSA promoted from within the organisation. It only advertised externally, if it
believed the skills, knowledge and experience it wanted were not available internally,
although this did not usually apply to new CEO positions. Some managers stated that
AMSA had been over-loyal to internal applicants in the past, particularly for higher
management positions. In 1996, a new level of managelnent was created, but, because of
staff reductions, the average ernployee per manager in 2000 was only 7. Too many
management positions were creatcd to ensure nobody lost their job, because of loyalty to
the employees at risk. Despite this event, AMSA had appointed 40% of all ofits
employees externally and assessed its mix of old and new employees as good.
In June 1991, 557 personnel were e~nployeclby AMSA. By June 1995, this had declined
to 414 and to 350 in 2000. There was an increase in regulatory etnployees of
approximately 50 within these numbers. Therefore, approximately half of thc original
employees had been terminated.
A constant criticism from those that remained in 2000 was that they worked harder.
Managers, however, stated that process improvement had not been finalised and there
was potential to reduce the workload. Managers also believed that employees were not
adopting new approaches, but were still working with old methods. Employees, on the
other hand, perceived changes taking place before the workload diminished, which was

of concern to them because a shortage of labour might lead to an increased safety hazard
for shipping if all of the work could not be completed.
For maintenance and engineering personnel, fewer employees led to more time away
from home. In the early 1990s, 80 days would be spent in the field but this had increased
in the late 1990s to 160 days. These extra days away suited some employees because of
the travel allowance paid, but not others, who wanted to spend more titne with their
families.
Retraininr! Employees in New Skills
AMSA introduced new satellite technology, but to service the equipment, it also needed
to employ electronics specialists. There were existing employees, whose positions were
surplus to AMSA requirements, but AMSA Managers preferred to release a group of
employees who did not have the new skills that were nceded rather than retrain them,
because, as an AMSA manager expressed, 'We have a degree of scepticism those
employees are willing to take on a new mindset with a new job.' Managers maintain that
new technology requires new ways of thinking and many employees are insufficiently
flexible to do that.
However, under the terms of nnploymn~t,AMSA would have to advertise vacancies
internally and allow employees who were going to lose their jobs a chance to fill the
vacancy. A surplus employee could only fill the vacancy if AMSA considered that the
applicant could be retrained.
Informed choice
There were regular meetings in the regional depots and com~nunicationflowed from
middle management to employees, and vice-versa, although it was rare for employees to
see senior management. Management recognised that co~nmunicationdid not flow both
ways from a total organisation point-of-view and organisation-style communication had
never been done well enough. In late 1999 and 2000, communication from the head
office improved by informing staff about the contracting out of AMSA's last ship.
Timeframes were provided, together with a list of the bidders for the work, and what the
possibilities for employment were with those bidders. Although this co~nmunicationwas
bad news for staff, the manner in which it was done was well accepted, whereas in 1995

and 1996, the accident rate rose, because there was insufficient communication with
affected employees who could not keep their minds on the job because of speculation
about their future.

Some managers believed that insufficient infonnation was shared and even when it was,
it was done in an inappropriate way. For example, the typical manner was by electronic
mail on Friday afternoons, especially for bad news, as though it had been delayed to the
very last moment to avoid the unpleasantness of the task.

Engineering and Maintenance Operations, (EMO,) was an IS09000 quality certified
group and the certification required at least one half-hour meeting per fortnight with
regionally-located participants joining by telephone conference call. These participants
attended the meeting in person every three months. The meetings concentrated on safety
and financial statistics and thc minutes were published on AMSA's intranet, which all
employees had access to.

Employees stated that colnmunication in E M 0 had improved over the years from
AMSA's inception. These were more briefings than there were prior to their quality
system being certified in 1998. AMSA also plannecl to put E M 0 work out to
competitive tender and the reasons for this were co~nmunicatedwell. Before the Board's
decision to tender the work, E M 0 sought external work and this type of marketing
information and thc reasons for seeking external work were also cornmunicated well.
For other groups very little financial information was shared, nor were human resource
statistics such as absenteeism, occupational health and safety, and turnover, although
some managers believed it should be. Business plans, corporate plans, capital programs
and monthly reports were all available on the intranet.
Employees said that good communication increased their comrnittnent to AMSA and
allowed them to participate in change. Management's reason for colnmunication was to
gain commitment, to treat people with respect, and to give them enough information for
personal decision-making,

Participation and T~ust
Employees perceived that they did not participate in change programs except to provide
technical advice. As one employee said, 'Employees have taken a back seat in change
programs owing to a lack of management initiative.' Management agreed that was the
case,
Management stated that its HR policies were primarily in place to protect the
organisation from prosecution for Occupational Health and Safety negIigence, or froin
industrial confrontation with unions. Policies did not extend trust to employees. Even
some Occupational Health and Safety policies, which alerted staff to hazards, primarily
protected the organisation from legislative actions. Employees perceived that HR
policies were changed to erode pay and conditions by using Certified Agreements and
manipulated the wording of the agreement to allow a different, later interpretation for
AMSA's benefit.

Management trusted employees, but suspected that there were groups of e~nployees,
who mistrusted it, because they were not cared for as well as they could be. Employces
agreed. Some groups whose jobs were threatened did not trust management at all and
had a low opinion of it. These employees did not receive enough infonnntion and a
Certified Agreement providing a 5% bonus would not come into effect until after sotnc
employees had left. Employees were also confused about in-house bidding for E M 0
work and share purchase in a company to be follned by employees for that bid, should it
be successful.
Mutual Benefits to the Firm and the Emplovee
In the year 2000, gyln membership of $250 per year was paid. Salary sacrifice was
available from 1997 and AMSA provided a remuneration consultant to organise the
sacrifice and to assist cinployees in calculation.
Study leave for up to ten hours per week was usually given if work priorities could be
fulfilled. AMSA also paid for attendance at 'residentials' and reimbursed the full fees if
the examinations were passed. Employees could have additional time off for exams.
AMSA's policy was that external education was desirable if it fitted into the sphere of
operations, or for a development need that would suit the employee's job. The policy Tor

external study was very flexible and some managers never refused, so there was some
doubt that the course of study approved was always a good fit to AMSA's business.
As a result of this doubt, AMSA planned to tighten up the policy by describing the type
of education people needed in the longer term for AMSA and to tie that to the
development needs of individuals. For example, AMSA might have exactly defined
what types of education could be approved.
There was no 'flex time' for AMSA employees. 'Annualised Hours', which were
calculated by the total hours required to perform a job and ageed with a s u p e ~ ~ i s o r ,
were introduced into Australian Workplace Agreements for the majority of AMSA
employees in 1998, and for the balance of employees on 1%'July 2000.
Employees did not normally have the opportunity to work from home, or 'teleconlmute':
although it might have been approved on an ad hoc basis. AMSA intended to examine
the concept after 2000 in order to reduce accomlnodation costs.
Employees received special leave of up to five days a year. Another five days for
providing free community services might have also been approved.
AMSA had a commercial share in a childcare centre run by an external provider who
provided subsidised childcare to employees. AMSA found that some excellent
employees were distracted by the problem of childcare and intervened in order to retain
the employees.

5. WORK TEAMS
AMSA operated semi-autonomous teams. Ships' crews were an example, although
AMSA disposed of its last ship in 2000. Maintenance depots also had semi-autonomous
work teams, who worked away from the depot for four to six weeks at a timc. They
were serni-autonomous, because they maintained navigation aid sites and made most of
the decisions about the extent of work required. Employees did not receive additional
rewards for being part of a team, but they did receive travelling allowances and
overtime. As a result, their net pay was probably higher than the labour market would
pay for similar work.

Teams tended to be self-disciplinary in the first instance in some cases, but in other
cases relied on management. In both instances, management was made aware of the
issues. Management could discipline work team members by keeping them at the depot,
where they received less overtime and travel allowance than they would have received
had they been working remotely.
Team members did not have any more secure employment than anybody else, but if the
number of staff had to be reduced, then the multi-skilled people in teams would have
had more qualifications and would be more likely to be selected to remain in AMSA's
employ.

Multi-skilling had always been pursued for maintenance work teams by AMSA. There
was no demarcation, except when a special licence was needed. Most team members
had scaffolding and rigging tickets, and even mechanical people performed solar power
electronics work.

AMSA believed that multi-skilling always led to a degree of deskilling and, someti~nes,
to a lack ofjob satisfaction, particularly when employees were educated specialists who
had to pour concrete, for example. This multi-skilling led to some employee
resignations, although other e~llployeesenjoyed the variety of work.
6. INDIVIDUAL CONTRACTS

AMSA was committed to having every e~nployeeon either a common law contract for
managers, or an AWA for employees, because it sought a degree of flexibility in
negotiating employment conditions which it could not achieve using collective
bargaining. A clause in the Certified Agreement allowed for AWAs.
AMSA had difficulty with the colIective bargaining process because it had to adopt an
agreement that covered everybody. Seeking a common denominator resulted in sevcre
constraints to that which could otherwise be agreed. AMSA employed a wide variety of
trades persons, clerical officers, professional surveyors and engineers, and AMSA had
differing needs for each group. AWAs met this need, whilst a single Certified
Agreement did not.

AMSA also wanted to establish an intimate relationship with e~nployeesthat would
result in mutual trust, built up over time, using AWAs. It wanted managers to talk to and
be involved in the e~nploymentrelationship and its development. Therefore, it was quite
willing to pay extra in salaiy to achieve that objective. Employees, however, complained
that the extra salary was insufficient to sign away conditions of service in an AWA.

7. CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
AMSA's charges came down about 27% from 1991 to 2000 ancl the shipping industry
was very happy about such performance. Charges had only gone up once in the 1990s
and every other year they have been reduced.

One improvelnent initiative concerned contracting out ships, which carried
maintenance, engineering and other employees to navigation aids. Another was to destaff or close lighthouses around Australia. As technology changed to satellite
navigation, all lighthouses were not needed and, in some cases, AMSA only needed a
light, not a structure and a tower. There were also initiatives driven by the Maritime
Industry to put lighthouses in places, which were not necessarily where AMSA would
want to erect a manned structure. As a result, 100 lighthouse keepers were made
redundant over a period of five years and this facilitated the disposal of three out of the
four ships, and their crews, which serviced lighthouses; with a fourth ship being
disposed of in 2000. Ship crews amounted to 70 personnel in 1998 ancl 100 in 1992.
The time period between scheduled maintenance was also extended to navigation aids,
because statistical analysis demonstrated that the visits were too frequent. That clecision
was very difficult for some of the maintenance personnel to accept bccause they
believed that reliability would fall and the change from an engineering excellence focus
to a cost focus was not in the interests of the Maritime Industry. But AMSA's
navigation aid reliability increased owing to improve~nentsin technology.
AMSA also reduced the cost of replacing its assets. Rather than install an expensive,
almost heritage style structure and maintain it for many years, a decision in the late
1990s was made to install much cheaper structures, maintain them to the minimum, and

replace them more often. The examination of these 'whole of life' costs convinced
AMSA this was a more cost-effective solution.

In 2000, an employee said, 'We think a job in AMSA is more centred around budgets
and costs than it was ten years ago.' Employees recalled the changes in AMSA with
some bitterness and ascribed the changes to the new Industrial Relations policies
introduced by the Colnmonwealth government in the 1990's by Minister Peter Reilh.
Employees maintained that these new policies helped to force AMSA's costs down even
more.

Employees also stated that they no longer had a say in what should be done and
decisions were made by personnel who had no technical expertise. Elnployees perceived
that the focus was on completing the work order, and everything was on a work order
basis. The work order had become more ilnportant than the task, it was needed for the
time sheet, and every minute had to be accounted for. According to employees, AMSA
was more concerned about costs than quality of service and reliability.

8. PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL
Every elnployee had perfortnance forlnally appraised and linked to a perfortnance
bonus. The final group of employees was planned to be placed into this scheme in July
2000. In earlier years, only contract ~nanagershad performance linked to a bonus and
elnployees had salary increments tied to it.
Development was also derived informally from performance appraisal. For example,
trades persons were prevented from being promoted to technical officers without the
appropriate education. In 1997, courses were offered to trades persons for whom
promotion and a pay increase would follow on successful completion.
9. TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

One of AMSA's managers asserted that professional staff received the most training,
especially marine surveyors, who had to complete post-graduate education. AMSA paid
all of the fees and gave them paid leave. Management received the least training.

There was no formal development process derived from the performance appraisal
system. It was attempted, but did not work in practice. AMSA had historical links to the
Public Service, which insisted on formal merit selection, so it was very difficult for
them to formally target a person for development without employees complaining.

AMSA employees said they received enough training to do their jobs and tnanagement
supported extra education when it was requested. Etnployees identified the need
themselves. Study leave was available, but might be difficult to obtain by certain skill
groups. Job needs took priority.
10. UNIONS
The Com~nunityand Public Sector Union, the Maritime Union and the Metal
Engineering Workers Union represented employees in AMSA. In the early 1990s, these
groups had a colnrnon strategy, but that was not the case in the year 2000. Nevertheless,
there had always been the opportunity for AMSA to negotiate with a single union
outside a joint meeting comprising them all.
Unions did not form a partnership and participate with managenlent in achieving
change, but AMSA was obliged by the Certified Agreement to consult with them.
Management trusted some union representatives, but not othcrs, It stated that the unions
had marginalised tllemselves by failing to represent their members. Instead, they set
their own agendas and strategies. AMSA also had a policy where every employee must
be employed under an AWA or a contract. Unions could act as bargaining agents for
AWAs, but this was very rare in AMSA. Managers suggestcd that ernployces might
have thought that the union fees would exceed the value of the benefits the unions could
win. Managers said the introduction of AWAs might explain the dramatic decline in
union membership in AMSA. In the early 1990s, almost every employee was a member,
whereas in 2000, very few were.
In the past, employment practices were driven by the Public Service Act. AMSA stated
that those practices were based on many factors, which probably included union
requests. From 1991 to 1993, management drove the changes in elnploymenl practices,
but then the unions united and, because of legislative restraints, the initiativc to change
e~nploymentpractices slowed until the first Certified Agreement.

The dates of the Certified Agreements were 1995-7, 1997-9 and Februaiy 2000.
Management perceived Certified Agseements as no longer useful, because collective
bargaining covered the majority, and did not allow for specific groups and individuals to
have separate conditions. Therefore, AMSA much preferred AWAs, which coulcl be
better tailored to each employee. Both AWAs and Certified Agreements contributed to
changing HR policies.
For the first agreement, efficiency was sought by adding various event-based
entitlements into a constant salaryrather than by paying each separately. Clarification
concerning the retention of individuals under mobility provisions was also agreed,
because AMSA did not want personnel who had lost their jobs affecting the morale of
remaining staff whilst they were waiting for their notice period to expire. AMSA needed
to have a clear agreement on whether an employee was entitled to seven or thirteen
months.

Certified Agreements exchange a payment for increased productivity, but AMSA
management predicted that there were no productivity gains left to achieve. In future
negotiation managenlent forecasted that the conditions of service for employees would
have been driven so low that the unions might well seek to reinstate theni. If a change in
the Commonwealth government to Labor occurs, this might well happen.
11. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
The Extent of 'Soft' Model HRM in 1990
At the beginning of the 1990-decade, Department of Transport personncl who would be
transferred to AMSA were employed under a fixed set of Commonwealth Government
HR policies, as were all employees of thc Coinmonwealtl~Public Service. The IIR
policies were not matched to the business objectives of the various departments, because
the use of strategic planning in the public sector was immature. It can be concluded,
therefore, that 'hard' model HRM was not in use. In 1990, AMSA used about half of the
possible sixteen indicators of 'soft' model HRM based on Pfeffer's (1994) best practice
list.
In 1990, those who would become AMSA e~nployeeshad tenured employment. The
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Public Service was considered a lifetime career and job loss would only result for severe
misconduct. Therefore, one might reasonably assume that AMSA employees were
selected for employment, because they would be committed to providing a public
service and that they would be receptive to development over their working lives. In
addition, in consideration of the amount of investmel~tin training and development and
the consequential importance of retaining public servants, 'lifetime' wages were high.
For example, the Commonwealth Superannuation Scheme provided an attractive
pension to retired employees, which would partly pass on to spouses in the event of the
retiree's death.

Training and development was provided to all Co~n~nonwealth
Public Servants in
almost every iinaginable field, simply because the Cominonwealth employed a variety
of professions and skills and clnployees could apply for vacancies in other departments
of government. However, information sharing appeared to be at a low level and a wellspaced hierarchy of employment levels was maintained along with wage increment
levels. Perfoi~nanceand skill pay did not exist, but team working was utiliscd by
AMSA, particularly in ship's crews and other work groups, such as maintenance. Jobs
were not redesigned to provide work satisfaction, however, although cross training was
required to miniinise the number of employees in a team.

Employees participated in AMSA initiatives at the beginning of the decade, mainly
through union consultation, and the promotion of internal employees invariably
occurred. AMSA also took a long-term view, possibly because assets such as ships and
lighthouses are long-term assets, but had no long-term vision and did not measure
progress to a particular set of goals, because they did not have mature strategic process,
which described the goals.
The Public Service Board employed a group of HR practitioners, whose job it was to
formulate policy. One assumes that the practitioners were required to consider a method
of HRM, which would universally fit all departments of government. 'Hard' model
HRM was not possible for the group, although a fonn of 'ad hoc' HRM was possible.
For example, 'ad hoc' HRM would create or adopt policies for no reason other than a
policy was needed to fill a policy vacuum. However, it is difficult to accept that the
Public Service Board, which could afford to employ and did employ professionals,

would create HR policies without considering the outcomes that the policies were
required to deliver. Therefore, although it might be argued that the Public Service Board
did not consciously adopt the 'soft' model, a counter argument would indicate that they
unconsciously adopted at least half of it.
Environment
AMSA was created in 1991 by consoIidating its functions and transferring them from
the Department of Transport. The strategy that the Hawke-Keating government
employed in creating AMSA was derived from 'economic rationalism'. The first step
was to create a Governlnent Business Enterprise (GBE), the second step to capture
revenue in excess of costs from users of the service to provide a dividend to the
government, and the third step to consider selling the GBE. The difficulty experienced
by GBEs was that the users of the scrvices perceived their costs as too high.
Consequently, the reduction of cost by downsizing and disposing of assets became a
common GBE strategy.
In 1993 and 1994, there were several aircraft crashes which were attributed to too low a
level of regulatory inspections in the aviation indust~y.Media colnrnentators criticised
the notion that a safety regulator should make a profit, because the reduction in cost
would mean a reduction in safety inspections. As a consequence, AMSA had its GBE
status revoked in 1995 and it became a regulatory authority. AMSA increased the
number of employees involved in regulation.
I11 the

same year, the Council of Australian Goverl~mentsagreed to implement the

majority of the recommendations for competition contained in the National Competitio~l
Review (Commonwealth of Australia 1993). AMSA considered what aspects of its
business could be exposed to competition.
Strategic Planning
Strategic planning became more relevant and meaningful to AMSA personncl from
1997. The HR Manager was not a member of the Corporate Planning team, but had been
tasked to change HR policies and enable Australian Workplace Agreements.

AMSA used a 'hard' model contingency-matching business and HR strategy based on
the ideas of Porter (1980) and Miles & Snow (1984), although AMSA was not aware
that it did so.

It 'differentiates' (Porter 1980) with a focus on safety. AMSA was a safety authority and
had to adopt this focus as its prime objective. It did not act as a cost leader, because it
was a monopoly and had no competition, but it did act as a type of 'defender' (Miles &
Snow 1984) by concentrating on operational efficiency where it could. It acted in this
way to avoid criticism by the Maritimc Industry that it was over-priced.

Secondly, EM0 was a division whose services were found in the private sector. It acted
as a 'defender' (Miles & Snow 1984) to retain its internal business and, thus,
concentrated on operational efficiency. E M 0 also acted as a type of 'prospector' (Miles
& Snow 1984), seeking new business to lessen its dependence on internal customers and

to lower its overhead percentage on direct labour by increasing the amount of direct
labour hours sold, whilst maintaining the same indirect resources.
Human Resource Strategy
Some HR policies were in use, which promoted mulualify (Walton I985a). These were
gym fees, special leave, and subsidised childcare, for exa~nple.Some of the policies
were inherited from the Commonwealth Public Service Board, but others were created
fkoin AMSA's initiative.
The policies were not 'soft' model FIRM but were linked to corporate strategy. For
example, gym fee payments encouraged fitness for the aging workforce to avoid
increased sick leave; special leave for community service demonstrated that AMSA was
a monopoly that cared about social needs; and subsidised childcare was an initiative
designed to retain employees and minimise recruiting costs.
There was no evidence that HR policies in 2000 equalisedpowe~,built trust, or allowed

forparticipation (Beer et al. 1985) and AMSA did not provide enough information for
employees to make an informedchoice. All of these factors are indicators of 'soft'
model HRM, and AMSA displayed none of them.

HR policies were directly matched to strategic planning. Matching is clearly 'hard'
model HRM (Hendry & Pettigrew 1986).
Policies underwent significant change in the 1990s with the creation of a new Award
and the deliberate movement away from 'soft' model Public Service HR policies.
Because of this change, employees perceived a loss of employment conditions.
Permanent Employlnent
AMSA managers were responsible for the change in e~nployme~~t
conditions. Locke,
Kochan & Piore (1995) also found managers driving change. AMSA managers also
introduced individual contracts for employees, which is an indicator of a change to
'hard' model HRM (Storey 1992b).

In 2000, permanent employment in AMSA was rnerely a classification to distinguish an
ongoing job from a temporary one. There were still some elnployees who had a clegree
of true permanent employment under the Commonwealth Public Service Mobility
Provisions, but this provision was challenged and clarified in the 2000 Certified
Agreement to ensure the notice period was minimised. If employees took the mobility
option, they sacrificed termination pay and lost a substantial amount of money.
Many employees left through redundancy in the 1990s, whether they wanted to or not.
There was no industrial action by unions as a result, because consultation with the
unions, notice periods given and termination payments made, were all in accordance
with connnon arrangements used by the Cornlno~lwealthgovernment.

AWAs, Certified Agreements and redundancy provisions are all facilitated by changes
to government regulations, which is in accordance with the findings of Locke, Kochan
& Piore (1995). AMSA used all of these tools to reduce costs and introduced a

purchaser-provider model and a work-order computer system as new accounting
techniques. New accounting techniques were found by Cappelli (1995) to assist
organisations in decision-making.
Cappelli (1995) also suggested that employers might hire in new skills rather than retrain personnel. This was certainly AMSA's preferred strategy and it is 'hard' model.

Some 'soft' model inherited Public Service HR policies allowed for re-training, but
AMSA had little difficulty in avoiding adopting them.
Commitment
Cappelli (1995) fount1 that elnployees did not believe management was looking after
their interests. This was the case in AMSA. Resignations might increase if elnployees
had such a perception of management, but CappelIi (1995) surmised that they would not
resign if the unemployment rate was high. The research performed in AMSA adds other
findings to Cappelli's: high rates of pay, good superannuation arrangements,
commitment to the job rather than the organisation, and the loss of attractive termination
pay if the employee was to otherwise await redundancy, will also prevent resignation.
From the mid-1990s to 2000, AMSA broke the psychological contract (Cappelli 1995).
Employment security was no longer exchanged for good perfor~nance.Permanent
employment, which was available in the very early 1990s, was no longer available. This
finding is in accordance with Locke, Kochan & Piore (1995); Cappelli (1995) ant[
Deery, Plowman & Walsh (1997). Without employment security, AMSA doubted that it
could ensure the loyalty and colnmitrnent of its employees. Co~nmitlnentis an important
aspect of 'soft' model HRM (McGrcgor 19GO; Walton 1985a; Beer et al. 1985; Boxall
1996).
Rewards
A variable reward was planned to be introduced and coupled to performance appraisal in
2000. According to Walton (1985a) this is a factor linked to sustaining commitment.
However, Marchington et al. (1994) and Appelbau~n& Batt (1994) did not support
Walton and remarked that rnerit pay and profit sharing were old ideas that neither
employees nor unions like. Wood (1996b) found that a permanent increase to wages for
merit would result in higher commitment.

Training and Develooment
Professional and para-professional staff received the most training in AMSA in
accordance with Smith's (1996) findings.

Training and development in AMSA was matched to a business strategy of operational
efficiency, making it 'hard' model IIRM. Management planned to further review and
limit the types of courses that would be approved after 2000, tightening the policy
further.
Informed Choice
Beer et al. (1985) stated that trust is built by good colnmunication and employees should
be given an informed choice. Trust, commitment and informed choice are all indicators
of 'soft' model HRM. However, AMSA's strategy was to reduce accidents and ensure
that no industrial action would result from redundancies. Matching in this way is clearly
'hard' model.
Participation and Trust
Employees and managers agreed that e~nployeesdid not participate in change programs.
Employees did not trust management, because they perceived their pay and conditions
were eroded by management manipulating the interpretation of Certified Agreements to
the detriment of employees.
Core-peripherv strategy
When downsizing has occurred, Zeffane & Mayo (1995b) observed that the remaining
employees work harder and fear for future job losses. This was the case with e~nployees
in AMSA. Zeffane & Mayo (1995) suggested that the solution to the dilemma is to have
a stable core and flexible ring of employees. AMSA did not have such a strategy to
faciltate 'soft' model HRM for the core.

Unions
Unions were becoming marginalised by AMSA because of the introduction of AWAs
and AMSA's perception that the future of collective bargaining was limited. Unions
might play an important part in slowing a change from 'sofi' model HRM to 'hartl'
model, but this was generally not thc case with AMSA, although one union resisted
change.

12. CONCLUSION

Environment
AMSA was formed in 1991. A transfer of employees occurred from the Public Service
as part of the Commonwealth government's initiative in micro-economic reform. The
challenge for the new AMSA management and Board was to provide a return on
investment to the Commonwealth government by earning revenue from the users of its
services. However, what the Maritime Industry would consider an acceptable price for
AMSA's services was lower than AMSA could provide, necessitating a focus on cost.
In 1995, the Australian media criticised several of the Commonwealth government's
regulatory authorities, because they thought regulators should not reduce costs to make
profits. In their opinion, a value could not be placed on a life. In response, the
Commonwealth government revoked AMSA's GBE status and made it a regulatory
authority reporting to the Minister of Transport. AMSA had to demonstrate to the
Minister that it was adequately managing all of the regulatory issues.
In 1997, the external environment was stable for AMSA, but it had introduced
purchaser-provider models to demonstrate to its external stakeholders that it would
purchase goods and services from the most cornpetitive suppliers in accordance with
competition policy. In so doing, it made its internal environment unstable.
AMSA rnanagcment had rigorously pursued cost reductions since inception, although
there was no direct pressure applied by the Commonwealth government or the Maritirne
Industry. This was only because AMSA had demonstrated that it was achieving goals
articulated in the Corporate Plan, which were endorsed by the Parliament.
HR volicy
The HR model in use in 1991 by AMSA was the zr~ziversnl'soft' model. It was very
prescriptive. It was not possible for the Commonwealth Public Service Board to tailor
HR policies on a contingency 'hard' model basis, because of the wide range of different
operations that had to be included.
By 1995, the Executive management group of AMSA had described the HR i~oliciesit
needed for the organisation, taking into account the operating environment and its goals,

which were to pursue best practice in the efficient provision of highly effective services.
It began to link HR policies to its strategy of a 'differentiation' and 'defender'
contingency 'hard' model.

In 1997, 'hard' model HRM was fully in place. HR practices were devolved to line
managers, HR policies became less prescriptive and AWAs were introduced for parsprofessional employees.
AWAs were introduced for the remaining employees in 2000, such that all AMSA
employees were employed under a common-law contract or an AWA. AMSA used
Minister Peter Reith's industrial legislation to introduce new HR policies using Certified
Agreements, but AMSA foresaw difficulty from 2000 in gaining any more efficiencies
from Certificd Agreements and relied on contracts and AWAs to define the terms and
conditions of employment.
AMSA needed to attract and retain professional personnel and considered the
educational requirements these personnel required. It introduced paid leave of absence
and fee reimbursement for professionals for post-graduate study to ensure they were
well-educated to act as regulators. AMSA also developed a new market pay and
conditions Award for professionals, where, previously, the pay and conditions were not
competitive.
AMSA also considered the difficulty of attracting ancl retaining personnel, who had to
work harder than they did in the early 1990s. New HR policies introduced merit pay, the
inclusion of overtime and allowances into salary to make the package more attractive,
and an annual amount of hours that employees would reach by self-management of
attendance to reach the hours.
AMSA's workforce was also aging. AMSA introduced HR policies for health ancl
fitness programs.
Finally, AMSA decided it would not guarantee employment, but would provide
attractive redundancy payments to achieve downsizing goals. It also marginalised the
unions by insisting all employees had to be employed under cornmon law contracts or

AWAs, which detailed termination arrangements. The employment policy also
dispensed with the need for collective bargaining for the unions.
Value of Strategic Plan
AMSA produced a Corporate Plan from 1991 that met the budget and general
requirements of the Commonwealth government, but was not based on any
organisation-wide strategy. The situation remained unchanged throughout 1995 until
1997, when management retreats f?om the workplace co~nmencedand strategies were
considered. In general, a strategy of operational efficiency was adopted, a facet of a
'defender', with some 'differentiation' in maritilne safety. Some prospecting also
occurring.
In 2000, all operational plans were linked to the Corporate Plan and it is likely that when
AMSA has completed its plans to contract out non-competitive operations, that a
differentiation strategy which focuses on cost-effective safety will result. Until then,
some confusion of strategy between operating divisions is likely to remain.
Actions
There were no significant actions for AMSA that provided evidence of a change to
'hard' model HRM that might have occurred in 1991. There is no doubt that AMSA
management very quickly focussed on cost containment, cost reduction and a culture
change from the Public Service to a more co~nrnerciallyfocussed one for the next few
years.
In 1995, assets were disposed of along with the associated elnployees because exler~~al
organisations would provide the services cheaper. At the same time, because
communication with employees was poor, there was an increase in self-inflicted
accidents by distracted and concerned employees attempting to guess what their future
might be. At the same time, more regulatory e~nployeeswere employed to demonstrate
to a critical media an increased focus on safety.
In 1997, the focus on operational efficiency increased with the consideration of
purchaser-provider models and their introduction. More assets and associated employees
were replaced by contracting in externally provided services.

Communications increased in 2000 to reduce accidents as more contracting out was
contemplated and AMSA considered the tactics it should use to manage the change.
Summarv table
The change in the Environment, HR policy, Value of strategic pIans and Actions
described in this conclusion as AMSA adjusted its HRM approach from a tmive~~snl
'soft' model to a contingent 'hard' model is surnlnarised in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2 SY
YEAR

ENVIRONMENT

HR POLICY

1995

1991

TABLE
1997

2000

Micro-economic reform

Unstable externally. Media

Stable externally. Unstable

externally. Many challenges

criticism about re,&ators.

internally. Competition

to consmct a new

GBE status revoked and

policy to the fore.

organisation, reduce costs

Re-datory Authority

and make profits

created.

Humanistic 'soft' model

Initial move to 'bard' model.

'Hard' model.

Strategic 'hard' model.

from Public Service.

Creation of new Award to

Devolved to FLMs to reduce

Certified ageements becoming less effective.

attract and retain

costs. Skeletal h e w o r k s .

All employees on AWAs or contracts. No

professional and technical

AWAs in~oducedinto

permanent employment HR policies to allow

staff. Certi6ed Agreement

Certi6ed Agreement for

for retention, efficiency, redundancy,

rolls up allowances.

para-professional staff.

education health, rewards for achievins

Stable externally. Unstable internally.

smtegic goals.
VALUE OF

STRATEGIC PLAN

Low. A document to follow

Low. A document to follow

Retreats commenced. Plan

High. All business plans must be linked to the

procedure.

procedure.

becomes more meaninD.ful

Corporate Plan.

and understood by
stakeholders.

ACTIONS

Nil si@cant

Disposal of assets and

Consideration of purchaser-

Increased communications to reduce

associated staff.

provider model. Disposal of

accidents. Market testing introduced with

Increase of re-datory staff.

assets and associated staff.

possible contracting out.

Poor communications result
in accidents.

CHAPTER 5
CASE STUDY. THE BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL

1. INTRODUCTION
Ownership and control
Brisbane City Council, (the Council) managed the largest municipality in Australia on
behalf of a population of 848,741 residents in 355,000 rateable properties. The Council
reported to the Civic Cabinet. The Cabinet comprised the Lord Mayor and the Council
Chamber, which had the responsibility for determining actions for the city in a similar
manner to the Board of a public organisation.
History of the business
Queensland became a separate colony from New South Wales in 1859 and in 1902,
Brisbane was officially declared a city. In 1924, the City of Brisbane Act was passed by
the Queensland Government, which established a City Council in 1925 to replace work
previously performed by twenty local authorities.

Lord Mayor Jim Soorley, an Australian Labor Party member, headed the City Cabinct
from 1991. After his election, the Council placed more emphasis on operating as a
comlnercial business. A purchascr-provider model was introduced in 1997-8, which was
prompted by National Competition Policy, but which also matched the corporate model
that Council had adopted. The model gave rise to a major restructure and the
redundancy of approximately 200 etnployees.
Council benchmarked the provider groups against private industry. Each of the main
businesses had an advisory board and each business was encouraged to benchmark their
performance by establishing key performance indicators, which the boards monitored.
Performance payment for senior managers was also determined against the indicators.
Business Activities
The Council employed 6,500 people. It was split into internal purchasing divisions and
internal provider divisions. The purchasing divisions were Urban Management,
Community and Economic Development, City Governance, and Human Resources and
Strategic Management. The providers were all contained in City Business, whose work
could readily be obtained on the comrncrcial market.
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Urban Management was responsible for developing and managing land use; transport
and traffic; natural environment; waterways; and water and sewerage.
Community and Economic Development was responsible for setting strategic directions
for the Council's community health and safety, and econo~nicdevelopment and
community life programs.
City Governance managed finance and physical assets, and the organisation's
relationships with all levels of government.
Custorner and Community Services provided a telephone inquiry service to ratepayers
and an intranet site to the community.

Human Resources and Strategic Management was responsible for HR manage~nent
strategies; the strategic management process; workplace relations; corporate
development and learning frameworks; marketing and cotnmunications policy; and
integrated customer service outcomes.
City Fleet managed and provided the Council's vehicles and road plant.
Brisbane Transport was contracted to the Queensland State government to provide buses
and ferries.
City Works provided construction and maintenance services for the City's infrastructure
in the areas of roads, pipes, and bridges.
Brisbane Water operated as a franchise to Urban Management.
The Executive Management Group
The executive management goup was comprised of the CEO and seven divisional
managers, one of whom was responsible for HR and Strategy. They met weekly. The
Council's equivalent of a Board of Directors was known as the Civic Cabinet.

MANAGEMENT

BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL ORGANISATION STRUCTURE

Figure 5.1

Sources of Revenue
The Council forecasted revenue of $1,15 1 million in the financial year 2000-01.
Approximately $743 million was raised from rates and utility charges; $255 million
from fees and fares; and $153 million from donations, subsidies and grants.

2. THE STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS
History of Planning
Council did not produce a corporate plan until 1994. Prior to that, a budget document
linked to programs of works was the only type of planning the Council performed. The
corporate planning process had improved each year and in 2000, all of the divisional
plans and business centre plans linked to the corporate plan.

The executive held concept meetings once a month and met at a retreat, two or three
times each year. The Civic Cabinet was occasionally involved, as was the Lord Mayor,
who attended part of the retreat to listen to some points or to pass on a message of
direction.
There was a two-day annual executive management retreat, which included the branch
and divisional managers, a total of approximately 50. The future direction of Council
was considered a1 this session as wcll as some leadership development activity. Council
managers valued the meeting for the opportunity to network with colleagues they would
otherwise rarely see. Executive forums also occurred at least every two months for a few
hours, where the group of 50 discussed business strategy.
The Operating Environment
The Council had the capacity to lead many different types of activity in the community.
As a result, it had to perform a thorough environmental scan to ensure that Council
would be completely aware of all the factors that influenced operations.
The Council was a third tier of government and legislatively required to deliver some
specific services to ratepayers. As one manager remarked:
The State government does not apply any pressure to Council and would b e
courageous if it did so. The Lord Mayor has the biggest single electorate in tlie
country and, as an elected official, can claim to truly represent a large number of

people, particularly as the Lord Mayor was elected with a 20% majority. However,
a working relationship with the State governlnent is essential because of
infrastructure development, which is split between the two parties. Although both
the Council and the State government are both Labor Parties in 2000, it does not
always follow that automatic agreement occurs.
The key priority for Council between 1990 and 2000 was to become more commercial
and to implement National Competition Policy. Council management also implemented
a change to a more efficient, effective and customer-focussed work force. The strategy
did not centre on selling assets, or contracting out services traditionally provided by
Council employees. Divisions had to demonstrate that they were as efficient as they
could be and not necessarily the cheapest provider on the market. Some latitude was
provided of approximately 10% on price. Beyond that, after an internal provider had
been given every chance to become Inore efficient and failed, then the business would
close and be contracted out.
The focus of Council management was not on cost cutting, but on cost and revenue
management. The Civic Cabinet had set a target of maintaining AA+ credit rating and,
in order to achieve this, revenue streams had to be diversified. Therefore, reliance on
ratepayers and governtnent grants was not sufficient, and gaining external revenue was
an important Council activity.
Human Resource Stratem
A Council manager explained:

Council's 2000 HR strategy is based on giving people worthwhile work to do,
having pride in the job, and letting them do it their own way. Customer service
forms a large part of the value set. This strategy began in 1994 and is a cultural
shift away from directive management.
However, the actual Council strategy was that of a 'defender' (Miles & Snow 1984) and
the pursuit of the associated goal of operational efficiency. It also used a
'differentiation' strategy (Porter 1980) and concentrated on custorner responsiveness.
The first integrated corporate plan was produced in 1994. Consequently, HR strategy
could not be matched to the plan before then. Before 1994, there was an amalgamation
of a number of divisional plans to produce a quasi-corporate plan, but divisions solely
drove it. There was no organisation vision and no co~nmonobjectives. Similarly, with

the exception of the Award standards, Divisions created HR policies by doing what they
pleased based on a best practice generic way to manage hutnan resources.
The HR Strategy was determined by the corporate strategy from 1994. It was directly
matched to it. Council stated that the strategy had a humanistic focus, or a people
orientation, but this was related to the organisation's vision, values and objectives.
Council described the process of how they matched policies by developing a vision and
then a number of operational plans, which had people implications. HR managers also
had a personal interpretation of the vision, such that they not only responded to the
operational needs, but also tried to develop a big picture about where the organisation
was going and how the HR strategy could rnatch that. Consequently, Council saw two
factors in strategic HR management: the long-term organisation vision and the shortterm operational needs.
Commitment Building
Council attempted to build commitment to the organisation's vision from 1994.
Management claimed that as a result of the coinmitrnent strategy, the majority of
employees had certainly accepted the importance of customer service as a priority.
Council believed it derived co~ntnitrner~t
by using extensive comlnut~icationregarding
what had to be done to survive in the long term.
Cotntnitment was also reinforced with a bonus tied to four key performance indicators
and the performance bonus of senior managers. The Lord Mayor also awarded monetary
prizes to employees and teams, which ranged up to $6,000 for an individual prizc. A
total pool of $100,000 was available.
Core-Peripherv Stratew and the Use of Temporary Emplovees
Council operated a core-periphery strategy, although the core was large. Brisbanc
Transport introduced casual employment to cater for 10% of its bus operators in the
mid-1990s as a cost-reduction strategy, although those casuals could win permanent
employment as vacancies arose. Call centres also used casual employees for two
reasons: firstly for numerical flexibility to handle peaks and troughs, and, secondly, to
attract a certain segment of the workforce, such as students, who preferred part time

employment and flexible working hours. Council also used labour hire companies for
projects and to provide particular skills needed for a short period.

There was an increase in using temporary employees, casuals and labour hire over the
1990s, which was tied to cost management and numericat flexibility. Part of the need for
numerical flexibility was because some businesses still had an uncertain future until
they became competitive.
3. HUMAN RESOURCE POLICIES

HR policies had diverse origins. Some were derived from City Ordinances dating back
to the 1940s; others from the State government; the preference of different CEOs;
various administrations, each of whom had a different impact depending on their
political beliefs; and on what the Com~nunityand Society expected.

Until the early 1990s, engineers, who wcre the chief advisers to the administration,
occupied the highest management positions in Council. Industrial and I-IR matters were
left in the hands of personnel managers. In the mid-1990s, Council e~nployedspecialist
and contemporary managers and these new managers included strategic llunlan resource
managers. The HR managers created some HR policies that applied to all as a corporate
consistency, and other policies that could be varied by the various businesses.

Council claimed its policies were based on innovations in industry and their HR
practices were necessary to attract and retain staff. The policies were developed in a
consultative way with employees and union representatives. A small project teal11 or an
individual HR officer might have drafted a policy and circulated it intcrnally. After
agreement, it was approved by the Executive and then sent to the unions for review. If it

was not agreed, then it was returned for a re-draft untiI it had reached an accel~table
form. The HR policy was then endorsed by the Joint Consultative Committee, which
comprised the Executive and senior union officials.
The policy change might have been as a result of a good idea, or a complaint that the
policy was not effective, or the labour tnarket had changed and the policy would not
attract new entrants. HR issues also appeared on the agenda of the Civic Cabinet. One

such example was the problem of demarcation caused by the large number of Council
Awards, a matter raised by Cabinet in 2000.
In 2000, Council had to review its military sellrice policy because it did not cater for
reserves serving overseas for long periods - as they did in East Timor. In August 2000,
Council proposed introducing special paid leave for employees to participate in
community activities, such as work for Meals on Wheels, or St. Vincent de Paul, as a
result of the wishes of the City Cabinet for Council to be more in touch with the
community. A manager commented:
Such mandating ofpolicy by powerful people is rare in Council, but, nevertheless,
the policies are still matched to corporate strategy and were not mere whims.

HR policies could also be changed with local area agreements whose use had bee11
approved in the Certified Agreement since 1995. For example, in 1997, bus operators
agreed to work a 40-hour week in exchange for a pay increase.
All of the Council's HR policies were changed in the 1990s to some degree to match the
'defender' and 'differentiation' strategy. The Certified Agreement process was used
very effectively for that, delivering acceptable outcomes both to the Council and to the
Unions.
4. HR PRACTICES AND CHANGES OVER TIME

Permanent Em~lovlnent
A 1997 restructure was primarily derived from the introduction of a purchaser-provider
model, which revealed that the prices for internal services were too high co~nparedto
comnpetition. Approximately 200 employees were made redundant and given redundancy
packages to correct the price. Since then, the Certified Agreement did not allow for
redundancy.
The redundancy packages were attractive. For invoIuntary retirement, four weeks pay
per year of service with no maximum and a minimum of 26 weeks. For voluntary
retirement, two weeks pay per year with a limit of 52 weeks and an additional incentive
of eight weeks pay if the employee left within two weeks.

Employees expected to be given pennanent employment and it was given. A managel
stated:
Council views permanent employment as an acknowledgment that the work
required for the Brisbane community is relatively constant and, after the brief
1997 upheaval, (the purchaser-provider model leading to downsizing,) the right
amount of resources is in place. Permanent einployment for the Council is not
related to the Queensland State government's agenda of job growth.
Employees feared for future job loss in the late 1990s, but did not in 1990. They stated
that the likelihood of employment being truly permanent had greatly diminished since
the introduction of Competition Policy. There was a reduction in the number of indirect
workers such as clerks, so elnployees who were so classed as an overhead worried about
their future. So did direct workers in non-viable businesses. There was also a fear that if
a Liberal Council succeeded the Labor Council, permanent e~nploymentnumbers would
be severely cut. Employees in 2000 were coming to realise that there was no truly
permanent employtnent any more. CounciI had informed them that only good
performance secured employ~nentand this was the thrust of the Certified Agreement.
Intemal promotion took preference. Vacancies were advertised weekly, internally. If
there were no suitable applicants for the lower levels, external advertising could take
place, but only if the union agreed. Management vacancies had to be advertised
nationally to attract the best possible candidates, but internal applicants were also
welcome to apply. Council also made an effort to absorb people whose jobs hnd ended
into other areas.
Employees believed that they had to work harder from the introduction of the purchaserprovider model. In many cases, they had to meet various targets and task times, but
resignations amongst Council elnployees were very low. Employees stated this was
because:
The pay and conditions are good, the CounciI is a good employer and it provides
good opportunities for training and development. Council generally values people
highly despite a variety of management styles, and there has been an everincreasing acknowledgment of the value of its human resources as the years of the
1990s have passed.

Retraining Employees in New Skills
When the restructure to purchaser-provider occurred, Council restricted new
employment opportunities to those that had lost their jobs. Employees were retrained for
both internal and external jobs, taking priority in filling any vacancies in Council.
Employees remarked:
Council has a strongly humanistic focus when it comes to job loss. They do the
best that they possibly can to find work for an employee and provide retraining if
that is possible.
A manager agreed, stating, 'The option of releasing employees has always been a last
resort, with managers ascribing such an action as failure.'
Informed Choice
Many of the business centres had I S 0 9000 certification, which required management
review, a meeting where the effectiveness of thc quality system was discussed and
modified, if necessary. The review entailed meeting with e~nployeesto discuss the
effectiveness of the quality system. As a result, information flowed upwards. The
Council also conducted a quarterly survey of randomly selected e~nployeeswho
provided their opinions on the adequacy of training, communication and the work
environment, for example.

The Council's intranet provided information on business planning and finance, which
was also reported quarterly as a public document. No information was withheld from
employees if they wanted it. A condensed version of the corporate plan was provided to
every cmployee annually.
Each week the CEO published an intranet communication compiled from various areas,
which was known as the 'Rumour Hotlinc'. Employees asked the CEO questions and he
provided answers. Divisions and small businesses also published newsletters and there
were regular meetings at division and branch manager levels.
Employees believed that coinmunication had improved throughout the 1990s owing to
intranet technology. The communication gained their commitment to achieving targets,
particularly in the areas of the key performance indicators, which measured thc viability
of their business centre.

Participation and Trust

An employee commented:
Employees trust management, although the restructure into a purchaser-provider
model created a short-term lack of trust.
A manager added:

Council thinks their HR policies reinforce trust. Council employs justice referral
officers who provide advice on harassment, or discrimination, for example, and
there are many avenues of appeal on management decisions, which affect
employees.
The Council was persistent in devolving delegations from the late 1980s, to allow
decision-making to be made at a lower level. One manager commented, 'The approval
delegations were at such a high level as to seem occasionally silly.'
Mutual Benefits to the Firm and Emplovee
The Council did not pay for or subsidise gym membership, but employees could use the
gym in City Hall at no cost.
Salary sacrifice began in August 2000 for every employee. Contract managers could
have a fully maintained vehicle at a gross salary cost of $17,000, but some nonmanagerial employees were permitted to take Council vehicles home for logistics and
efficiency reasons.
Where agreed, salaried staff could work flexible hours and wage employees a ninc-day
fortnight. Special or carer's leave of up to one week might be granted, as could
bereavement leave of one or two days, depending on the employee's relationship to the
deceased. Job sharing was also offered.
Sick leave was not allotted annually or accrued. Unlimited sick leave was granted with a
review after six months of an absence to consider a return to work program, or other
options, such as invalidity. The granting of sick leave from an annual entitlement to a
'safety net', as Council described it, changed when the Council transitioned to accrual
accounting in 1996 and realised accrued sick Ieave would become an increasing
liability. When employees left the Council, 25% of accrued sick leave was paid out after
5 years employment, 50% after 10 years and 75% after 20 years.

As a result of the change to the sick leave policy, managers became more active in
managing the employee back to work, because of the budget impact on them. Managers
also attempted to address abusers of the system better than they did previously, when
they adopted the attitude that because sick leave did not affect their budget, they did not
need to act.
Council subsidised work-related education that was aligned to work needs. Divisional
managers approved subsidised education, and some were more lenient than others were.
For example, post-graduate study was not generally approved, but some managers might
have approved it. For tertiary study, Council would pay up to 50% of the undergraduate
fees, but not post-graduate fees, and would provide study leave of up to four hours per
week if the study could not be completed externally. Leave to attend examinations was
also provided. Prior to the introduction of the FBT in 1986, the Council reimbursed the
full fees.
Council superannuation was a condition of employment. Council put in 14%, but did
not contribute any more if employees increased the percentage by additional salary
sacrifice, as some government agencies did.
5. WORK TEAMS

With the exception of a bonus tied to the Certified Agreement, there was no provision
for semi-autonomous work teams to receive lucrative rewards. The only rewards
available were intangible. Teams were expected to be self-disciplinary, but Council
believed that the level of peer pressure to drive performance would be low if there was
no ability to receive monetary rewards based on team performance. Examples of semiautonomous teams were mosquito spraying teams, who made decisions regarding the
spray quantity needed whilst on a site, and road repair crew, who made decisions on
traffic management and the extent of repair necessary.
Multi-skilling was present in Council for the whole of the 1990s. Multi-skilled
employees did not have any more secure cmploynent than others as a result of the skills
they possessed, but they were more likely to win other employment iftheir jobs were
threatened because of those many skills.

6. INDIVIDUAL CONTRACTS

The entire senior management group was employed on contract from 1995-6. All 50 of
these managers were once in the Senior Executive Service. In addition, there were 500
casual employees and 40 senior officer contracts for which there was no Council Award.
Council had no plans to increase the number of individual contracts except when a high
employment market might dictate the need for special terms and conditions.
There were several workplace agreements, which generally covered alterations to
standard working hours. For example, for seasonal work, overtime was necessary in the
peak period, but not in quiet periods. The overtime component was paid for the peak
period, but the actual time at work was taken off in lieu in a quiet period.

The Council did not intend to use AWAs. It stated that if it wished to increase contracts
there were normal contract arrangements, which were easier and quicker. In addition,
Council held the view that collective agreements would cover the majority of employees
and Council's business needs.

7. CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
Continuous improvement was an operating mode of Council from the late 1980s, but the
projects that took place in 1997 as a result of the restructure into a purchaser-provider
model were more significant.
In 1997, Council requested volunteers for projects using their intranet. Job security was
provided to volunteers by restricting new recruitment by Council, quarantining a section
to be staffed by its employees, regardless of whether this might result in a prolnotion or
not, and actively matching employees whose jobs were still lost to vacancies in other
areas of Council.
If displaced employees failed to get a job after six months, they received assistance in
writing curriculum vitae, how to write job applications, the techniques of giving a good
interview, given financial and career-planning advice, and a generous redundancy
package.

Capital equipment increased productivity in areas such as road making and repairs, but
Council's infrastructure aIso increased. As a result, the increase in productivity balanced
the increase in infrastsucture and allowed staff numbers to be kept constant.

8. PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL
Employees wanted more monetary rewards, but were not prepared to risk a component
of pay that depended on performance.
Council had a performance inanagement system, introduced in 1998, which applied to
every employee. Each year, employees met with their team leaders to set goals for the
corning year and the actions needed to improve their performance. The system allowed
for both business-related and personal goals.
There was no link with a monetary reward, although annual increinental increases in pay
to rise to a maximum salary for a grade were dependent on them. The 1999 Certified
Agreement also provided a bonus for all employees, which was linked to four key
performance indicators at a work unit level. The performance indicators were: financial
outcomes, that is, the level of profit; community and customer service, or the
responsiveness of telephone answering; busincss processes and innovation, which was
the implementation of a project in a particular time or less; and people and learning,
which was the completion of required training, For each of the four areas, expected
performance yielded $250, and for superior performance, a further $165. Thus, expccted
performance could achieve a rnaxi~nu~n
of $1,000 and for superior perfor~nancca further
maximum of $660.
Contract managers had an annual performance bonus of up to 20% of salary that
depended on their success in achieving the goals of the corporate plan.
9. TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

The Council's broad range of activities required many different skills. Consequently, all
types of technical and administration training were provided. There was acceptance
within Council that the training budget should exceed 3% of total annual costs and it
had been at least at that level since 1990, although some departments would run at a
higher level to fulfil short-term needs. White-collar workers received the most training.

Management and leadership training was at a low level during the 1990s although
approximately $1 million was spent since 1998 to compensate. Leadership training was
cascaded to lower levels of management in a dedicated way since 1999.

Short-term placements of employees for development purposes could be made without
conducting a merit selection, but any vacancy had to be filled fortnally.
During the negotiation of the first Certified Agreement in 1994, the unions requested a
more formal process of assessing training and development, because they considered
that the Council was performing the task badly. As a result, rigorous planning and union
consultation regarding training plans began in 1994 and continued until late 1996. After
this period, consultation ceased, because all parties considered that the Council was
managing training and development adequately.
Development needs were identified through the performance planning process, but the
effectiveness of the process depended on the interest of the employee. Since low level
employees had only been in the scheme since 1998, they were inexperienced in using it.
One Council manager said:
In some areas of Council, the idea of the Learning Organisation (Senge 1990) is
taking hold, and the mutual benefit of learning hypothesised in this concept is
beginning to drive the provision of training in 2000.
However, no other participant knew anything about the subject.
Council's motives for training were to equip employees with the skills to do the job as it
was forecasted to be two years hence. They considered that employees acquired the
skills to perform their current job two years past. Council was also committed to the
concept of employability for its personnel, equipping them with skills that would ensure
a career throughout their lives, whether the career be external or internal to Council.
Council provided a description on the intranet of the core competencies to do certain
basic jobs, which was planned to be expanded in the years following 2000 to include online tutorials to provide training against those core compete~~cies.

10. UNIONS
Management claimed that Council has established a partnership with unions, who were
fully involved in change processes through a consultative forum, with a hierarchy of
branch level, divisional level and CEO level consultation. However, there was little
evidence of a partnership, because the consultation process had to be reaffirmed by the
CEO and Lord Mayor, in response to union complaints about the closure of three small
businesses in August 2000, where no consultation had occurred.
There were many unions associated with Council. The principal unions were the
Australian Workers Union, the Australian Services Union, The Rail, Tram and Bus
Union, and the Australian Manufacturers Workers Union. There was a significant
number of employees who were members of the Australian Services Union Clerical
Branch. The four main unions also represented a variety of other unions with srnall
memberships.
A Council manager remarked:
Generally speaking, management trusts the unions. There is a high level of
personal involvement by senior lnanagemn~tand senior union officials.
At local levels, different relationships might have existed, but the investigation was not
broad enough to include all of Council's sites.
Union membership had declined since the Workplace Relations and Other Legislation
Amendment Act was introduced in 1997, which required the Australian Industrial
Relations Commission not to certify an agreement if it contained a clause contrary to the
freedom of association provision. As a result, Council could no longer operate a 'closed
shop'. In 2000, although some areas, such as bus operations, still had very high
membership levels, therc were almost none in the management areas.

Council drove employment practices because of the need to attract skills. In some areas,
notably IT, employer co~npetitionfor resources could be high. Consequently, employers
had to offer more flexible arrangements, higher remuneration and more flexible
remuneration packages, because that was required to attract personnel. Council was no
different.

In the 1970s, unions drove employment practices. According to Council, this was
because legislative arrangements protected the unions. One aspect of this legislation
provided employers with an excuse to increase prices because of arbitrated pay
increases. Therefore, Council did not have to pursue efficiencies to offset the pay
increases.

The dates of the two-year Certified Agreements were 1994, 1996, extended for one year,
and 1999. Certified Agreements were used by Council as a strategic workforce change
document to meet the future vision of Council.

The 1999 Certified Agreement concentrated on IT, the year 2000 problem, the ability to
develop local area agreements, the concept of developing new remuneration structures
and skill development arrangements, where cotnpetency based progression systems are
linked to the pay rate structure. In the future, Council wanted to reduce its twelve
Awards down to four, because there had been a considerable amount of demarcation.
The 1996 Certified Agreement concentrated on introducing the purchase-provider
model, the need for competitive business, and redundancy provisions. Whereas the 1994
Certified Agreement concerned itself with working conditions related to placing the
employee's family first.
11. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The Extent of the 'Soft' Model in 1990
In 1990, the Council used a set of NR policies that they described as 'best practice',
which, according to Sisson & Storey (2000), is synonymous with 'soft' model HRM.
There was no matching to business objectives contained in a strategic plan, because
strategic planning was not introduced until 1994, and 'hard' model HRM could not,
therefore, have been in use. Indeed, against the sixteen indicators of the 'soft' model
derived from Pfeffer (1994), Council used at least half of them.
Council provided tenured employment in 1990. It did not specifically recruit e~nployees
for their ability to be committed, although it did expect to provide a service to the
community and one might conclude that recruiters would expect applicants to possess
traits exhibiting commitment to service. Wages, when combined with superannuation

were high. Superannuation was 14%, when no mandated level of employee
superannuation existed and employees stated that wages have always been consistently
good. Employees also observed that the opportunities for training and development were
extensive and remarked that the Council freely shared information with them. However,
an extensive management hierarchy existed, with clear wage increments; there was no
effort placed into compressing either managerial levels or wage intervals.
Performance and skill pay did not exist for any employee, nor was share ownership an
option, although semi autonomous team based work did exist with cross training applied
to members of the teams. Participation occurred through union consultation and internal
promotion consistently occurred, offering Council elnployees a career ladder. However,
the Council did not have a long term perspective, did not have any vision and
consequently, no goals against which progress needed to be measured.
Environment
The Council operated the majority of its business in a competitive environment driven
by Competition Policy and a purchaser-provider model introduced in 1997. New
accounting techniques such as this were found by Cappelli (1995) to assist organisations
in decision-making.
Strategic Planning
The first corporate plan was introduced in 1994. Corporate planning linked all business
centres and was perfor~nedat retreats where the CEO, the Council Chamber and the
Lord Mayor attended. The HR manager was a member of the executive planning team.
Human Resource Strategy
Some HR policies were in use, which promoted mutunlily (Walton 1985a). Examples of
these were the use of a gym, flexible hours, carer's leave and salaly sacrifice. There was
also evidence that HR policy and consultation methods equalisedpower, built trust ctnd

allowedparticipation (Beer et al. 1985). The Council also provided enough information
for employees to make an informed choice. Two way communication existed in quality
system meetings and by email to and from the CEO. In addition, information was
provided on the Council intranet and through newsletters. Muttmlity, cqunlisingpo~~er,

building trust, allowing forparticipation and informed choice are indicators of 'sofi'
model HRM.
Before 1994, Council used a set of HR policies, based on a bestpractice HRM.
Personnel managers managed the policies and they included the preferences of various
CEOs and politicians. Consequently, a universal 'soft' model HRM was in use. HR
policies could not be matched with strategies in the Corporate Plan, because such a plan
did not exist and there were no strategy meetings. From 1994, Council matched its FIR
policies to a corporate strategy of 'defender' (Miles & Snow 1984) and to
'differentiation' (Porter 1980).
Permanent Emvloy~nent
Council offered permanent e~nploymentthroughout its history, although a restructure in
1997 resulted in downsizing. Businesses had to also be competitive and would be closed
if they were not. Closure of three businesses occurred in August 2000.
Some contracts were given to Council employees, which is an indication ofthe
introduction of 'hard' model HRM (Storey 1992b).
When downsizing occurred, the Coullcil made every effort to place its e~nployeesinto
other jobs and was committed to the concept of employnbili/y. Council also gave
redundant employees an attractive termination payment. Such actions are recointnended
by Walton (1985b) and can be considered an elerneut of 'sofc' model FIRM.
Council employees would also receive retraining if their job disappeared. The action
was not the view of Cappelli (1995) who proposed that 'hard' model organisations
would hire in new skills rather than retrain.
Council also embarked on continuous improvement projects. Locke, Kochan & Piore
(1995) suggested that employees would not cooperate in continuous improvelnent if it
put their jobs at risk. Within Council, employees were protected from job loss, which is
an indicator of 'soft' model HRM.

Commitment
Council did not operate a high-commitmentmodel (Walton 1985a). However, it used
communication to elicit commitment, which concentrated on what Council had to
achieve to remain viable. Such communication might be successfUl (Marchington et al.
1994).

Employees saw Council as a good employer and resignations were low, in accordance
with the findings of Cappelli (1995). Council also exchanged employlnent security for
good performance if it was able, but this is an opposite view to Cappelli (1995).
Rewards
Contract managers had their performance tied to a bonus. Part of their salary was at risk.
Other employees could receive a bonus based on four key performance indicators.
According to Walton (1985), variable rewards are a key component of winning
commitment and the Council provided them.
Training and Development
The Council provided at least 3% of its total annual costs to training. Targeted
development was also in use, together with training and development linked to
individual performance plans. The Council supported higher education, but rarely at
post-graduate levels. Fee subsidisation was also cut by 50% to maintain a constant cost
when FBT was introduced.
Informed Choice
Council provided a great deal of information to its e~nployeesin quality meetings,
through the intranet and newsletters, ernail to and from the CEO and in regular
employees surveys. Nothing was withheld.
Participation and Trust
Union delegates, who had established a partnership with management, represented
employees at all levels. Employees also participated in continuous improvement
programs, where their jobs were protected. HR policies protected employees from
management decisions that might affect them.

Core-periphery stratem
Zeffane & Mayo (1995b) suggested that the employees who remain after downsizing has
occurred work harder and fear for future job loss. This is the case in Council. Zeffane &
Mayo (1995b) offer a solution to the dilemma by introducing the stable core and flexible
ring, where the core can be guaranteed employment. Council moved towards this
strategy in the mid-1990s.

Vnions
The Certified Agreements were used to allow change to HR policies and to expose the
unions to the necessity of Council operating commercially. Certified agreements and
redundancy provisions are facilitated by changes to government regulations, as observed
by Locke, Kochan & Piore (1995).

12. CONCLUSION
Environment
The internal and external environment was stable for the Council in 1990, but a new
Lord Mayor focused the Council on operating the City as a commercial business in
1991. In 1994, the internal environment became unstable because Competition Policy
began to drive decisions on whether Council would or would not employ internal
suppliers. Casual workers were employed as bus operators to reduce costs and labour
hire companies began to supply labour for short-term projects.
In 1997, Council introduced a purchaser-provider model causing further internal
instability. Internal business had to be within 10% of an external supplier's price or be
closed. Some businesses were closed in 2000 and internal instability continued.

HR policy
The set of HR policies in use in 1990 were derived from City Ordinances over a period
of 50 years from the State government, the preferences of various CEOs and different
political administrations. This set of policies attempted to focus on the notion of best
practice, or a universal 'soft' model HRM, not linked to any business strategy.

HR policies were changed throughout the 1990s because of complaints about the
effectiveness of a policy, or as the result of a good idea, and union representatives
participated in agreeing all of the changes.

Certified agreements were used as a tool to change HR policies. For example, although
some HR policies could not be changed because they were a corporate consistency to all
employees, since 1995 the Certified Agreement permitted some HR policies to be
changed by business centres to suit their own strategy.
A transition to 'hard' model HRM began in 1994 with an increased focus on strategic

planning. When the Council introduced accrual accounting in 1996, it realised it had
significant exposure for accrued sick Ieave liability in its balance sheet. It changed the
sick leave policy to limit the liability and to focus management on the cost effects on
their profit and loss statements.
Value of strategic plan
Until 1994, the only type of planning the Council undertook was a program of works
linked to a budget document. In 1994, the first corporate plan was produced. Subsequent
annual plans remained important to the Council's managers up to and including 2000.
There was considerable involvement by executives and Cabinet at workplace retreats to
ensure the plan was up-to-date and correctly focussed.
Council used a 'hard' model matching business and HR strategy (Sisson & Storey 2000)
and it acted as a defender (Miles & Snow 1984), although there was an additional focus
onprospecting (Miles & Snow 1984) to diversify income streams to maintain an AA+
credit rating. It also dgerentinted (Porter 1980) in customer service. Operational
efficiency was somewhat used in the defender strategy, although internal businesses had
some latitude to be more expensive than external suppliers.
Council also appeared to be simultaneously using a limited type of univermlpartnership 'soft' model (Sisson & Storey 2000), particularly the concept of
employability (Sisson & Storey 2000) rather than job security. The use of the model was
probably linked to the strong Labor party ties with the union movement and the Council
Cabinet. However, there was no hesitation in challenging inappropriate behaviours,

which did not fit the Council's strategy. For example, in 2000 the Lord Mayor required
a demarcation issue to be addressed.
Council operated 'hard' model HRM because its HR policies were most definitely
matched to strategic planning, but many of the policies had a humanistic, or peoplecentred focus. That this was so might have been linked to the Labor Party in power in
Local government, a long history of union membership, the militancy of some of the
trade unions and the values of the senior management group.

Council moved from 'soft' model to 'hard' model in 1994, with the introduction of the
first corporate plan. The 'hard' model was further reinforced with the introduction of the
purchaser-provider model in 1997 to focus on commercial operations and in accordance
with competition policy.
Certified agreements have been a valuable strategic tool for Council to implement HR
policy changes.

Actions
There were no significant actions before 1994. A new CEO was employed in 1994, who
embarked on commitment building and contracts were drafted for issue to managers in
1995.

The purchaser-provider model was introduced in 1997 and downsizing resulted. Local
area agreements were established for changed working conditions and continuous
improvement became a normal operating mode for business centres. Accrual accounting
was introduced, resulting in a change to the sick leave policy.
In 1998, performance planning was introduced for all employees and in 1999,
permanent employment was protected until mid 2001.

The changes to the Environment, HR Policy, Value of Strategic Plan and Actions are
sumrnarised in Figure 5.2.

ENVIRONMENT

1990
Stable.

H R POLICY

'Soft' model.

VALUE OF

No corporate plan.

YEAR

STRATEGIC PLAN
ACTIONS

Nil significant

1994
Unstable. Competition
Policy to the fore.
Move to 'hard' model.

First Corporate Plan.
Increasing importance of
strategy.
New CEO. Commitment
building. Contracts will
soon be introduced for
managers.
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1997
Unstable. Exposure to
competition.
'Hard' model. Matched to
plan. Humanistic values.
Very important.

1999
Unstable. Exposure to
competition.
'Hard' model. Matched to
plan. Humanistic values.
Very important.

Introduction of purchaserprovider model.
Downsizing.Local area
agreements in use.
Continuous improvement.
Accrual accounting
introduced and sick leave
policy changed.

Permanent employment
protected until 2001.
Performance planning
introduced for all
employees since 1998.
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CHAPTER 6
CASE STUDY. CANBERRA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
1. INTRODUCTION

Ownershiv and control
The Canberra Institute of Technology, (CIT,) was a statutory authority whose DirectorCEO reported to the Minister for Education of the Australian Capital Territory
government.
History of the business
CIT began in 1928 as the Canberra Trades School, teaching Fitting and Machining,
Plumbing and Sheet Metal Work, Engineering Trade Drawing, and Carpently and
Joinery. In 1939, the name was changed to the Canberra Technical College; in 1975, to
the Canberra Technical and Further Education College (TAFE) and in 1992, to the
Canberra Institute of Technology.
CIT had six campuses, in spite of suggestions in 1995 that only three faculties were
required. In 1988, a consolidation reduced nine schools down to five faculties and a
school, which were established between 1928 and 1975 based on government
predictions that the ACT would have a population of one million by 2000. The ACT
population in 2000 was only 300,000.
Business Activities
CIT provided technical and vocational education and training, through snore than 250
courses to about 20,000 students, at certificate, dipIolna and graduate certificate level.
CIT's five faculties and one school were:
The Faculty of Applied Science.
The Faculty of Communications and Community Services.
The Faculty of Engineering and Construction.
The Faculty of Management and Business.
The Faculty of Tourism and Hospitality.
The School of Applied Arts and Design.

CIT also delivered specialised services, such as customised training courses, through its

wholly owned subsidiary company CIT Solutions. CIT Solutions' custo~nerbase in 1999
included Australian government agencies, major private organisations and overseas
government agencies.
The Executive Management Group
The Executive Management Group of CIT was known as the Director's Advisory

Committee and met fortnightly. It comprised six deans, two general managers, an
associate director, and the Director.

CIT did not have a Board, but a similar function was performed by CITAC, which was
the acronym for the CIT Advisory Council. CITAC met six times per year and its eleven
members were Industry and Union representatives.
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Sources of Revenue
CIT had total revenue of approximately $65 million in 2000. Training and Adult
Education accounted for $44 million, which was subject to a purchaser-provider
agreement with the ACT Department of Education and Community Services. The ACT
Government also put programs out to public tender of which CIT won $7 million.
Similarly, tenders to overseas and dornestic government agencies awarded CIT another
$1 1 million. Student Fecs received were $3 million.
2. THE STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS

Histom of Planning
The ACT Government required a corporate plan to be submitted, but management
observed that the CIT plan was merely a docurnent to satisfy the government
requirement up until 1996. It was not used by CIT as a tool. One reason for this was
because the previous Director of the CIT was a political appointee and represented the
ACT government in national forums for training and adult education. The director did
not want to be bound to a specific plan, preferring flexibility.
Faculties had operational plans in the early 1990s and there were discontinuous bouts of
enthusiasm about linking them to the corporate plan. It was not until 1996, when the
Deans organised a retreat, that operational plans, which involved eml~loyeesdown to the
heads of department level, were linked to the corporate plan and judged as meaningful.

Strategic Management and Public Relations were merged into the one department, with
Public Relations as the dominant focus. Because the manager of the department was a
lower level than Deans were, one CIT manager observed that the Deans might dismiss
the function as not important. Consequently, CIT was considering whether the
management position should be elevated in importance at some time in the future, when
structural changes were more likely to be accepted.
The HR Manager reported to the GM of Corporate Services and was not on the planning
team. The Executive, however, involved the HR manager and others as needed. There
was a separate HR plan known as 'CIT's People', that linked into the CIT plan. 'CIT's
People' detailed the corporate directions in a preamble to show how the HR strategy

was linked to the corporate goals and what actions were allocated to employees at all
levels to reach the goals.

CIT also generated a capital works plan to submit to both the Commonwealth and ACT
Governments. CIT stated that one of its priorities was to have a long-term vision, to
ensure that spending on capital works was consistent with its goals. In 2000 many
elements of that vision were clearer than in 1997, with discussion and consideration of
whether six campuses, or less, were needed and what consolidation was possible against
the education profile that CIT plans to have.
The process of planning was to establish a three-year plan and continuously review it
throughout the timeframe it covered. A steering committee and representatives from
sections of the organisation who wanted to be involved in determining the broad
direction of CIT performed the reviews. The representatives were charged with
consulting with a large number ofstaff.
The education profile implicit in plans was largely described by the Deans, their
deputies, and members of external advisory committees. Advisory committees existed
for each of the various faculties. The Deans held a retreat twice a year to discuss strategy
and the Director's Advisory Committee, which included the Deans, met at a retreat oncc
a year for the same purpose.
In 1999, CIT held a successful one-day retreat where management considered areas that
needed development to fit CIT's education profile. A further workshop was scheduled in
2000 to identify the source and use of hnds to achieve the development goals.

CIT considered planning had become a mature process. CIT also wanted the plan to be a
dynamic tool and not a document to produce when managers realised the deadline had
approached.
CIT's major planning challenge was to create a vision of what managers wanted CIT to
be in the future and how to achieve the necessary goals to fit the vision. Managers had a
good grasp of their educational profile in 2000 and a broad view of areas that should be
contracted and those that need to be enhanced, but the vision was not specific enough.

Achieving a shared vision was difficult for CIT because ofjob security issues and a
difference between management's vision based on competitiveness and the employees'
vision based on a non-profit community service. In addition, the majority of funding
was derived through a purchaser-provider agreement with the Office of Training &
Adult Education. In the agreement, the education profile and the priorities were
specified annually, with no longer-term vision. Consequently, although CIT's vision had
to be congruent with their purchaser's vision, it was not. For example, in 2000 the
purchaser wanted to increase the amount of training in management and business, but
CIT's experience was that it was already meeting demand in that area and should not
expand.
The Operating Environment
CIT's operating environment was highly politicised. A purchaser-provider system was
introduced in 1994 by the ACT government, which had a major budget impact on CIT,
forcing cost reductions. The purchaser decided CIT could only charge the amounts in
national cost benchmarks based on TAFE services in other States and these prices were
lower than CIT's current ones. There was no allowance made for population differences
in States and CIT had to provide a similar number of courses as the States, but with a
smaller population to fill classes.

Since 1996, the ACT government called for public tenders for the training services that
CIT traditionally provided in the past. CIT won about 30%, but lost 70%. Trainee and
Apprentice education also went to public tender. CIT won 90% of apprentices for offthe-job training, but only 14% of trainees. Unfortunately, CIT assessed the business
growth potential in trainees to be high and the business growth potential for apprentices
to be low, because more training on the job occurred for the latter.
CIT observed enormous growth in the number of private providers in Vocational ant1
Educational Training (VET) in Canberra to whom CIT had lost about 12% in overall
revenue. Management claimed that these private providers used the latest software and,
in order for CIT to compete, it had to spend to keep up with the private sector. The
necessary spending was an additional cost impact on the already-stretched budget.

The commitment of teachers to meeting community needs also raised difficulties,
because CIT had to act commercially. Some CIT managers stated that the organisation
no longer fulfilled the social role for the community that it used to in the mid-1990s.
CIT used to offer free courses that had social benefits, for which fees were charged in
2000. The ACT government no longer funded such community service obligations. CIT
also used to provide a second chance for people who would othcrwise have had no other
opportunity. Teachers were committed professionals and they adopted a caring approach
to community needs for education. They were not completely comfortable with CIT
acting solely as a commercial business and it was difficult for managers to convince
them that the operating mode had changed from a community service to a profit-making
venture.
Changes in technology also had a rilajor impact on CIT. General use information
technology was one such example, but CIT were aware of hypotheses and proposals that
there were other ways of training using information technology. Training institutions in
Australia, such as CIT, however, might not have a sufficiently large markct and the levcl
of funds to be able to compete with global providers. Nevertheless, CIT did have some
potential to expand its services using technology. By 2002, all homes in Canberra will
be fitted with fibre optic cables to ensure fast, error-free, digital co~nmunicationsand
CIT might benefit from the infrastructure by providing on-line VET services, as might,
of course, private providers.
The increased pace of change in IT had an additional impact on CIT's costs. Courses
might have once lasted more than three years before a review, from which changes
would be made to about 20% of the course content. In 2000, the whole course had to be
rewritten, particularly if it was in application software. In 1990, teachers would have
allocated time for course review before the semester, but in 2000, revisions were done
every week, an increase in the teacher workload.
Better financial systems did not help CIT to focus on costs and to drive improvement.
For CIT, the necessity to manage at a particular cost gave rise instead to better systems
so that it could target improvement projects. Some managers in CIT believed that the
focus on cost was receiving more attention than it deserved.

Human Resource Strategy
In 1990, the HR department concentrated solely on personnel management: processing
payroll, allowance entitlements, and recruitment, for example. They did not operate as a
strategic group. In 2000, the HR department acted more strategically by focussing on the
goals that CIT wanted to achieve and Industrial Relations personnel concentrated on
achieving strategic outcomes for CIT rather than implementing agreements, which
avoided industrial confrontation.

In 1990, Managers regarded HR management personnel as those that police adherence
to policy. Managers considered HRM and HR policies as an encumbrance to operating
efficiently and effectively. In 2000, the HR depa~tmentbegan to help others to manage
human resources and planned to demonstrate the worth of policies and strategic HR
management to others.
A CIT manager remarked:
The Corporate Plan is not specific enough to match HR policies to it, although
CIT strategic managers state that a direct match is essential at some time in thc
future. CIT's preference in 2000 is to try to solve HR policy problems by using the
Certified Agreement process. For example, until the 2000 Certified Agreement,
Australian Workplace Agreements, (AWAs,) could not be used at all, but now can
be for non-teaching employees. The Certified Agreement also contains a clause to
allow discussion and negotiation with unions about any HR policy problems
concerning teachers.
In 2000, CIT Managers were becoming Inore aware of the cost impact that some FIR
policies had and whether these policies should be changed to better compete with
private providers.
Commitment Building
Employees perceived that the management of CIT did not look after its employees in
2000, whereas they did in the early 1990s. In 2000, employees thought that managers
were as concerned with job security as all employees were. Faculty management was
seen as more caring than the Corporate group, who appeared to employees to be very
detached. Employees believed that Faculty managers would also become more detached
as they became more aware of the competitive pressures that Corporate was familiar
with.
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CIT admitted that any commitment building strategy that it had was non-specific. There
were staff achievement awards, which CIT thought would build comtnitrnent. The
Corporate Plan stated that CIT would build commitment by using the Public Relations
and Strategic Management group, which would communicate CIT's goals to employees.
Whereas CIT inanagers with a teaching background stated that management would have
to debate and agree CIT's goals with teachers in order to gain commitment.
Core-Periuherv Stratem and the Use of Te~nporaryEm~lovees
CIT had a core-periphery strategy to allow numerical flexibility to cater for extensive
program changes that have occurred annually from 1997. Numerical flexibility was also
needed to cater for fluctuations in student demand. For example, demand for
engineering courses had declined, and demand for information technology courses had
increased since 1997. Temporary employnent was also used to assess an employee's
performance during a probationary period prior to full employment being offered.
CIT employed casual teachers that managers explained were to ensure that teaching was
up-to-date with industry. Ilowever, casuals might also offer a cost saving and be easier
to terminate than permanent teachers. Casual tcachers were usually full-time employees
in their applicable industry and were up-to-date with current practices. This employment
strategy had not changed since 1990.
3. HUMAN RESOURCE POLICIES

The HR policies that CIT used were the ACT Public Service guidelines, which
comprised two manuals: a minimum standard and Best Practice Notes. Best Practice
Notes were issued in 1999 and give CIT some flexibility with its HR policies. Since the
ACT had not matched any HR policies to the strategy of any particular government
business, the original policies were 'soft' model HRM and CIT had been operating
under this model until flexibility to use Best Practice Notes was attained in 1999.
An example of the Best Practice Notes was described in the General Notes for Leave.
Automatic entitlement to various types of leave were listed, and other types of leave
approval was left to the Chief Executive Officer to decide, bearing in mind the ovnall
operating efficiency of their agency. Thus, the 'standards' were the minimum sets of HR

policies needed to meet common working terns and conditions in the Public Service in
Australia; and the Best Practise Notes allowed Chief Executives to tailor their HR
policies to match their organisation's strategy.
CIT had proble~nswith HR Policies that were resolved using Certified Agreements. For
example, teachers had flexible hours from 7am to lOpm seven days a week, but the
technical officers that service the same class might have had to be paid overtime. The
2000 Certified Agreement negotiated by CIT specifically permitted AWAs for nonteaching employees, which would allow negotiation with technical officers for flexible
hours and other means of compensation such as time off in lieu.

The 2000 Certified Agreement also included a clause for addressing the poor
performance of an employee, which might lead to termination. Before 2000, the
voluntary redundancy process was used to terminate poor performers because the Public
Service procedure to address poor performance was unwieldy.
CIT managers believed that the Public Service HR policies the ACT government
compelled them to use, blocked the changes that they needed to make to be competitive.
A CIT manager remarked:
There is far too much emphasis on conditions of service described in great detail.
Many non-teaching employees know the details so well that they use the
conditions of service to achieve their own goals rather than CIT's. Teachers are
aware of the conditions, but are not so obsessed with using them.
Consequently, CIT's dream was that it would have its own HR policies in use, not the
ACT Public Service ones. CIT wanted to be free of impeclilnents to competition.
4. HR PRACTICES AND CHANGES OVER TIME

Permanent Emnloyment
CIT offered permanent employment as co~nmonlydescribed in Public Service policies.
Canberra has many public servants permanently employed in ACT and Colnrnonwealth
agencies. If the CIT had not offered similar permanent employment, it would have had
difficulty filling employment vacancies.

CIT would have preferred to offer the type of ongoing employment that private industry
uses, rather than the public sector's concept of permanent employment. CIT used more
contract and casual employees than it normally would have done because of the
difficulty of terminating employees classed as permanent. With ongoing employment, it
could have given more contract and casual employees a job that had no termination date,
yet ter~ninatethem when necessary. It did not have this flexibility with permanent
employment. A manager remarked:
Contract and casual employees are disadvantaged because they cannot get a
mortgage or bank loan owing to their temporary employment status. In spite of
that, the unions would not agree to change permanent employnent guarantees in
the 2000 Certified Agreement negotiation. The unions were concerned that many
employees would lose their jobs as a result, but management stated that funds for
redundancy payments would be very limited, so the union's fears were groundless.
Even if CIT did have tlie funds, the age profile is such that there would be many
who requested voluntary redundancy to llarvest a termination payment to help
fund retirement. Severance pay is two weeks per year of service up to a maximum
of one year and there are superannuation advantages provided for early retirees,
which might require a further five years of work before these advantages are
equalled.
There was no involuntary redundancy, but employees perceived that some volunteers
might have volunteered to avoid dismissal through performance reviews and they did
not really want to leave. Employees believed that permanent employnent in 2000 was
not as permanent as it used to be in the 1980s and there were always management
methods to break permanent employment. The 2000 Certified Agreement allowed for
involuntary redundancy for non-teaching employees, but the process took some months
to complete. The union had to be informed and considered their position for one month,
the employee had one month to elect to depart on a voluntary date, and an involuntary
date was three months afrer that. Mobility provisions also applied, together with a
priority in filling a vacant position.

Some managers of CIT believed that their policy of permanent employnent was
destructive. When the workload diminished, CIT would terminate employees
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contracts, who were younger, more in touch with the student culture and more energetic.
Casual staff would also be terminated, who had other jobs in industry and bring an
industry focus to CIT. This would occur in ignorance of who performed the best,
because of the inability to terminate permanent employees.

The resignation rate for teachers in CIT was extremely low, apart from information
technology teachers, who had a higher resignation rate. CIT managers hypothesised that
this was the case because there were limited opportunities for TAFE teachers,
particularly as the majority enter the teaching profession as a second career after
completing a first career in industry.
There were some employees who would havc liked to take a redundancy package, but
they were not likely to resign and sacrifice it. There were others that CIT clai~neclshould
go because they could not manage the higher levels of stress in the 1990s. However,
despite all of the change and uncertainty of employment with CIT, teachers remained
because they were committed to the profession.
The employees that remained at CIT after downsizing worked harder in 2000 than they
did in 1997. Class sizes had increased to reduce costs, demand for information
technology courses had increased and it was difficult to attract enough teaching staff in
the IT industry. In addition, many functions were being dccentralised. Managers at CIT
believed that it was the goodwill of employees that was permitting such efficiencies, bul
it was not sustainable over the long-term. Stress levels were already increasing, which
occasionally led to serious health problems.
Younger teachers did not fear future job losses because there were so many other
teachers in the over fifty age bracket who would retire early to reap the benefits, but
administration employees had significant concern about their future.
Internal promotion took preference in CIT in 2000, as it had for more than ten years.
There were very few new entrants into CIT apart from the Director, whose position was
always filled through external advertising.
Retraining Emplovees in New Skills
Some managers would have rather re-trained existing permanent employees than hire in
new skills. These managers believed they should ensure their permanent e~nployees
would have a career, although the managers emphasised that the employee must also be
willing.

Retraining for TAFE teachers was not likely to be successful. They needed both the
education and the industry experience. CIT would send them on a return to industry
program for approximately six months or one day a week for a year, or other suitable
combinations, if time allowed. Otherwise, CIT reluctantly hires in new skills.
Informed Choice
CIT bids for work were shared with employees in a limited way, because of the
commercial sensitivities, although financial information was freely availabIe to all.
Strategic plans were virtually unknown to employees, but CIT was determined to have
employees know the details of strategic plans from 2000 onwards. CIT believes that
every employee should be involved in top-down and bottom-up cornlnunication
concerning planning.
Employees believed that no information was deliberately withheld and they had
opportunities to raise questions, which CIT Managers confirmed that they asked without
reservation. Much more information was shared in 2000 than in 1990, because the
systems to capture and extract the data had improved.
CIT faculties produced weekly newsletters, CIT Corporate produced a monthly
newspaper, and there were two staff meetings a year. For one faculty that was
considering a restructure, a workshop held in May 2000 had a 65% attendance by
employees although classes were still being taught.
CIT managers believed that good coinmunication increases the coln~nitlnentof
employees, but teachers, in particular, need good communication. A CIT manager
commented, 'The teaching staff does not generally respect management and demands to
be kept abreast of developments.'
Participation and Trust
A CIT employee survey showed that a slight majority of employees trusted
management. More trust was extended to Faculty management than to Corporate. There
was less trust of CIT management than there was in the early 1990%when elnployees
perceived that previous senior CIT managers were committed to the organisation. In

2000, employees thought managers were not as committed, because senior management
did not appear to have negotiated for funding as vigorously as their predecessors did.
CIT teachers expected to be consulted on proposed change and their input was freely
provided. A manager said:
The culture of teachers at CIT is that they want to be involved. Performance
improvement working groups are often established to implement change and
innovate.
Mutual Benefits to the Firm and Employee
In 2000, CIT did not subsidise gym membership, Education was subsidised, but not for
those courses where HECS fees were payable. Study leave was available for
administration staff, but was limited for teachers.
Flex time and Special Leave was provided. Teachers had to attend a carnpus for thirly
hours each week and twenty hours in front of a class, after which they could work from
home. Teachers also received ten weeks recreation leave per annum, which was likely to
have been a factor in attracting employees to the profession.
Salary sacrifice was introduced in the 2000 Certified Agreement, but had not been uscd
by August 2000 and only the Deans and General Managers had the use of a company
car.

5. WORK TEAMS
CIT did not have autonomous or semi-autonomous work teams.

6. INDIVIDUAL CONTRACTS
Executive and senior staffwere under contract. A union negotiated sorne of the senior
staff contracts. CIT often used individual contracts for teachers in 2000 for periods up to
five years and mainly for full time employment. CIT's philosophy was to transition
some contract teachers to permanent employment after three years.
Permanent and contract employees performed 70% of all the required teaching and
casual teachers, paid on an hourly rate basis, performed 30%. These ratios were likely to
remain constant, as they had in the past, because it was extremely difficult to attract

recruits in Canberra unless permanency was offered. In addition, permanent teachers
performed more administration duties in 2000, whereas with less pennanent employees,
such work would not be completed. Contract teachers might have had significant
dependence on CIT, but they made it quite clear that they were employed to teach and if
CIT wanted them to work longer, they wanted more money.
In the non-teaching areas, there had been a trend since 1998 to employ more people
under an individual contract. There were no contracts for that area before then. Work
for CIT was tendered every two years and some flexibility was required should it lose
the business. Unions recognised and accepted CIT's difficulty that it could not have all
of its employees permanently employed in this type of environment.

Some faculties had no reason to introduce AWAs, but in other faculties, working hours
could be an issue involving overtime for engineering staff that AWAs could overcome.
The CIT unions were philosophically opposed to AWAs. CIT management thought the
unions saw AWAs as taking power away fro~nthem, because they did not have the
resources to act as effective bargaining agents to support individuals.

7. CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
The Arts and Design campus was planned to close at the end of 2000 and the services
amalgamated into another campus. There were other campuses, which were underutilised, and CIT was under pressure to provide the space to private providers. In 1999,
CIT also started to joint venture with a sports body which would pay for a building
which would become CIT's in exchange for the sporting body using other CIT facilities.
Increased productivity was linked to job loss by CIT. Class sizes had increased since
1997 to reduce staff and CIT also had some increase in demand owing to population
growth. With increased class sizes, CIT saw the withdrawal rate increase. That was
because exit interviews revealed that those students were not getting the help they
needed from the overloaded teacher.
A change to on-line learning started in late 1999, which CIT believed would reduce their
employee numbers in five to ten years.

8. PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL
The performance appraisal of senior executives was linked to the corporate plan. In
2000, there was no performance appraisal for other employees, although CIT had been
piloting a program since 1999. One year later, there was a degree of cynicism about the
pilot because participants had received no feedback.

However, the 2000 Certified Agreement allowed for disciplinary proceedings for poor
performers and the implementation of the performance management system to monitor
performance was a priority before the end of 2000. There would be no financial rewards
linked to this system.
9. TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

CIT spent approximately $800,000 in 2000-01 in time release, and another $100,000 in
actual payments, for about 700 people. This had remained static for a decade.

CIT perceived that non-teacl~ingteachers, who did not take classes, probably received
the most training, although there was no data to support the view. A manager remarked:
There is a vely large and growing number of teachers who are doing masters anti
doctorate degrees, which I think might be linked to teacher job insecurity and the
need to make sure that they have good qualifications. It might also be linked to
keeping skills current, particularly in rapidly changing technologies. CIT job
descriptions also require higher levels of education in 2000 than in 1990, because
CIT offers a number of degrees and graduate diplomas for which teachers require
higher qualifications.
CIT stated that it had provided no management training in the 1990s to its employees,
but it would have to before 2003, because all of the senior managers would probably
retire and successors would need training.
New employee teachers were expected to participate in a teacher development program
and CIT gave them study leave. Optional programs were also provided for casual
teachers, who might have started with CIT with no previous teaching experience. There
were ongoing professional development programs of approximately two weeks per year
for teachers and non-teachers.

CIT did not have a plan for individuals, who tended to elect what they personally
wanted to do. In the 2000 Certified Agreement, CIT agreed to put in a professional
planning process for each teacher, with funds and time off available for training and
development only if there was an agreed plan.
CIT trained and developed its staff because the models of education delivery in 2000

tended to be different than they wcre in 1990. Instead of class time, there were more
flexible arrangements, such as on-line learning and on the job training. Teachers
required training in these new ways. Specialist teachers in a particular skill were also
employed who needed to be up to date with developments in industry. For the nonteachers, the introduction of new methods, such as finance and student administration
computer applications, required that employees be trained.
CIT commented that elnployees had to have enough training to do their jobs in ordcr to
maintain credibility with students. Furthermore, teachers had to maintain a certain level
of staff development if they wanted to apply for promotion from the basic teaching
level, and, to maintain that higher level, training and development was monitored and its
adequacy reported on.
CIT also had a handbook of courses, which were available to all employees if there was
a link with their job. Employees frequently attended such courses.

CIT employees were not specifically developed for future internal and external jobs.
CIT would have liked to develop employees for future internal jobs, but its lnanagers
were not unanimous that CIT should develop its employees for employment elsewhere.

10. UNIONS
The principal unions in CIT were the Australian Education Union, the Comtnunity and
Public Sector Union and the Amalgamated Metal Workers Union. Even managers and
deans were commonly it1 the Education Union, but membership in the Community and
Public Sector Union was very low.
Management had a good working relationship with unions in 2000, but the quality ofthe
relationship fluctuated over time depending on individuals. In 1990, there was a much

more hostile union-management relationship regarding the amalgamation of colleges
into the Institute that led to downsizing. Employees considered that the unions had given
in too easily to management's demands and employees were left with a high level of
distrust for management.

Management attempted to change e~nploy~nent
practices since 1997, but the unions
resisted. The resistance delayed renewal of the Certified Agreement from I999 to 2000.
Management would not agree to pay increases without substantial changes in terms and
conditions, and the unions would not accept management's proposal. However, the ACT
government agreed to fully fund a pay increase each year up to and including 2003 for
the entire sector, providing agreement was reached within two weeks. As part of the
agreement, involuntary redundancy was no longer an option for CIT, but the
introduction of performance pIanning, performance improvement, and the linkages to
staff development were agreed.

The outcome was disappointing for CIT management, because the actions of the ACT
government will delay hrther reform until 2003 and beyond. CIT wanted a single
agreement to cover all unions and a single CIT salary scale, to signal that CIT is one
organisation and to allow greater flexibility in using employees, but it could not achieve
this outcome within the government's allotted timefratne.
The first Certified Agreement achieved nothing for CIT apart from the replacement of
allowances paid annually by a composite salary. In the second, some productivity
activities were agreed, on which pay increases were dependent. One activity related to
the formation of voluntary teams to seek productivity improvements. There were only a
few volunteers and no practical ideas emerged. It was also agreed that CIT could employ
assistant teachers if local staff agreed. They did not. NevertheIess, employees still got
the pay rises, which CIT managed to pay for with productivity improvemellts identified
by management, who explained to teachers the amount of finance available and then let
them work out how to achieve the educational outcomes. As a result, increased class
sizes reduced the number of teachers through voluntary redundancies.

11. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The Extent of the 'Soft' Model in 1990
Although CIT submitted a corporate plan to satisfy government requirements in the
early 1990s, the plan did not address strategy. CIT did not produce a strategic plan until
1996. Even then, 'hard' model matching of HR policies was not possible, because the
ACT Public Service Board mandated HR policies until 1999. In 1999, the Public
Service Board issued minimu~nstandard HR policies together with Best Practice Notes
and the Notes allowed some flexibility to match HR policies to strategy. Consequently,
it can be concluded that the 'hard' model was not in use before 1999. In 1990, seven of
Pfeffer's (1994) sixteen indicators of the 'sow model were present at CIT.
In 1990, CIT guaranteed employment, but did not specifically recruit teachers for their
ability to become committed, because CIT said that teachers already had a commitment
to their profession and that was all that CIT required in 1990. There is no evidence to
suggest that CIT wages were high, although the overall employment conditions included
ten weeks of recreation leave, which were probably attractive in 1990.
In the early 1990s, CIT did not share information with employees and did not have
policies of symbolic egalitarianism, wage compression, performance pay, employee
ownership, team based work, or cross training.
CIT employees freely participated in change programs in 1990 and wanted to become
involved. Internal promotion took preference and elnployees shared CIT's 1990 vision.
However, a long term perspective was not introduced until 2000. Consequently, there
were no goals against which to measure progress.
Environment
CIT had to supply its services to other ACT government agencies at a benchmark price,
which was below CIT's cost. The ACT government also requested tenders for work that
were traditionally CIT's. As a result of awarding these tenders to others, there was
growth in the number of VET private providers.
Methods of teaching were rapidly changing to on-line and on-the-job-training, which
affected CIT's ability to compete in two ways: firstly, it necessitated an increase in

spending on IT, increasing operating costs and, secondly, it reduced demand for training
at a CIT campus, thus lowering revenue.

The ACT government was quick to interfere in the operation of CIT and, in 2000,
worked against a progressive Certified Agreement by awarding fully-funded pay
increases to the teaching sector.
Strate~icPlanning
Strategic planning became Inore meaninghl for CIT in 1996, but the process might have
been inadequately led by a manager who had dual responsibilities for public relations
and strategic management, with public relations taking priority. The HR manager was
not on the planning team, but was invited when appropriate to do so.
CIT had difficulty creating a shared vision with its major purchaser, who had different
ideas about the variety of educatiol~and training that CIT should have provided.
Human Resource Stratem
In 1990, CIT had a personnel department and no particular HR Strategy. The devolution
of the HR function to first line managers jn August 2000 was CIT's first step iu
implementing HRM (Storey 1992a). CIT had the potential to match HR policies to
strategic planning (Hendry & Pettigrew 1986) because the use of Best Practice Notes,
issued in 1999, allowed the Executive to do so.
There was no evidence that CIT's HR poIicies equalisedpower, or built trust. CIT did
provide top-down information on its intranet server and produced newsletters, but this
was not the two-way colnmunication required to give employees informed clzoice.
Equalising power, building trust and giving employees an informed choice are indicators
of 'soft' model HRM (Beer et al. 1985), which CIT did not display.
Permanent Em~lovment
CIT used individual contracts for teaching staff before 1990, which is not an indicator of
a trend to 'hard' model HRM. However, there was an increase in individual contracts
for non-teachers since 1998 and this is an indicator of 'hard' model HRM (Storey
1992b). The 2000 Certified Agreement also allowed for AWAs for non-teaching staff.

CIT wanted to introduce them to correct a mismatch between the working hours of
teachers and non-teachers.
CIT offered permanent employment and there was no involuntary redundancy.
However, the Certified Agreement of 2000 introduced a performance review system,
which might lead to the dismissal of poor pcrformcrs.

The purchaser-provider model was introduced in 1997. New accounting techniques such
as the purchaser-provider model assisted in decision-making regarding costs (Cappelli,
1995). Because of the introduction of the model, CIT lost business to other providcrs
and had to downsize, but there were adequate numbers of volunteers for redundancy
because of the attractive redundancy payments and superannuation advantages.
CIT's demand shifted from Engineering to Infomation Technology, but retraining
existing employees in new skills rather than hiring in new employees that have the skills
was very difficult for CIT. Cappelli (1995) found that this action is 'hard' model NRM.
Commitment
CIT had a few HR policies that fit the definition of mul~rnlity(Walton 1985a). Examples
were working from home and subsidised education.
Rewards
There were no financial rewards for CIT employees apart from senior executives.
Walton (1985) proposed that the receipt of variable rewards is linked to commitment.
Training and Development
Professional teachers received the most training, as Smith (1 998) found, but managers
received no training in the 1990s, unlike the findings of Storey, Mabey and Thomson
(1997). CIT provided enough training for personnel to do their jobs, contrary to the
findings of Truss et al. (1997) but, because of the inadequacy of individual plans for
employees, CIT did not send amessage that it wants to develop its elnployees (Storey
1992a).

The level of training expenditure in CIT was also very low at 1.38% of the annual
budget and the percentage had remained unchanged during the 1990s.
Informed Choice
CIT wanted to keep employees informed and top-down communication had improved
throughout the 1990s as a result of better systems. Employees demanded to be kept
informed, which CIT thought happened because of the culture of teachers.
Informed choice is an element of 'soft' model HRM (Beer et al. 1985). However it is
unclear whether CIT management provided information voluntarily, or because it was
pressed into it by its employees. CIT's comlnunicatio~lwas ineffective as a method to
provide informed choice, because it was not two-way.
Participation and Trust
Storey (1992a) stated that the decentratisation of HR management to line managers was
an attribute of 'hard' model HRM. This was to occur in CIT in August 2000.
Core-periphery strategy
Employees in CIT worked harder in 2000 than they did in 1997, but did not fear for
future job losses. Zeffane & Mayo (1995b) described both elements occurring
simultaneously in their findings. Zeffane & Mayo (1995b) suggested that one solution to
this dilemma is to have a stable core and flexible ring of employees. This was exactly
what CIT had for at least a decade, but it did not solve the dilemma of overwork if the
employment costs of additional, temporary employees could not be afforded within a
competitive cost environment.

Unions
CIT management attempted to change employment practices from 1997, but the unions
resisted. The ACT government agreed to pay increases in the 2000 Certified Agreement,
which weakened management's position. In addition, some managers were union
members, which sometimes weakened CIT's position to change policies, but at other
times strengthened CIT. An example of this was the breach of the psychological contract
(Cappelli 1995) where contract employees who had performed well were released
instead of permanent employees who had performed badly. As a result, perfornlance

management and disciplinary procedures in the 2000 Certified Agreement were
strengthened. All CIT managers believed in and supported this initiative, whether union
members or not.

12. CONCLUSION
Environn~ent
From 1990 to 1994, CIT's environment was stable. It entered a competitive environment
in 1994, when a purchaser-provider model was introduced. By 1997, CIT had lost
business to private providers and political interference increased. CIT was compelled to
charge benchmark rates for its services despite the fact it did not have the economy of
scope and scale that providers who met the benchmarks had.
In 2000, CIT faced a future where information technology might have been either a
significant threat or an opportunity, depending on whether large intertlatior~alcompanies
entered the Australian market or not.
HR Policy

CIT's HR policies were those of the ACT government and remained as 'soft' model
HRM since 1990, because they were generic to all ACT government operations.
Nowever, the introduction of Best PracticeNotes allowed CIT a dejyee of flexibility in
tailoring policies to its strategy from 2000.
Although CIT operated 'soft' model HRM in 2000 there is some evidence that it is in
transition to 'hard' model. There was an increase in individual contracts and an
exposure to competition where none existed previously, both of which are indicators of
the 'hard' model, but because CIT was constrained to a comlnon set of Public Service
policies, it could not exactly match its HR policies to its business strategy. If it could
have done, it would have used the matching business to HR strategy model (Sisson &
Storey 2000), and would have acted as a 'defender' (Miles & Snow 1984), with some
'prospector' (Miles & Snow 1984) activities for new business to compensate for
revenue loss to private providers.

There was evidence that CIT would be more likely to fully transition to 'hard' model in
the years following 2000 because their strategic planning ability was more mature and

the Executive had the ability to tailor the Public Service HR policies. Management also
questioned the cost of some HR policies, which prevented CIT from competing with
private providers. CIT would also have liked to separate itself from the Public Service
by having its own Award and its own HR policies.
Value of Strategic Plan
From 1990 to 1996, the strategic plan was nothing Inore than a document. It became
more meaningful for CIT in 1996 and was generated in management retreats, which
were established in the same year. In 2000, the plan became important to all of CIT
management and was commullicated to employees.
Actions
There were no significant actions until 1997 when management contracts were
introduced. Downsizing became necessary because of a reduction in revenue lost to
private business and reduced funding owing to benchmarked pricing. Class sizes
increased to reduce costs and attempts to change HR policies through the Certified
Agreement process were resisted by unions.
In 2000, the Certified Agreement was ratified with funding provided by the ACT
government, which removed competitive pressure on CIT until 2004.
The change in the Environment, HR policy, Value of strategic plans and Actions
described in this conclusion as CIT adjusted its HRM approach from a universal 'soft'
model to a likelihood of introducing contingent 'hard' model is su~nmarisedin Figure
6.2.

YEAR

1990

1994

1997

2000

ENVIRONMENT

Stable.

Purchaser-

Revenue lost to private business. Invasive

ACT funds the Certified Agreement.

politics. Benchmarks for s e ~ c e s

provider model

introduced.

introduced.

Employee environment stable, but
competitive environment unchanged. Online learning becoming a threat or an
opportunity.

HR POLICY

Weak 'soft'

No change.

No change.

Disciplinary procedure reinforced. AWAs

model. ACT

can be used for non-teachers. Best practice

government

notes facilitate 'hard' model.

policies.
Meaningful.

VALUE OF

Merely a

Merely a

More meaningful strategic planning process.

STRATEGIC

document.

document.

Retreats established.

Nil significant.

Nil significant.

More contracts introduced. Downsizing.

Decentralisation of HR management

Transition to 'hard' model about to start.

devolved to lime managers.

Class sizes increased. Attempts to change

Funding for the Certified Agreement

HR policies resisted by unions.

provided by the government reduces the

PLAN

ACTIONS

pressures on CIT.
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CHAPTER 7
CASE STUDY. THE OUEENSLAND STATE GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT
OF COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION. LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND
PLANNING.

The investigator agreed with management to insert the following disclaimer:
The employees of the Department that were interviewed have given their own
views. These views do not necessarily represent the views of the Department or
the Queensland Government.
1. INTRODUCTION
Ownershiv and Control
This Queensland State government Department was under the control of the Minister for
Communication and Infonnation and Minister for Local Government and Planning,
Regional and Rural Communities, and the Department's Director General.
Histow of the Business
In 1992, the Department had the responsibility for Housing, Local Government and
Planning. On 26 February 1996, Housing was transferred to Public Works. On 1 July
1998, the State government changed with an election and the Department took over

Communication and Infonnation together with the Regional Coinmunities Program. In
December 1999, Sport and Recreation had also been added.
Business Activities
The Department employed approximately 1,000 people, in eight service areas. These
areas were Communication and Information, Local Government, Planning, Building
Codes Queensland, Office of Rural Communities, Regional Communities, CITEC and
Corporate and Executive Services.

Communication and Information Services promoted development of the technology
infrastructure and facilities to assist Queenslanders to participate in information
technology. The service involved planning the delivery of information technology and
telecommunications (IT&T) services and facilities across the State and fostering the
expansion of the products and services of the IT&T industry. The Department was also
responsible for the management of archival material and provided Government
information technology infrastructure and services.

The aim of Local Government Services was to develop a Local government system to
enable councils to deliver services efficiently to meet the needs of their corntnunities.
The main activities included: continuing with the establishment and implementation of a
modem legislative framework; integrating Government policies which affect Local
governments; encouraging growth in perfonnance improvements; and providing funding
and subsidies to Local governments and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
communities for infrastructure and services.

Regional and Urban Planning Services maintained a contemporary legislative and
regulatory framework within which planning and development was conducted.
Planning strategies were prepared and supported, and a range of information was
provided to users of the planning system.
Building Codes Queensland developed and promoted best practice development codes,
and managed both the legislative frameworks for building work and on-site
development standards. Key stakeholders were also provided with training and
education programs.

Regional Communities assisted Government to provide services and products for
Queensland's regional communities. The Department provided processes to enable
people who live in regional communities to participate in Government decision-making
concerning their region. Ministerial Forums were held quarterly in the major regions to
identify issues that the Government needed to address, which the Department facilitated
by ensuring that the issues raised receive attention from the appropriate agency.
The Office of Rural Communities coordinated the delivery of information and services
to people in the rural and remote parts of the State through the Queensland Government
Agent Program. The Department aIso had a project, advocacy and policy role aimed at
improving the social and economic development opportunities in country areas.

CITEC was an IT services provider with its headquarters in Brisbane and offices in
Sydney, Canberra and Melbourne. It employed more than 500 staff and had annual
revenue in excess of $100 million. It was the largest IT services provider in Queensland

and provided its services on a commercial and competitive basis to government,
statutory authorities, corporations and the private sector.
The Executive Management Group
The Executive comprised the Director General and the nine General Managers as shown
in Figure 7.1. There were also two observers at Executive Meetings: the Manager
Corporate Planning and Human Resources, who reported to the GM of Corporate, and
the Manager Executive Semices, who reported to the GM Planning Services. The
Executive met fortnightly.

There were also Executive Committees. The Finance Committee met monthly and
comprised the Executive and the Manager Finance. The Infonnation Management
Colnrnittee met quarterly and comprised the Executive and the Manager Infonnation
Support Systems. The Audit Committee met quarterly and comprised the Executive and
representatives of the Queensland Audit Office.
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Figure 7.1 Or~anisationstructure.

Sources of Revenue
The Department received $230 million in revenue from the Queensland State
government in the financial year 1998-1999.
2. THE STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS

Histow of Planning
In 1999, the Department took its senior management team to an annual retreat from the
work area to consider the corporate plan. The Executive went on retreats twice each
year, once for corporate planning and once for performance review and budget
management. Retreats had been a part of the planning process since 1995.

Planning sessions were organised by the Corporate Planning Manager. They cotnprised
a series of discussions, over a period of two or three days, about the Department's future
direction and what management needed to do to arrive at that hture. They also
considered the actions that were needed to achieve the Government's priority outcomes
against what the Department was contracted to do. They tested the Department's present
vision and values, and compared them to those identified five years previously. If there
was a need to restate the vision and values, that was done, and an action plan formulated
to achieve the vision and model the values. A risk analysis was also performed.

Priorities were agreed for the next year, and how the Department would achieve them in
consideration of its current workforce and infrastructure. For example, discussions
might have taken into account stakeholder needs, employee reward and recognition,
culture, skills, attraction and retention, management development, flexible work
practices, and telecommuting. Such consideration would give rise to the creation or
modification of HR policies.
Finally, all of those issues were considered as a whole, with several iterations ~nodellecl
in order to meet the budget.
Strategic planning grew in importance for the Department because of the need for
financial planning and reporting in accordance with an audit requirement that was
introduced in the late 1980s. The Department also stated that there was a growing
importance in the business world at large for more meaningful strategic planning than
there probably was in 1990 and the Department employed managers who were
conversant with strategicplanning. The Director General in 2000, who had been in the
job since 1996, placed a lot of importance on planning and the planning process as a
tool for getting people to think about the Department's role, its responsibilities, and
direction. The previous Director General also saw the need for corporate planning, but it

was possibly used with a different emphasis, concentrating on the quality of service
delivery.
The Operating Environment
The Department changed from a program management focus to a strategic and
budgeting process in July 1999. This new focus was called 'Managing For Outcomes'

(MFO), an initiative introduced by the State govemment and similar to a purchaser~ r o v i d e model.
r
Prior to MFO, program management was very much based on areas run

by general managers who had a separate budget. They had to achieve their program
objectives and the Department was allocated a budget for individual programs.
However, under MFO the Department was appropriated a lump sum to deliver a range
of outputs. Each one of those outputs was costed and had associated performance
indicators, which had to be reported on quarterly. Some required outputs spanned
several of the service areas. For example, one such output was called 'Policy Advice'
and each service area had to contribute.
Before MFO, the service areas had to perform business planning for their programs, and
they were not as interested in the corporate plan. MFO, on the other hand, was much
more of a corporate activity, because it described the needed output and lower order
plans from each contributing area. In that context, the Department was compelled to
place greater emphasis on the corporate plan and strategic planning as an integration
tool.

A manager emphasised that if a Government department had not clearly grasped what
outputs it could produce, what the priorities of government were, and how the required
outputs contributed to these priorities, it would make it hard for a department to get any
h n d s through the 2000 budget process. It could no longer be assumed that it would be
business as usual against the government's overall objectives, with the normal annual
budget, adjusted for inflation. Funds were derived in a much more negotiated way.
The Department's outputs in 2000 were policy advice; statutory and regulatory services
to government, business, industry and the community; access to govemment,
information and services; regional and strategic planning services; administration of
Local government grants and subsidies; government communication and information
service delivery; and information technology through CITEC.

Prior to MFO, the Department had numerous problems with its operating budget. For
example, when the Department had Housing, it was funded by rentals, rather than
through consolidated revenue and the adequacy of the budget was not an issue. Between
1996 and 1998, the Department became funded by consolidated revenue allocated by the

State government and the adequacy of the budget became a major issue, because the
government had set a cost-reduction target of 10%. From 1998, the Department was
given CITEC, the Information Technology division and its associated revenue. This
transfer eased the pressures to manage within the budget.

Commonwealth government actions also had an effect. They funded urban planning but
did not from 1999 and, because some members of the State government did not support
the Department's planning outcomes, budget negotiations were made more difficult.
These members of the State government felt that the Planning arm of the Department
slowed development with its outputs of plans and regulations, rather than assisted
growth.

A manager remarked:
There has always been an emphasis on value for money and efficiency both by the
government and by the Department as a wholc. The Department uses public funds
and is accountable, so management believes it is incumbent on them to use funds
as efficiently as possible to achieve the maximum benefit for the taxpayer.
Furthermore, any government will try to lnaximise what it can do with its budget.
They will list in a priority order what their needs are, negotiate with the
departments, and get as much fbr their rnoney as they can. They are obviously
reluctant to increase taxes to finance larger budgets, so they might also want to set
a target reduction in costs. Treasury performs an analysis and comments on those
areas where costs could be reduced.
The Department had better systems to manage costs in 2000 than it did in the mid1990s. 'Managing for Outcomes' was one. Managers also received better information
and this was largely owing to information technology. Management information was not
perfect, but it was improving.
Human Resource Stratem
The HR Manager had a dual role for both corporate planning and MR. This was a
deliberate decision to merge HR and corporate planning management in the Department,
and such dual roles were said by the Department to be widespread in the Queensland
State government Departments. The Department explained that the reason for such a
dual role is that the rhetoric of 'human resources are our most valued asset' was not
translated into reality. Therefore, it was considered very important to have a greater link
between thc direction-giving area and the people who had to implement the policies.

HR policies did not specifically originate in corporate planning. The Department was a
part of the Public Service, which had issued HR policies with the expectation that the
Department would implement them. The office of Public Service was the driver of HR
policy in any State government Department. They issued a general guideline and each
Department wrote its own policy. There might have been minimal flexibility for
agencies to do very much with them, but within whatever flexibility there was, the
Department tried to link them to the strategic plan from 1996. Before 1996, it was
unlikely that matching could have occurred, because the planning process was
immature.

Commitment Building
In 1994, the previous Director General had a strategy to build commitment to
continuous improvement for client service and he set up a process to try to do that with
work groups, known as Performance Improvement Committees (PICs), which focussed
on building better services. The Director General and the General Managers also
extensively used communication to build commitment. Electronic mail was sent to staff
inviting them to apply to be members of PICs and employees considered the mail to b e
highly motivational. One such PIC designed a framework for strategic planning, whilst
others looked at expenses, such as the car fleet. Management thought that PICs were the
beginning of people in the Department understanding the impel-tance of platlning and
how to become more efficient by saving costs. The Department also sought to ensure
employees would build up the skills to do tasks correctly the first time and not have to
repeat them until correct. Part of the commitment came from a change in government,
which took the Department from a large, moderately rich one to quite a small one that
needed to conserve costs. A manager observed:
If it had failed to demonstrate that it could become very focussed o n its new set of
problems and that it fulfilled its role well, it would not have grown to the
department it is today.
Because the Department was larger, it was much more complex, and there was a change
in government from Coalition to Labor. The employee commitment that the Department
was trying to build in 1999 to solve the problems that these changes introduced used
similar methods to the past, listing issues and considering them in regard to remaining a
relevant department to the government.

Core-Periphery Stratem and the Use of Temporarv Emplovees
Such a strategy evolved in an ad hoc way in the Department to achieve numerical
flexibility, but was not deliberate. In 2000, the Department planned to introduce a
deliberate strategy to employ permanent staff to meet core business and a periphery of
temporary, or contract employees to allow more flexibility. The worth of the strategy
was recommended to various parts of the Department and the Department planned to
implement it in as participative way as possible. The Department was certainly more
flexible with temporary employment in 2000 than it was in the mid-1 990s.
In the mid-1990s, there were a higher number of temporaries than there was in 2000,
because personnel were promoted by seniority rather than merit selection and these
personnel did not have the skills for the job, necessitating the hire of ternporary
employees until they had attained the skills. In addition - and strangely, in view of
legislation - women were not permitted to have permanent jobs. Finally, several change
projects needed to be implemented and there were insufficient en~ployeesto do that.
The Department might have always needed some temporary employees. Firstly, bccause
the Planning Services Group was funded for the number of projects that they were
assigned and the workload varied according to the type and number of projects.
Planning Services pursued additional projects to retain their temporary staff, but
preferred a five-year funding rather than an annual one to ensure employee attraction
and retention problems were overcome. Secondly, the acquisition process for a
temporary employee was much quicker than for a permanent one, although the Public
Service Board Review Team scheduled examination of the acquisition process in 2000
to address this issue.
Employees did not agree with increasing the use of temporary employees, because they
had indicated in staff surveys that they wanted job security. They were also dissatisfied
with the large number of people who acted in positions, without receiving pron~otion,
although they acknowledged that employees were seconded to other areas of the Public
Sector, and someone had to act in their position until they carne back. Consequently, i t
was difficult to promote a person into the position when another e~nployeealready
owned it.

3. HUMAN RESOURCE POLICIES
The process for matching HR policies to the organisation strategy occurred at the annual
corporate planning retreat. Priorities were agreed and how those priorities could be
achieved taking into account the workforce and infrastructure. At the same time, reward
and recognition, culture, skills, attraction and retention, management development,
flexible work practices, and telecommuting, for example, were then considered, with the
appropriate changes to HR policies. The advantage of a joint HR and Planning Manager
also came into play, because the manager was part of the planning team. Therefore, that
manager immediately proceeded to implement policy changes.

Some managers believed that changes to policies as a result of planning were very
limited because the policies were for the Public Service as a whoIe. The policics were
seen as inflexible and the bureaucratic process to get a special ruling on a deviation from
policy was inefficient and stifled easy solutiot~s.
A manager commented:

HR policies have not changed due to random crises. The Department believes that
it is the change in Queensland's State government from a complacent Coalition,
which was in power for 32 years, to a marginally elected Labor Government,
which is driving cultural change in the Public Service.

4. HR PRACTICES AND CHANGES OVER TIME
Permanent Ernplovment
Tenure for permanent staff in the Department was still an accepted part of nonnal
employment, although temporary employees did not have this security. Enlployces
expected permanency as part of the conditions of employment in the Public Servicc and
some pursued the attainment of tenure vigorously. Employees did not fear they would
lose their jobs in the future.
The Department offered elnployment security in 2000 not because of any commitmentbuilding strategy, but because it was the policy of the Labor Queensland State
government to increase employment.

This was not always the case. After Housing was lost in February 1996, there was a
budget cut of 10% by the Coalition State government and, because the major cost item
was salary, the only alternative was to identify redundancies. Volunteers were called for
and the number who came forward exceeded management's requirement, thus avoiding
any involuntary retirements. A manager remarked, 'It is possible that a similar cut in
2000 would not result in as many volunteers.'

Termination pay was based on two weeks per year of service, up to a maxi~numof 52
weeks. A bonus of $6,500, or eight weeks of salary, whichever was the greater, was
offered if the employee left within two weeks of the position being identified as surplus.
Many employees felt that poor performers were more successful in their request for
redundancy and better performers were deliberately retained.
Managers viewed permanent employment only as a classification. They thought that
employees needed to accept that ren~ainingpennanentlyemployed was linked to
employees maintaining their value to the Department. A manager commented:
Employees might have a pernlanent job with an organisation, but if that
organisation's activities are no longer relevant to the Government and
Community, the Department knows from experience that permanent peoplc can be
made redundant. Whereas people whose skills are highly sought after will always
be etnployed. The skills that employees needed to deliver something in the past
might need to be slightly changed to deliver something else in the future.
Therefore, employees must transition to a modified skill set. As part of its job, the
Department's senior managers have to ensure employees have alrcady acquirecl
new skills when it is time to deliver new outcomes. They believe they cannot
dismiss all of those people with an old skill set and employ new people with ilnew
skill set. Management has to inform employees what the future will be, what the
Department's skill deficit is, and encourage people to take up the necessary
training.
In the past, employees would not have been so willing to adjust to a new skill set.
People in the public sector expected a job for life. However, government funds were
delivered in a different way in 2000 than in the past and employees could no longer be
complacent. Furthermore, information technology had changed rapidly and employees
had to have computer literacy.
Managers considered resignations in the Department to be low. The Department
believed its employee turnover very low, because it was one of the best public sector

organisations in Queensland for which to work. However, it was unlikely that long-term
employees would be willing to sacrifice an attractive redundancy pay by resigning.

There was a relatively higher turnover with younger employees than older ones. The
Department believed the younger employees moved on to enhance their careers, whereas
older employees did not usually resign, they wanted to finish their career. Such
employees began with the Public Service straight from school and stayed for life.
Whereas, in 2000, many new recruits entered from Universities and might move on to
further their careers.
Information Technology employees also had a relatively high turnover compared to the
rest of the Department, which believed these employees moved on to pick up new skills
in new areas from different employers. In government specific areas where there was no
private sector equivalent, there was a very low turnover.
Retraining Employees in New SkilIs
When budget control was not so much of an issue in the early 1990s, the Department
could buy skills in. The imperative to retain employees in accordance with Government
policy and retrain them in new skills was not the same as it was in 2000. I-Iowever, since
the Queensland Labor Government had been in office, employees were retrained and not
retrenched when their old positions were surplus. Effort was put into placing them. The
Department attempted to place them at their substantive Ievel and the placement of
people whose positions were redundant was considered as a priority. The Office of the
Public Service required vacancies to be advertised in the Government Gazette. If
employees had the skills for a vacancy, there would have to be a very good argument not
to give them the job and training would be provided to a reasonable level. The exception
to this was when people had not been receptive to constructive criticism about changing
their skill base for the future. In this case, the Department endeavoured to place them in
jobs in other departments where their existing skills might have been used.
Informed Choice
The Department was structured such that the main components of it were relatively
small. This small scale aIlowed for intensive communication both ways if needed.

when a change was envisioned, the Director General briefed management first, and then
employees later, on the plans for the following year. Monthly newsletters were also
The Corporate Plan, together with some high-level action plans, and
Executive Meeting Minutes were available on the Department's intranet. A triennial
staff survey became an annual survey in 2000.

In addition, there was the expectation that teams met fortnightly to discuss the issues
surrounding change and feedback was provided to management as a result o f the
meetings. Not all employees were members of teams, however.

There was no consultation with the unions, except with the Enterprise Development
Unit, which comprised staff representatives and unions, who developed the Certified
Agreement in 1996.
Employees believed that there was a high level of consultation with them personally and
that co~n~nunication
had greatly improved from 1990, although the majority of the
communication appeared to flow only down. The Executive might have considered
some complex issues over long periods, but often failed to issue progress reports to
staff. Botton1-up colnmunication was also constrained by a lack of a process for
employees to follow. A manager remarked:
The Director General and all of the managers have made it clear that they are
available to discuss issues, but there is an employee value and an implied policy of
their own construction, that suggests they follow the hierarchy in the Department.
This constraint may not facilitate true communication upwards, although
employees do not hesitate to jump hierarchical levels if they feel the need for
urgency is justified.
Financial information was not shared. Senior managers monitored the budget and
discussed the favourable and unfavourable variances with project managers. Divisional
managers received copies of the actual financial performance against the budget
estimate, which they could pass on to employees if they so desired. A manager
observed, 'Most of the non-managerial employees appear to have little interest in the
Department's financial performance.'

Participation and Trust
The Department's Internet site stated:
We are committed to developing an accountable workplace culture, which
encourages staff participation in planning and decision making, through teambased activities, leadership and training. (Queensland Department of
Communication and Information, Local Government and Planning. Updated 23
September 1999.)
One Department manager commented, 'We look after our staff as part of our values.'
Employees agreed, although HR policies had not been specifically developed for that
purpose.
At the beginning of 2000, the Department was assiped a further 250 employees for
Sport and Recreation, whose employees had dissimilar HR policies for flexible working
to those in force with the Department. Rather than simply mandate that tlie new
employees go onto the Department's current rules, the Executive decided which of the
two policies available would provide the best mutual solution.
Management saw itself as having good-natured and good-hearted people at the top, who
were flexible with their treatment of staff. They encouraged flexibility in interpreting
HR policies and if prescriptive policies were generated instead, inflexibility would
result. This flexibility did leave a problem for some, who preferred to refuse employee's
requests for their own reasons. But rather than give those reasons, they relied on the
excuse that the rules did not allow it, rather than lose their popularity with their staff.

Management trusted employees. Most managed by exception and let employees get on
with the task. In certain areas, managers did not require employees to fill out formal
time sheets. The calculation of working the necessary hours was totally devolved to
employees.
The triennial staff survey of 1995 reported that some employees did not trust
management. The lack of trust was based on not being able to participate in decisionmaking, but this was not the case in 2000, particularly as the PICs had allowed for
considerable participation in decision-making. PICs created I-IR policies for
telecommuting, costing for outcomes, financial management, and made
recommendations for flexitime policy.

HR Policies provided safety measures describing how an employee could and could not
be treated, guaranteeing certainty. A grievance could be raised if the policies were
breached. Financial and HR delegations also extended trust to employees.

In areas of the Department where professional personnel were used, management said
that these personnel were totally committed to the goals of the Department, despite
opportunities for more Iucrative employment existing in other sectors. A manager
claimed, 'Part of this commitment is because the Department leads the field in Australia
in our profession and we are introducing exciting changes.'
Mutual Benefits to the Firm and the Emvloyee
The Department arranged for discounted gym membership fees, permitted flex time,
awarded special leave, and allowed some working from home in special circumstances.
Company cars were only provided to senior executives.
Salary sacrifice was formerly available only to senior executives, but was available to all
employees as a result of the 2000 Certified Agreement. Management was considering
what this rnight mean in tenns of policy and impact in 2000.

5. WORK TEAMS

The Department had autonomous work teams with team leaders. The teams continued
with the job if a member of the team was sick and did not come to work. They were
self-disciplinary, but might, very rarely, complain to the General Manager about a team
member's performance. There was a process for 'diminished performance', where a
performance plan was set, closer supervision was implemented, and extra training or
counselling might be provided.
Line managers managed by exception. The teams were professionally qualified, knew
the requirements on how to complete a task, and had the freedom to deliver. If they had
a problem, they let managers know so that they could act.

6. INDIVIDUAL CONTRACTS
In the Department in 1999, new senior executive service (SES) appointments were on
individual contracts, but old SES appointments bad tenure. In time and owing to
attrition, all SES employees will be on individual contracts.
Furthermore, the Information Technology group, CITEC, had difficulty attracting people
at public servant salaries. As a result, individual contracts at rates similar to the private
sector were used. Section 69/70 of the Public Service Act, where public servants could
be awarded contracts on a case-by-case basis, allowed for that. CITEC had about five
contracts approved and wanted more, but in 2000 they had not been approved. There
were no other employees on individual contracts.
The Department had not considered Australian Workplace Agreements and did not see
their relevance in 2000.

7. CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
Continuous improvement in the Department used Performance Improvement
Committees (PICs). The idea of these was originally put forward by e~nployeesin a staff
survey in 1995. PICs were formed to address a funding shortfall. The 1996 Certified
Agreement awarded employees a salary increase of 3% per annurn over four years, but
the State Treasury would only fund the first three years. The Department would have to
finance the fourth with budget savings. The PICs were set up to look at non-salary costs,
policies and procedures, and to identify savings that could be made. The action was
successful, with savings made in several areas, such as the number of vehicles in the
fleet and the rolling up of periodic allowances into normal salary. Thus, jobs were not
threatened. The Department tended to rely on retirements and resignations to harvest
efficiency improvements.
A manager remarked:

The Department does not consider the replacement of labour by capital equipment
as a threat to employment. This is because the major task of the Department is to
provide policy advice and capital is used to enhance production, not replace it. If
a choice had to be made between capital investment and labour, the investment
would probably be delayed in order to preserve core skills.

8. PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL
Employee performance was assessed through a system known as Performance Planning
and Review (PP and R). The system was Department-wide and had been in use since the
early 1990s, although the amount of forms to complete was reduced over time. An
employee completed the forms setting out the performance to be achieved and the
training and development to reach that performance. The supervisor then negotiated the
employee plan and the goals were thus set. At the completion of the year, performance
against the plan was reviewed and further training and development needs to address a
shortfall in performance might have been identified.

The PP and R was a device, which could supplement approval for annual increments for
employees who rose through the years to a maximum on a remuneration scale. It could
also be used to lead to counselling and disciplinary action, but management stated that it
has not been used for either.
There were no financial reward systems available to the Department from the
Queensland Public Service. Without them, there was an employee view that the PP and

R process was not effective and was somewhat boring. Nevertheless, the process had to
be completed although it had no value. E~nployeesalso said that their manager
sometimes had never got around to the task of setting a plan.
Employees would have welcomed the PP and R being linked to a reward system, but
also believed counselling, disciplinary procedures and, perhaps, job loss, should be
reinforced at the same time.

9. TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
A manager commented:
When funding is tight, training and development is likely to be cut by the
Department. For example, when Housing was lost in 1996, the first cost cuts were
in training.
About 7.5% of the total annual budget was spent on training in 2000, although that
included the training of Local government personnel on legislation changes. The
provision of training was business driven in the first instance. Training followed a
hierarchy of needs, with basic skills to do the job, such as basic education, writing

ministerial briefs, and word processing. Higher level training for development and selfesteem followed. The more funds that were available, the more that training was
balanced for business and employee needs.
Employees believed that basic training provided was very generous and that they had the
skills needed to do their jobs. There was a training calendar on the intranet and
electronic mail was sent on a regular basis to alert employees to new courses.
Employees preferred to see follow-up on the effectiveness of the training to ensure that
employees and the Department were getting value for money, but this was not done.
Before 1996, when the Department had more funds, many different types of degrees
were approved at both the post-graduate and undergraduate level, but not from 1999.
Employees were only eligible for undergraduate degrees that had a direct link to the
business. The fees were subsidised and study leave of up to five hours paid leave per
week could have been approved. The Public Service Management course could also
have been approved on the same basis.
Employees, particularly professionals, were unhappy that the Department did not
contribute to further education beyond a first degree, although management was actively
considering whether it could be more flexible in that regard. Employees believed that
this restriction was not common in other State government departments. They also cited
the Department's value statements about building excellence and that being restricted to
one degree did not accord with this value. Professionals were also unhappy with the
financial limits placed on attending international conferences, because they believed
they must acquire the latest knowledge from outside Australia. An employee remarked,
'Professionals do read journals and research the internet, but such media lags the release
of new developments.'
On-the-job training was provided by a mentor, secondment, or by exchanges o f staff.
The Department seconded, or exchanged employees into Local government, other state
agencies, and overseas authorities, which was thought to make the work more varied to
aid in staff retention. There was also a mutual benefit to the Department and its clients,
because employees became aware of the difficulties of both parties and often established
an informal information network to solve problems.

I

Employees were not provided with training and development for a career they might
want to pursue in another organisation, should their employment with the Department
cease.

10. UNIONS

The Department's employees were predominantly clerical and the principal union for
them was the State Public Service Federation of Queensland.
A manager remarked:
The Department does not see the union as militant and even though
representatives are consistently asked to attend meetings, they rarcly do. It is not
apparent that the unions are really looking after employees' interests by becoming
involved in the Department's affairs, but they may be concentrating on the whole
sector, rather than individual organisations.
The dates ofthe Certified Agreements were 1993-1996, late 1996-1999, and early 20002003. The Department had a bigger role in negotiating the second agreement, but the

third was negotiated on behalf of the whole sector by unions, the Office of the Public
Service and the Department of Employment, Training and Industrial Relations. The
salary increases will be fully funded and the conditions contained in the agreement
indicate that there will be more emphasis on training, and improving skilIs in
information technology.
The Department was colnposed of public servants, which operate under generic awards.

In the 1996-1999 Certified Agreement, the Department talked to staff about a process of
achieving some efficiencies and greater effectiveness around some key capacity building
areas. One of those was better planning and processes tlxoughout the Department,
which led to a planning standard that linked corporate planning to business unit
planning and to personal performance plans. The agreement also led to performance
improvement committees.
The Department did not believe Certified Agreements were the vehicle to achieve some
of the HR outcomes it might want. It could use them to some extent, but felt that
remuneration issues in the public sector were not a major faclor for consideration,

although maintaining some reasonable parity with what the type of work was worth in
the market was important. The Departtnent managers found that a better indicator of
performance and commitment than remuneration was in assisting people to understand
that they are doing a job that has a particular outcome, which is linked to what the
government is directing its public funds towards.

11. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
The Extent of the 'SoR' Model in 1990
Strategic planning began in earnest in 1996 and the Department stated that HR policies
were matched to the business strategy from that year. As matching did not take place
before then, it can be concluded that the 'hard' model was not in use. The Department
exhibited nine of Pfeffer's (1994) sixteen indicators of the 'soft' tnodel in 1990.
Employment was guaranteed in the Department. The Public Service was considered a
lifetime career and job loss would only result for severe misconduct. Therefore, one
might reasonably assume that Department employees were selected for employment,
because they would be committed to providing a public service and that they woilld be
receptive to development over their working lives. In addition, in consideration of the
amount of investment in training and development and the consequential importance of
retaining public servants, 'lifetime' wages were high. For example, the e~nployer
contribution to superannuation was 15%.
Information was consistently shared over the entire 1990 decade, but the Department
had no policies of symbolic egalitarianism, wage compression, performance pay or
employee ownership. Team based work, however, occurred between 1990 and 2000, but
cross-training was not provided.
Employees participated fully in change programs and in union negotiation and internal
promotion was a constant.
The Department claimed that it had always had a strong vision, although a long term
perspective was not introduced until 1996. There was no evidence to show that the
Department measured progress in 1990.

Environment
With the exception of the information technology group, CITEC, the Department did
not provide the type of services, which could easily be purchased from the private
sector. CITEC provided services, which were available on the open market and these
services could be compared against competition to drive efficiency and effectiveness.
There might also be opportunities for the formation of a corporate entity, leading to the
sale of it by the Government, but there was no evidence that any of these options were
under consideration.
Whilst there was little possibility of the private sector providing legislation, standards,
policy and planning for the Government, one would expect the Govern~nentto
concentrate on reducing the cost of these services. This occurred in 1996 with a 10%
cost reduction target by the previous Coalition government, but in 2000, the Labor
government had set no targets and had fully-funded pay increases in the 2000 Certified
Agreement. The Labor government also had a policy ofjob growth and it appeared very
unlikely that the number of employees in the Department would be reduced for some
time in the future.
Strategic Planning
Strategic Planning grew in importance for the Department from the mid-1990s, with
'Managing for Outcomes' a major driver of change. HR policies and staffing issues
were discussed and the presence of the HR Manager at the planning sessions indicated
the importance the Department placed on its human resources.
Human Resource Strategy
There was evidence in the Department of the existence of 'soft' model HR policies,
which promoted mutuality (Walton 1985a). These were discounted g y n fees, flexible
working hours, special leave, telecommuting and, most recently, salary sacrifice. Such
policies were not created by the Department, but were sourced from the Public Service
Board and were common across the public sector.
There was also evidence that some HR policies egualisedpowe~;by guaranteeing the
employee was treated in a particular way, with a grievance procedure to protect them.
Policies built trust by allowing for financial, personnel and HR delegations.

Participation was also allowed for when employees worked in Performance
Improvement Committees and the Department created this participation opportunity
itself rather than the Public Service Board. Employees also made an informed choice, by
reading published information on the Department's intranet site, and this was another
policy of communication created by the Department. Beer et al. (1985) identified all of
these indicators of 'soft' model HRM.

The Department also considered its human resources as valued assets (Guest 1987)
combining the position of HR Management and Corporate Strategy in one to achieve
this aim. Simultaneously, the Department was quite specific in its strategy of matching
HR policies to the Department's strategy. This is clearly 'hard' model HRM (Boxall
1992).
Permanent Employment
Storey (1992b) wrote that an indicator of 'hard' model HRM is a move to individual
contracts. Senior Executives were transitioning to contracts, and CITEC had difficulty
operating without them, but the Department saw little value in moving other employees
to contracts, even though Australian Workplace Agreement legislation provided a
vehicle for this.

Permanent employment is not in itself an indicator of 'soft' model HRM (Legge 1995,
Walton 1985b). However, in the Department's case there were no involuntary
retirements and not likely to be any in the early 2000s. Even if a ncw governlncnt
compelled the Department to reduce costs, this might be achieved by a combination of
voluntary retirements and attrition owing to resignations, aged retirements, or sickness,
for example.
Nor did the Department release employees with old skills, when new technology
required them to have a new skill set as suggested by Capelli (1 995). The Department
forecasted its new requirement and provided all of the training that employees needed.
Commitment
Unlike Cappelli's opposite findings in 1995, an employee stated, 'I believe that
management has a kind heart and is looking after our interests.' This treatment may be

reflected in a very low resignation rate. Cappelli (1995) put forward the idea that
employees did not resign because they had nowhere else to go, and this might have been
the case for some of the employees in the Department who specialised in jobs that only
government provides, or because of the high unemployment rate. Low resignations
might also be linked to the attractive redundancy payment. Few would resign if they
could see the prospect of a large sum of money in the near future, although redundancy
was not available in the 2000 Certified Agreement. Furthermore, there were sorne
employees who could have gained a better-paid job in other agencies, but they stayed
because, in their view, this Department was possibly the best and most exciting to work
for in the State government sector.

Rewards
Walton (1985) thought that variable rewards might sustain commitment, but there were
no variable rewards for employees other than very senior executives. Marchington et al.
(1994) and Appelbaum & Batt (1994) did not believe employees thought this important
in the surveys they performed. Department employees would have liked to link their
performance to a bonus. They believed that the performance planning and review system
they had in place was not as effective as it would have been if a bonus were available.
They would not have liked to sacrifice part of their fixed pay to achieve a bonus.
Appelbaum & Batt (1994) also found this the case in their investigation.
Training and Develovment
The Department placed a priority on ensuring that basic skills were provided and base
level employees confirmed that it was relatively easy to go on training courses.

The Department had generous study lcave and financial reimbursement for those who
elected to go to University, but adopted 'hard' model policy in this regard, restricting
personnel to a first degree, and one which was of use to the Department as a whole. In
this regard, 'mutuality' was limited. The linkage of the strategic plan and perfor~nance
planning and review confirmed that 'hard' model HRM was also in use.

Department managers supported further education, but there were some in the early
1990s who did not. Those managers had little education themselves. Storey (1992a)
surmised that this might be the case in some instances.
Informed Choice
As Storey (1 992a) found, the Department considered communication with employees to
be very important. Employees believed that management performed well in this regard,
although they were mildly critical of upward communication. Truss et al. (1997) found
that upward communication was absent in 88% of cases.
There was some evidence that commnunication, which occurred in 1995 and 1996,
ensured commitment by emnployees to the Performance Improvement Committees, but
there was no other evidence that colnmitlnent was enhanced by other communication.
This was in accordance with the findings of Marchington et al. (1994) where only a
minority of employees felt that comlnunication had any effect on their commitment.
Participation and Trust
The Department would have liked its first line managers (FLMs) to act as facilitators
and mentors, rather than practitioners and directors, and help elnpfoyees develop the
ability to manage themselves. Walton (1985b) recommended this for the commitment
model, but the Department still had a number of different styles.
Core-peripherv stratem
Continuous improvement did not threaten job security, as Locke, Kochan & Piore
(1995) believed it would, simply because such improvement concentrated on non-salary
costs and were relatively minor. However, the Department was actively introducing a
stable core and flexible ring to its workforce (Zeffane & Mayo 1995b). This would
further reinforce permanent employment for the stable core.

Unions
The department did not have any problems with unions. This was probably because
jobs, pay and conditions had not been threatened.

12. CONCLUSION
Environment
From 1990, the Department operated in a stable environment until it lost Housing in
1995, which resulted in imperatives to reduce costs. Funding remained tight until 1998,
when the Department expanded by taking on CITEC and its associated rcvenue.
In 1999, the Queensland State government changed to a Labor Government and
Managing for Outcomes (MFO) was introduced. MFO was a type of purchaser-provider
model.
The environment for the Department remained stable in 2000 and will remain stable,
because the Labor Party retained government in a State election in Februaly 2001.
HR Policy
The origin of HR policies was the Queensland Public Service and, as such, was 'soft'
model 'HRM' in 1990, because the policies provided a single strategy to manage many
different types ofbusiness. In 1996, a financial crisis caused the revision of some HR
policies and the adoption of a type of 'defender' strategy (Miles & Snow 1984) and the
pursuit of operational efficiency, albeit limited with the few options available to it in
mandated elements of I-IR policies. For example, one of the policies of the Queensland
Labor Government was to increase employment. Consequently, redundancies have not
been permitted since 1999.
The model the Department used was matching business and HR strategy (Sisson &
Storey 2000). From 1999, staffing issues were linked to HR strategy, although the
Department had to use mini~nulnguideline Public Service Policies, which limited its
ability to completely match its FIR policies to business strategy, even though
management retreats focussed on the changes needed.
Value of Strateaic Plan
Between 1990 and 1996, the strategic plan had little importance until a new CEO was
elnployed in 1996, who placed more emphasis on the value of planning and introduced
management retreats from the workplace to consider the corporate plan. Until 1996,
planning concentrated on financial budgets with a focus on service quality and there was

only a loose link between operational plans and the corporate plan. When MFO was
introduced in 1999, the integration of operational plans to the corporate plan became an
absolute necessity.
Actions
Between 1990 and 1995, there wereno significant actions. In 1996, sorne downsizing
occurred and training costs and tertiary study assistance were reduced. In the same year,
management contracts were introduced and the Department began to use Certified
Agreements to drive costs down. 'Hard' model HRM emerged in a limited manner.
In 2000, the Department lost control of the Certified Agreement as a tool to implement
its strategy, because the State governtnent negotiated with unions sector-wide. The
action signalled a partial return to 'sofi' model HRM. Anecdotal evidence provided by
television and radio stations in Brisbane indicated there was no universal-partnership
with unions, because there was a degree of acrimony between public sector unions and
the Labor Premier in 2000.
The change in the Environment, HR policy, Value of strategic plans and Actions
described in this conclusion as the Department adjusted its HRM approach from a
universal 'soft' model to a limited conlingent 'hard' model and then a partial return to a
'soft' model is sumrnarised in Figure 7.2.

CHAPTER 8
CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS
1. 'SOFT' MODEL HR POLICIES

At the beginning of the 1990s, the four organisations used HR policies constructed by
Public Service Departments. AMSA began its operations using the Commonwealth
government Public Service Board HR policies. CIT and the Department used policies
provided by the State and Territories Public Service Boards. The Council used policies
derived from City Ordinances, State and Cornlllonwealth Public Service Boards and the
expectations of Society, expressed by Council leaders. These HR policies were 'soft'
model, because they were, according to Sisson & Storey (2000), u~zivevsnllyappropriate.
None of the four organisations consciously adopted the 'soft' lnodel of HRM. However,
if an organisation uses a 'one best way approach', rather than matches its policies to a
'hard' model, then the type of model used will be categorised as a 'soft' model- the
'closed' view 'of Mabey & Salaman (1995).
In the case of the various Public Service Boards, HR managers constructed HR policies
as a 'one best way approach'. The Public Service Boards did not consciously adopt 'soft'
model HRM, but, because their view was closed and because they did not match their
HR policies to the nature of the business, the business strategy or the stage in the
product life cycle, then their HR strategy is categorised as the 'soft' model.

This does not mean that Public Service Boards adopted every aspect of the 'soft' model.
'Soft' and 'hard' inodels of I-IRM might be viewed as lying on a continuum. At one end
of the scale, all sixteen of Pfeffer's (1994) 'soft' model HR practices are used. At the
other end of the scale, only the 'hard' HR practices of Kochan & Barocci (1985),
Fombrun, Tichy & Devanna (1984) and Dowling & Schuler (1 990) are in use. In
addition, one cannot assume that any organisation lies only at one of the ends of the
scale. Indeed, Storey (1987) found none that did. Instead, organisations lay at all points
on the continuum. Therefore, in the centre of the scale, there might be a mixture of 'soft'
and 'hard' lnodel policies.
It is possible that an investigation into HR practices is most likely to show organisations
as lying on points approximating to very soft, soft, mixed, hard and very hard, for

example. In the case of Public Service Boards, they might have adopted some policies
for sector-wide strategic reasons and some policies for sector-wide 'best approach'
reasons, but the theme of the thesis is that more HR policies would be matched to
individual business strategic needs as time passed and competition was introduced.
These changes are expected to be uncovered in the analysis, which seeks to establish the
extent of the 'soft' model used by each organisation and how it might have altered
during the 1990-decade. The results are presented in Figure 8.1.

Following this presentation, the analysis considers competition factors in terms of an
internal and external business environment. The business environment includes
political, economic, sociological and technological factors. What are these for each
organisation? Are there common factors? If there are, the section 'An emphasis on
strategic planning' answers the questions: did the organisations formulate an appropriate
competitive business strategy and how did this affect the 'soft' model? Did it change to
a 'hard' model? Which 'hard' model and why? The results are presented in Figures 8.2,
8.3, 8.4 and 8.5. A sulninary of such changes is shown in Figure 8.6 and explained in
'Transition of M R Policies' and the industrial relations aspects of such changes are
discussed in 'Implementing Changes in HR Policies'.
The analysis of the extent of the 'soft' model of each organisation is performed using
Pfeffer's (1 994) list, which the Literature Review concluded was a comprehensive
guide. The findings of each element of the list are as follows:

1. Providing employment security

AMSA
When AMSA was formed in 1991, the employees had Public Service tenure. However,
for the rest of the 1990s, AMSA reduced its employment numbers by both voluntary and
involuntary retirement.
Council
Council provided en~ploymentsecurity until the introduction of a purchaser-provider
model in 1997, which provided costing information that employee numbers were too
high. Downsizing occurred. However, secure employment is guaranteed in the 1999
Certified Agreement.

CIT

CIT guaranteed employment until employee numbers were reduced in 1997 to meet
competitive pricing required in the purchaser-provider model introduced in the same
year. All of the redundancies were through voluntary retirements, although employees
thought that some of the volunteers would have been otherwise involuntarily retired.
CIT failed to negotiate a Certified Agreement in 1999, because unions insisted on
guaranteed employment. In 2000, the ACT govemnent took control of the negotiation
of the Certified Agreement and employment guarantees were agreed.
The Department

The Department provided employment security in 1990, but a reduction in staff numbers
occurred in order to compensate for a reduction in the allocated budget and a loss of
rental revenue in 1996. In the late 1990s and beyond, the Queensland State government
did not pennit redundancies, because it had a policy of employment growth.
Conclusion
Employment guarantees are no longer provided by government organisations if there is
an excess of employees beyond the organisation's need, unless stipulated by the
government.

Employees in the Public Service expect permanent employ~~ent
and the co~~dition
is a
job attraction criterion. The majority of cases view employment as an ongoing job that
depends on performance, rather than permanent employment. Walton (1 985b) suggested
that management need only acknowledge a higher priority under the commitment
approach to permanent employment by taking more responsibility where outplace~nent
is unavoidable. However, only Cou~lcilviews its training and development of employees
in light of their employability elsewhere as described in the universal-partnership model
(Sisson & Storey 2000). Locke, Kochan & Piore (1 995) found that permanent
employment is a pre-requisite for continuous improvement if enterprises wanted
employees to suggest improvements. For example, if improvement led to job loss,
employees would not cooperate. In the cases studied, the constraint was overco~ne
because there have been volunteers for voluntary retirement, who have been enthusiastic
to demonstrate that they are not needed, as in CIT, or permanent employment has been
protected as much as possible, as in Council.

2. Recruiting selectivity

AMSA
AMSA was formed in 1991 with the transfer of public servants, who were recruited by
the Com~nonwealthPublic Service Board for the ability to be trained and become
committed to Public Service. AMSA employs professionals who must receive postgraduate training and who are already committed to maritime safety. AMSA does not
select other employees on the basis that they are able to be further trained and have the
appropriate attitude to become committed.
Council
Council management stated that a commitment strategy had been adopted since 1994.
However, new managers were recruited primarily for their specialist expertise and not
their ability to become committed.

CIT
CIT teachers are committed to providing learning to those that want it rather than
committed to cost reduction and profit. CIT managanent were also committed to the
same concept, but from 1997, wanted to reduce costs and make a profit. CIT teachers
are not committed to this goal.
The Department
The Department had a commitment-building strategy before 1994 and recruited
employees for their ability to bc committed to Public Service. In 2000, the Department
recruited employees in IT in any way it could, including special contracts. The
specialisation in IT was qualification enough.
Conclusion
Government organisations do not selectively recruit personnel for their ability to be
trained and their positive attitude to commitment. Government organisations recruit for
the skills, knowledge and experience required to do the job.
All of the organisations recruited selectively in 1990 to ensure that future etnployecs
would be committed to Public Service, although there was no evidence that the case
enterprises made any serious attempt to win commitment over the 1990s. Cappelli
(1995) observcd that only 2% of managers believed that employee commitment to the
organisation was a key to their success.

3. High wages

AMSA

AMSA's pay, level of superannuation and conditions of e~nploymentwere high in 1990,
but feIl for the rest of the 1990s. In 1996, AMSA introduced its own Award to ensure
that its professionals received market-rate salaries and conditions.
Council
Employees remarked that their pay, superannuation and Award conditions have been
consistently good.
CIT

CIT wages and conditions are attractive to teachers who have left industry and are
embarking on a second career. However, it is not the level of wage that is attractive, but
the compulsory time on campus of only thirty hours per week and a generous ten weeks
per annum of recreation leave. These conditions have been unchanged sincc 1990. In
2000, CIT had increasing difficulty attracting IT expertise, which suggested wages were
not high enough.
The Department
Similarly, the Department had not been able to attract IT employees with its Award pay
in the late 1990s, because it was too low.
Conclusion
Government organisations no longer offer high wages, but use labour market rates.
The majority of organisations changed from offering good wages and conditions in the
early 1990s to lower market wages and poorer conditions over the decade. For example,
all case enterprises paid superannuation of approximately 15%, 6% above private sector
employees, but some were considering if that level of superannuation should apply to
new employees. Some of the organisations had to use special arrangements to offer
better wages and conditions comparable to the market that were not available under their
Awards, by using comlnon law contracts.

4. Emphasis on traininp and development
AMSA

AMSA paid for all types of education in 1990 and offered Associate Diploma training to
trades people in 1997, but restricted education to business needs rather than employee
desircs in 2000. AMSA ensured that employees had the skills to do their job and no

more. There was no formal developlnent process for employees. In the late 1990s,
AMSA was cynical about retraining surplus employees into other jobs.
Council
Employees observed that the opportunities for training have always been good.
However, in 1994, the unions were not satisfied that Council delivered sufficient
training and requested it adopt a rigorous process. The process remained in place until
1996. Council retrained employees whose positions were surplus to requirements. It
reimbursed 50% of fees for external education, subsidised degree courses, but did not
subsidise post-graduate degrees. Council adopted the notion of 'employability',
providing training for careers external to Council.
CIT

TAFE teachers require industry experience and it is, therefore, unlikely that they can be
retrained for another specialty when their jobs become surplus. CIT provided training to
keep its teachers up-to-date with new methods; there were professional development
programs for two weeks annually; and, because CIT is a training provider, it must
provide good training to its teachers to ensure they provide credible teaching services.
The Department

The Department lost a source of revenue in 1996 and had to reduce its costs, which it
did by restricting the approval of training to business needs. Post-graduate training was
no longer supported, which was a cause of annoyance to some Department
professionals. Before 1996, all einployee training requests were approved. In the late
1990s, Council retrained employees whose jobs were surplus to requirements, because
the State government no longer permitted redundancy.
Conclusion
Governlnent organisations no longer provide the training employees desire, but provide
the skiIls to do the job and hnd education if the education is in the interests of the
business. Training expenditure is likely to be reduced if the organisation has a budget
problem.
Although each organisation had an emphasis on training and development, the majority
had strict definitions of what would be approved. Organisations would approve any
under-graduate or any post-graduate course in thc early 1990s, but only specified undergraduate courses would be approved in 2000. Cappelli (1995) suggested it would be
cheaper to re-hire than retrain, whereas the case enterprises suggest it lnay not be

possible to retrain, but they would prefer to do so if it was relatively uncomplicated and
possible, rather than immediately reject the option owing to cost. Retraining, of course,
is linked to permanent employment.
5. Information sharing
AMSA

From 1990 to 1995, communication was poor, but AMSA intensified communication
after 1996, because employees became distracted from their work, worrying about their
future and AMSA viewed that as an occupational safety risk. AMSA also achieved
quality certification in the mid-1990s, a condition of which is that review meetings are
held between employees and their imrnediatc managers.
Council
Many of the Council businesses also had quality certification. Council has provided full
information to employees sincc 1990. No information was withheld from employees and
each of them received a copy of the corporate plan. Council also published information
on its intranet and the CEO answered electronic mail questions from employees. In
addition, Council published newsletters and held regular meetings.
CIT
CIT employees believed that information was freely given and nothing was withheld.
More information became available with the introduction of information technology and
CIT's intranet in 1995. CIT produced newsletters and held regular meetings.
The Department

The Department produced newsletters, supplied information on its intranet and
conducted a survey of employee attitudes annually. Fortnightly meetings were held at
Branch level and the Dircctor-General held face-to-face meetings with employees
concerning any change program proposal. Employees considcred that co~n~nunication
had improved throughout the 1990s.
Conclusion
Communication in government organisations has improved since 1990. IT is largely
responsible for the improvement, although quality system review meetings have also
contributed.
Marchington et al. (1994) thought that such communication could elicit committnent if
it was possible for organisations to succeed in adverse conditions and the technique was

certainly used in the Council businesses. The majority of employees in areas that were
under a competitive threat were very aware of what needed to be done to meet the
competition. Beer et al. (1985) also suggested that providing employees with an
informed choice would build commitment.

6. Symbolic egalitarianism
AMSA, Council, CIT and the Department
All of the organisations operated a managerial hierarchy and had never attempted to
introduce symbolic egalitarianism.

7. Wave compression across levels
AMSA, Council, CIT and the Department
None of the organisations compressed wages across levels,

8. Performance pay and skill pay
AMSA
AMSA contract managers have had a performance bonus tied to performance appraisal
since 1995. All other AMSA employees received a performance bonus from 2000.
Multi-skilled teams also received traveI allowances and overtime when they were
working away from their depots.
Coi~ncil
Council managers have received a performance bonus since the mid-1 990s ancl the
remainder of employees received a bonus described in the 1999 Certified Agreement.
CIT
Performance pay was only available to eleven contract managers.
The Department
Although employees would welcome performance pay, the Department did not provide
it.
Conclusion
Government organisations introduced performance pay during the 1990s. Walton
(1985a) thought that commitment could be sustained with variable rewards and a similar
view was held by Beer et al. (1985), Wood (1995), Wood & de Menezes (1998) and
Sisson & Storey (2000).

9. Emplovee ownershie

AMSA, Council, CIT and the Department

Share ownership was not possible in any of the organisations, because they were
government agencies.

10. Team-based work and iob re-design

AMSA

Semi-autonomous work teams existed in AMSA at the beginning of the 1990s, but had
reduced every year, because of the retirement of ships and their crews. The remaining
maintenance work teams might leave AMSA in 2001 if they lose a market test for the
internal services they provide.
Council
Semi-autonomous teams existed in Council for the whole of the 1990s and continued
into 2000.
CIT
CIT did not have any semi-autonomous work teams.
The Department
The Department used semi-autonomous teams in the generation of standards and also in
planning and had done so for the whole of the 1990s.
Conclusion
Government organisations have retained semi-autonomous team working.
Team-based work ensurcs the full use of a worker's skills and abilities (Wood 1995) to
ensure job satisfaction (Wood & de Menezes 1998). However, there was no evidence
that this was a goal for any of the organisations, where team-based work was silnply an
acknowledged way of dividing tasks to achieve a work package.
11. Cross-training and cross-utilisation
AMSA

AMSA multi-skilled its maintenance teams, but electronics technicians resigned,
because they did not want to be multi-skilled. Furthermore, AMSA management thought
that multi-skilling might result in de-skilling.

Council
Council had multi-skilled its semi-autonomous work teams in all of the businesses that
need teams, for the whole of the 1990s.

CIT
CIT did not cross-train.
The Department
The Department had no need to cross-train, because its semi-autonomous team lnetnbers
were all professionally qualified to the same level.
Conclusion
Some government organisations multi-skill their work teams.

In the majority of cases, cross-training reduced because of budget constraints and
because some organisations believed that cross-training actually resulted in de-skilIing,
leaving a shortage of specialists. The goal of cross-training is to achieve flexibility
(Wood 1995; Wood & de Menezes 1998). Sisson (1990) proposed that 'soft' model

HRM was associated with the goal of flexibility. The concept of flexible employees is
linked to catering to an organisation's need at a point in time when it needs to react
quickly to changes in the business environment. However, the organisations investigated
used cross-training to minitnise costs associated wit11 detnarcation inefficiencies, not to
provide flexibility.

12. Participation and cm~owerment
AMSA

AMSA allowed for participation through union consuItation in the Certified Agreementmaking process. However, from 2000, all employees wcre either on a com~nonIaw
contract or an AWA, precluding the need for a Certified Agrcement.
Council
Participation had consistently occurred in Council through union consultation in the
1990s. In 1997, Council guaranteed employment to volunteers who worked on business
improvement projects.
CIT

CIT teachers expected to be consulted regarding any change program and they fully
participated in change. In 1997, the teachers came up with a cost saving of increased

class sizes to solve CIT's budget shortfall. Participation also occurred in union
consultation.
The Department
Union consultation occurred in the early 1990s and employees participated in
continuous improvement in 1996. However, union consultation had dramatically
declined in 2000, with the Department having a low level of involvement in agreement
making. Department managers believed that the unions might have concentrated on
consultation at a sector level with the State government, rather than with individual
agencies.
Conclusion
Government organisations are decreasing the amount of consultation with unions.

13. Promotion from within

AMSA
Until the mid-1990s, AMSA promoted from within, whereas at the end of the 1990s it
advertised externally for managers.
Council
Council began nnploying external managers in 1995, but otherwise promoted from
within between 1990 and 2000.
CIT

From 1990, CIT has promoted internally, with the exception of the CEO-director. All of
the managers and supervisors within CIT were once CIT teachers and all of the senior
teachers were once junior teachers within CIT. Of all the case studies, CIT had the most
consistent record of internal promotion.

The Department
Until 1995, the Department consistently promoted from within, particularly within the
Senior Executive Service. However, from 1995, senior executives were employed on
contracts and positions were advertised externally.
Conclusion
Government organisations are reducing the amount of internal promotion and advertise
management positions externally. Managers tend to be employed under a common law
contract.

Each organisation promoted internal applicants at all levels initially, but the majority
changed to employing external applicants at higher levels over the decade. That they did
so is probably linked to importing skills that are more commercial. Wood (1995) and
Wood & de Menezes (1998) proposed career ladders. When ambitious employees are
unable to see opportunities for promotion within their organisations, they will seek work
in another organisation. The organisations investigated did not consciously consider this
factor and promotion from within seemed to be a legacy of the Public Service. In some
cases, unions would protest if existing employees were not given the opportunity to
apply for promotion and, consequently, jobs advertised externally would be advertised
internally as well. Although not specifically admitted to by any of the organisations, it
was hinted that promotion from within enabled downsizing. If a vacancy existed at a
higher level, an employee promoted to that level would not necessarily be repIaced with
another employee, thus achieving a saving.
14. Have a long-term perspective
AMSA

AMSA pursued operational efficiency for the whole of the 1990s, disposing of assets,
reducing employee numbers, and re-defining work specifications to reduce maintenance.

It also introduced new satellite navigation technology.
Council
Council formulated a long-term plan from 1994, but it was not until the introduction of
the purchaser-provider model in 1997 that meeting competition became part of the longterm goal.
CIT

CIT had a good grasp of its education profile throughout the 1990%but did not consider
capital plans, the efficient use of assets, and how many campuses they needed until the
late 1990s.
T h e Department
There was no long-term perspective before 1995, planning merely involved the annual
program. A new CEO increased the focus on planning for the long-term in 1996.
Conclusion
Government organisations are increasingly providing a long-term perspective, which is
coupled with an improvement in strategic planning.

Organisations with a long-term perspective do not immediately react to short-term
adverse changes in the business environment and this protects employees' jobs
somewhat. For example, organisations would not necessarily react by downsizing
because of a low product demand in a recession and then subsequently re-hire when
product or services demand increased.

15. Measure progress
AMSA, Council, CIT and the Department

With the exception of budget measurement and the computer monitoring of
maintenance work hours by AMSA, none of the organisations had measured progress to
reach long-term goals.

16. Have a vision of what they want to be
AMSA
AMSA had consistently had a clear vision relating to maritime safety and the efficient
and effective provision of its services since the introduction of meaningful strategy in
1997. The vision was not shared by AMSA's employees, because they believed there
was too much focus on cost, rather than safety.
Council
Council did not have a robust vision in 1990, but it became clearer with the first
corporate plan in 1994.
CIT
CIT did not have a vision derived in 'classical' terms from the environment and
strategic planning until 1996. In 2000, the strategy and vision was very clear. CIT had a
vision of competitiveness and profit-making, but it was not shared by employees, who
had a vision of providing a co~n~nunity
service, which might cover costs. In the early
1990s, both management and employees had this samevision.
T h e Department
The Department had refined its vision annually since 1996. However, both management
and employees had always shared the vision that they are accountable for public
spending.
Conclusion
Government organisations are improving the clarity of their vision, but employees do
not always share it.

In general, a shared vision existed in the early part of the decade, but as downsizing and
competition policy came to the fore, employees no longer shared the vision. The
majority of employees in all of the cases had difficulty changing their culture from a
monopolistic and Public Service provider to a commercial entity threatened by
competition. Ogbonna & Whipp (1999) wrote that 'soft' model HRM e~nphasiseda
strong organisational culture as a means of implementing the firm's vision.

Summarv table
The list of sixteen 'soft' model practices have been tabulated over the 1990s for each
organisation in Figure 8.1 and summed as a number to provide a relative indicator o f
whether the amount of 'soft' model policies changed over the 1990s. AMSA started
with nine policies in 1991, but this decreased to four in 2000. Council started with nine
policies in 1990 and increased to ten in 2000. However, Council agreed to employment
guarantees in its 1999 Certified Agreement. Had it not done so, then the number of
'soft' model indicators might have remained constant. Furthermore, had the unions
failed in requesting a more rigorous training process, Council's number of indicators
might have actually decreased. CIT started with seven and reduced this number to six.
However, its 2000 Certified Agreement was not negotiated by CIT itself, but by the
ACT government, and perrna~~ent
e~nploymentwas re-introduccd. Had the Territory
government not acted thus, then CIT might have had a total of five. The Department
started with nine and has reduced this number to six, but the State government did not
allow redundancy and the total might have fallen to five had this not occurred.
Conclusion
The number of 'soft' model HR policies that government organisations used in 1990 is,
in the majority of cases, less than the number they used in 2000.

Figure 8.1

'x'

UNT(rERSAL 6sofi' HRM MODEL based on Pfeffer's (1994) best practice list

= found in organisation; '-'= not found in organisation.

2. FACTORS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE TRANSITION

The four organisations changed their HR policies because a number of factors exerted
influence on the management team. These factors can be found within two areas: the
internal and external business environment; and an emphasis on strategic planning.

The internal and external business environment
The business environment for the four government organisations became increasingly
turbulent in the 1990s. AMSA was created in 1991 and its personnel were transferred
from a government department. Competition policy affected Council and CIT. The
Department lost a major source of funding when its Housing Group was transferred.
All o f these organisations had experienced pressure before, whenever a political pasty
changed, or whenever a current political party sought to reduce the budget in overall
terms, or to reduce it in some areas to finance others. However, many of them operated
on last year's budget plus the consumer price index for the current year's budget.
NationaI wage case decisions, which gave every employee a pay rise, also gave every
organisation an excuse to raise prices and avoid downsizing and restructuring.

In theory, the 'soft' model is appropriate for any organisation under all circumstances
(Sisson & Storey 2000). Therefore, 'soft' model HR policies must allow for downturns
in the business cycle whilst still maintaining the concept of permanent employment.
Public Service policies facilitated reductions in their annual budget by downsizing using
mobility provisions. If a government agency had its funding reduced, another agency
would have its funding increased as the politicians re-distributed the total government
revenue into priority areas. Thus, an employee of an agency that needed to downsize
would transfer to another agency that needed more personnel. Permanent employment
was preserved.

Locke et al. (1995) thought that employees would lose their jobs if the real revenue
growth of a firm did not exceed productivity growth. For the Public Sector as a whole, it
is rare for economic growth to become negative and, when it does, the government and
Reserve Bank act quickly to reverse the situation. Therefore, negative growth for the
economy as a whole is likely to be only temporary. Thus, 'soft' model HRM and a

requirement for permanent employment could have worked for the Public Service
because government economic growth would usually occur.
The difference in the 1980s and early 1990s was the emergence of the ideas of economic
rationalism, when debates raged globally about the function of government, user-pay
principles, and exposure of government enterprises to competition. The focus shifted
from macroeconomic management (eg the Public Service as a whole) to ~nicroeconomic
management (eg individual government agencies).
The business environment for any company might also be described under political,
economic, sociological and technological factors (Viljoen 1991). An analysis of these
factors for the four organisations is as follows:
Political factors
AMSA

AMSA is a Commonwealth government organisation within the portfolio of the
Minister of Transport. The type of political pressure varies with the individual minister
and with the government party in power. For the most part, AMSA has successfblly
avoided criticism by politicians and the Maritime Industry by focussing on economic
efficiency, becoming competitive, and introducing new technology. AMSA is also
required to have HR policies that politicians desire and, in the 1990s, these policies were
in the areas of occupational health and safety, equal employment opportunities,
harassment and discrimination.
AMSA employees were in the Public Service in 1990. They expected a lifetime career,
but were concerned in 2000 that they would not be able to keep their jobs. Etnployees
believed that AMSA should not reduce employee numbers because maritime safety
standards would decline. Employees are represented by powerful unions, such as the
CPSU and the MEWU, who might lobby government or the media about safety
concerns as a result of cost cutting.
Council

Council is a Local government organisation that reports to the Lord Mayor of Brisbane
and the Civic Cabinet, whose re-election depends in part on the quality of the services
Council provides. Consequently, service quality is of high priority. Some areas of

service delivery are areas of sensitivity to the public. An example is public transport.
Industrial action might result in a public backlash if Council has not done everything
reasonable to avoid it.

HR issues appear on the agenda of the Civic Cabinet. The Cabinet also requires some
HR policies be introduced. For example, in the 1990s a policy to allow for paid absence
to perform community service was required. However, if management can predict what
the Cabinet would want, it can avoid criticism by pre-empting requests. Council will
need some flexibility in changing HR policies to match the changes that might occur in
the political party or individual in power.
CIT

CIT reports to the Minister of Education of the ACT government. CIT employees are
tied to the Public Service Award and the pay and conditions are better than those that
private providers have. CIT is prevented changing the Award conditions, because the
ACT government agreed the latest Certified Agreement with the unions. The unions are
powerful, hostile to downsizing and want to keep the Award conditions.
Department
The Department is part of the Queensland State government and reports to the Minister
of Communication and Information and the Minister for Local Governnlent and
Planning. The government in power can stipulate HR policies. For example, in the late
1990s, the State government stipulated that there was to be no reduction in employment.
The government also defines what the Department is to deliver against an annual
budget.
Conclusion

A change in political parties or the individual to whom the agency reports, can prevcnt a
change in HR policies or slipulate the HR policies to be used. In addition, stakeholders,
such as members of the public, customers, media, employees and unions, can cause
political unrest by criticising the quality of service delivery.
Economic factors
AMSA

The Maritime Industry paid more than it should for AMSA's services in the 1990s,
because AMSA had not adopted user-pay principles and the recreational boating

industry did not pay for AMSA services. The Maritime Industry does not like the high
costs of deep audit, which are necessary to ensure safety unless another method is found.
AMSA might have maximised productivity and a Certified Agreement might achieve no
more efficiency. The Certified Agreement covers all employees, but AMSA needs to
have separate conditions and pay for individuals. New industrial regulations introduced
in the 1990s allow for individual agreements.

AMSA needs to expand its revenue to cover the costs of the core group of professionals.
Council
The Cabinet requires that Council businesses are less than 10% more expensive than the
competition and that revenue streams be diversified to maintain an AA+ credit rating.

There are too many Awards, which in the 1990s gave rise to demarcation and criticism
by the Lord Mayor. Award pay and conditions are good, but at times they are below the
market. A 1990 example is in IT skills, where pay and conditions were too low to attract
recruits.
CIT
CIT has to carry the cost of too many campuses for the small population of the ACT, but
the government has instructed CIT to lease space to private providers at its campuses.
Public tenders are called for CIT's services, which it sometimes loses, because
competition from private providers is high.

CIT has to provide courses at set rates, which do not make profits. The Office of Adult
Education also demands engineering courses be provided for which there is low
demand. Engineering teachers are older than IT teachers and CIT could offer tenure to
the latter if the engineering teachers left. Their leaving could be facilitated by attractive
early retirement packages. IT is changing so rapidly that course reviews are more
frequent and the workload is increasing, but class sizes are also increasing and quality is
declining.
Department
Funding is received from three areas: revenue raised by the IT provider, CITEC; grants
from the Commonwealth government and finding from the State government. CITEC

must be competitive to retain its revenue and both the State and Commonwealth
governments can reduce funding to the Department at any time.

Employees are employed under the Public Service Award, which, together with a
Certified Agreement, was negotiated in the late 1990s by unions with the State
government and not the Department. The Award offers little flexibility and is not
competitive at times. For example, in the late 1990s, the Award did not offer pay and
conditions that attracted IT recruits. However, the amount of finding that the
Department receives depends on governments and politicians that change.
Conclusion
Organisations need to be competitive and to expand or retain their revenue. Flexibility is
required in HR policies that allow for fluctuations in revenue and for changes in pay and
conditions in the labour market.

Sociolonical factors

AMSA
The historical linkages of AMSA to the Public Service are difficult to break. Employees
want to preserve Public Service conditions and they had low morale in the 1990s
worrying about their futures. They aIso spend more time away froin their families and
are aging. New professional recruits are difficult to attract, because pay and conditions
do not meet the labour market requirements, but thc pay and conditions of nonprofessional employees exceed the labour market conditions. Professionals, such as
marine surveyors, are an essential element of a safety system.
Council
Employees are concerned that their jobs are insecure, particularly if a Coalition or
Liberal government comes to power. If elnployees lose their jobs, there might be
criticism from ratepayers unless the Council has done everything reasonable to
compensate the employees.
CIT
Teachers want to continue to provide a community service and do not want to act
commercially. Demand for courses has shifted from engineering to IT. Teachers are
overworked and this situation cannot continue indefinitely.

Department
Employees do not like the employment of temporaries, who they consider a threat to job
security, but the Department sometimes has to employ temporaries to meet a variable
hnding from government. Professional employees do not like the Department's refusal
to approve post-graduate education.
Conclusion
Administration employees want to preserve the high pay and good conditions they have
in the Public Service, but professionals require changes that meet labour market rates
and conditions.
Technological factors

AMSA
Satellite navigation is available. Other types of navigational aids might be available to
facilitate a user-pay system. Manned lighthouses can also be replaced with unmanned
structures and new construction methods might allow for reduced maintenance costs.
Savings achieved must be passed on to the Maritime Industry, but the cost of retaining
the core group of professionals will remain the same.
Council
New technology that improves productivity can be used, because the spare workload
capacity that results will be needed to cope with the growth in the population of
Brisbane. An increase in Council services has occurred along with population growth,
which can be funded from the increased amount of rates that will be received.
CIT
Private providers use the latest software and CIT cannot compete without it. Canberra's
new fibre-optic cables into every home might be an opportunity for training to be
provided on-line to homes.
Department

New technology enhances the service quality of employees, hut does not replace them.
Conclusion
The introduction of new technology does not, generally, affect permanent e~nployment
and provides opportunities for the organisations to expand.
An em~hasison strategic planning
The Act that created AMSA required it to produce an annual corporate plan. Prior to

1997, AMSA's plan was a series of platitudes that employees at all IeveIs did not regard
seriously. Council did not produce a plan until 1994. Before that year it was a budget
document linked to programs of works. CIT had produced a corporate plan to satisfy the
ACT government requirement since the late 198Os,but until 1996, the pIan did not link
with any plans that might have existed within faculties. The Department was required to
produce a corporate plan in the late 1980s but its plan became more important with thc
arrival of a new Director-General in 1996.

In all cases, at the beginning of the 1990s, a corporate plan was a generalised document
that provided some description of the organisation's activities and values, but was more
focussed on financial planning than strategy. As time progressed, the corporate plan
became a valuable tool for implementing strategy, which was linked to the operational
plans of business groups within the organisations and colnmunicated to employees. In
the case of AMSA, Council and the Department, all plans were available on their
intranets. In the case of CIT, few employees were aware of the plans, but CIT was
determined that they would be in the future.

There were a number of factors, which might have contributed to strategic planning
becoming important, but there were no distinct patterns. For example, each organisation
had a new CEO in the 1990s, three of whom regarded strategic planning as an important
tool. The Council also attributed the increased focus on strategy to the education of
managers into the area of strategic planning, which, intuitively, is likely to be correct.
CIT managers were passionate that they needed to create a vision, perform gap analysis,
link capital programs to the vision and plan how to eliminate the gap between CIT's
current and envisioned state. Department managers, although less passionate, used the
same process.

Every organisation had also introduced strategy workshops at a retreat from the
workplace. For AMSA, this began in 1997, for Council in 1994, CIT in 1996 and the
Department in 1995. It is interesting to note that the introduction of retreats for three of
the cases occurred within one year of a significant event. AMSA introduced retreats one
year after media criticism of the CAA caused the Commonwealth government to revoke
AMSA's dividend-producing, government business enterprise status and make it a
regulatory authority. The first year of retreats for CIT occurred after the introduction of a

purchaser-provider model by the ACT government and a loss of revenue occurred. The
Department lost its major source of Housing Department revenue in the year that
retreats began. Thus, it can be concluded that management were impelled to meet
together to generate a strategy to survive a threatening, unfavourable event.
Strategic planning always involved the Executive Management Group. AMSA had an
executive whose role was strategy and the Council an executive whose role was strategy
and HR. CIT had a manager, whose role included strategy and HR and who was invited
to the retreats and who might, one day, be elevated to the Executive. The Department
had a manager whose role included strategy and HR and who was invited to retreats.
Thus, a common theme was a manager responsible for HR and a possible theme was
that strategy and HR might be embodied in a senior management position.
Strategic management can absorb much of a manager's time. Workshops must be
arranged and an environmental analysis must be prepared for use by the planning team.
The corporate plan must be written, edited and published and coordination of divisional
plans against a template is required to ensure coherent action plans. Plans must be
submitted to Boards and Ministers of Departments with covering letters and the
approved plans distributed to employees. Following this, key performance indicators
must be monitored.
Therefore, if organisations are convinced that they need to be serious about formal
strategic planning, it is no surprise that there is a manager fully allocated to the planning
area, but no clear reasons for combining HR and strategic planning. Perhaps the
positions are combined because the devolution of HR to line managers has given HR
managers spare capacity to take on more work. Perhaps it is because there is a notion
that the plan depends on human resources to implement it and motivating them is an HR
task. Alternatively, FIR managers probably receive more management training than other
specialist managers and are more likely to know the principles of strategic planning.
However, whatever the reason, the presence of a dedicated manager is a factor that
influences the examination of policies sirnply because somebody has thejob as a
specific task. The combination of the two fields may also magnify the influence on HR
by strategy, because of the exposure of the single manager to the business environment

analysis produced for the planning process.
Apart from the Executive, other branch-level managers were involved in AMSA's,
Council's and CIT's strategic workshops and some selected managers were invited to
the Department's workshops. Therefore, another common theme was to involve the
entire senior management team in strategic pIanning and this involvement did not stop
with attendance at a planning meeting. The performance of all employees was tied to the
delivery of the key strategic goals that were derived from the meeting.

In AMSA, contract managers had their performance linked to a bonus, which had been
extended to all employees Erom 2000. SimiIarly, contract managers in Council might
receive a large performance bonus equivalent to 20% of salary and all employees might
receive a smaller bonus, which was linked to key performance indicators. CIT paid its
senior managers according to perfonnance, but only the CEO of the Department had a
reward based on performance.
Thus, all top managers and the majority of senior managers had their perfo~~nance
linked to the corporate plan and to a performance-based reward. All employees had their
performance linked to the plan and, occasionally to a reward.

Corporate plans contained an element, which was linked to government goals and an
element, which was derived according to 'classical' business planning processes. This
process is based on mission, vision, environmental scan, a 'SWOT' analysis, gap
analysis, objectives and action plans. Government goals tended to be defined by the
CEO of each organisation who had received them in Board meetings either directly from

the Government or indirectly as implied goals of government. Such goals became
primary objectives or particular strategies and, because the government approved the
plan, the organisation ensured it included the essential political requirements.
Therefore, government organisations do not have complete freedom to plan their
strategies, because there is a much stronger political oversight than there is in private
industry. For government enterprises and agencies, it is not true to say that their strategy
ignores politics, as Kamoche (1994), Purcell & Ahlstand (1994) and Truss & Gratton
(1994) suggested. It is true, however, to say that each of the case study organisations had

been confronted with and had attempted to manage strategically the three environmental
risks that Child (1987) described: a change in demand, the threat of competition, or the
price is too high.
3. 'HARD' MODEL HR POLICIES

In 'classical' strategic planning, the firm performs an environmental scan. The
environmental scan for the four organisations described in Section 1 of this chapter
suggested four key priority areas. These were:
1. Service quality.
2. Be competitive to retain revenue.
3. Expand revenue.

4. Have flexible HR policies to allow for changes in politics, a change in the powerful
person that the organisation reports to, and fluctuations in pay and conditions in the
labour market.
With the exception of Council, the organisations reduced the number of 'soft' nod el
policies in the 1990s, which implies that they changed their HR strategy. How they
changed, might be demonstrated by using 'hard' model generic HR strategies.
Service Ouality
'Soft' model HRM is suitable for a quality strategy, because: 'The search for excellence,
quality and continuous improvement are dominant goals' (Sisson & Storey 2000, shown
in Figure 2.1 in the Literature Review.)
Dowling & Schuler (1990) provided a table for quality goals (shown in Figure 2.4 in tllc
Literature Review) and it describes a 'hard' model nrntching busiltcss andI3R strategy
based on a 'differentiation' strategy (Porter 1980). An analysis has been performed and
is shown in Figure 8.2. The results are as follows:

High participation is judged by cmployee participation through union consultation. In
AMSA, CIT and the Department, consultation declined.
Explicit job analysis: No data were collectcd.
Some external sources are evaluated by the recruitment of new skills. For AMSA,
Council and the Department this recruitment increased.

Narrow career paths are based on the inability of employees to be laterally nob bile and
this ceased in AMSA as 'mobility' provisions expired.
Mostly results criteria depends on whether the organisation expects e~nployeesto
perform, which in all instances occurred using a performance appraisal system andlor
disciplinary action.
Some employment security was removed from AMSA owing to asset disposal and the
Council owing to the closure of businesses.
Some incentives depended on the presence of a performance bonus.
Egalitarian pay. None of the organisations introduced 'egalitarian pay'.
Extensive training was reduced in AMSA and the Department, but increased with the
introduction of 'employability' in the Council.
Cooperative IR was evaluated by a change in attitude towards union consultation.
AMSA marginalised the unions, whereas consultation for CIT and the Department
occurred at the government level and did not involve them.
Summary
Council changed its policies from the 'sofi' rnodel to a 'hard' tnodel quality strategy,
AMSA maintained its quality strategy, but CIT and the Department did not.
Cost reduction
Similarly, a cost reduction strategy analysis is presented in Figure 8.3.
Summary
The Council did not change its HR policies to match a 'hard' model cost reduction
strategy, but AMSA, CIT and the Department did.
Exaand revenue
Fombrun, Tichy & Devanna (1 984) provided a 'hard' model generic strategy known as
the strategy and structure model (Figure 2.3 in the Literature Review). All four
organisations possessed a 'strategy of diversification of product lines through internal
growth and acquisition' and all the organisations had a structure, which was 'multidivisional' in accordance with the suggestions of Fombrun, Tichy & Devanna. The
remaining criteria describe HR policies in tenns of selection, appraisal, rewards and
development. A transition table appears in Figure 8.4.

The analysis is as follows:
Selection: all of the organisations used systematic criteria to select specialists and
generalists throughout the 1990s.
Appraisal: appraisal systems were introduced by every organisation in the 1990s.
Rewards: only AMSA and Council introduced bonuses.
Development: CIT personnel were not developed cross functionally, and cross
divisionally at any time during the 1990s. AMSA, Council and the Department
developed for these goals at the beginning of the decade, because the mobility of senior
executive service officers and employees was a Public Service HRpolicy. However, at
the end of the decade, AMSA, Council and the Department had replaced SES officers
with contract managers, employed for their existing skills.
Summary
AMSA, Council and CIT changed their HR strategy to a 'hard' slrntcgy andstnrcture

model, which is an appropriate strategy for growth, but the Department had not changed
its strategy.
'Hard' model business life-cvcle strategy
The business ltfi-cycle model of strategy proposed by Kochan & Barocci (1985) is
shown in Figure 2.2 in the Literature Review. All of the businesses are in the mature
phase of their life-cycle and a summary of HR strategies by the organisation is presented
in Figure 8.5.
The analysis is as follows:
Recruitment and selection. The lnodel suggests that sufficient employee tunlover
should be encouraged to avoid redundancies. None of the organisations acted in this
manner during the 1990s.
Compensation and benefits are to be controlled. Only AMSA introduced a new
Award and individual agreements in the 1990s.
Employee training and development: match flexibility and skills of an aging
workforce. AMSA demonstrated loyalty to its senior employees and made them
managers. Council retrained older employees into other areas. CIT and the Department
did not change their strategy.

Labourlemployee relations: control labour costs, maintain labour peace and
improve productivity. Only AMSA changed their strategy. It controlled costs and
marginalised the union by using individual agreements with employees.

Summary

AMSA and Council implemented more HR policies related to the 'mature' phase of a
business life-cycle in the 1990s, but CIT and the Department did not.

Figure 8.2
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Transition from the 'soft' model to the 'hard' model

4. TRANSITION OF HR POLICIES
Figure 8.6 summarises the changes each organisation made to its HR policies between
1990 and 2000.
AMSA

AMSA decreased the number of 'soft' model policies it used but retained a 'hard' model

strategy for quality at the same level. It increased the number of 'hard' model policies it
used for cost reduction and increased its focus on the mature phase of business. It also
increased the number of HR policies aimed at growth.
AMSA's HR strategy was to change from 'soft' model HRM to a 'hard' model, which
maintained quality, reduced costs and grew the business.
Council
Council increased its 'soft' model policies, but it also increased its 'hard' model policies
for quality. Both models include similar initiatives. (See Figure 2.1 in the Literature
Review.) Council did not change those HR policies, which would achieve cost
reduction, but increased its focus on growth at the mature phase of business.
Council's HR strategy was to change from 'soft' model HRM to a 'hard' model, which
increased quality, maintained costs, and grew the business.

CIT
CIT decreased its 'soft' model policies and decreased its 'hard' model policies for
quality. It increased its focus on cost reductions and growth, but had no policies for the
mature phasc of business.
CIT's HR strategy was to change from 'soft' model HRM to a 'hard' model, which
reduced quality, reduced costs and grew the business.
Department

The Department decreased its 'soft' model HR policies and also decreased 'hard' model
policies for quality. It increased its focus on cost reduction, but did not change its
strategy for growth or implement policies for a mature phase of business.
The Department's HR strategy was to change from 'soft' model HRM to a 'hard' model
which reduced quality, reduced costs, but did not seek growth.

There are other models of strategy that are not included in the 'hard' models. These are
the resource-based view of the firmand the use of a core-periphery strategy.
Resource-based view of the firm
None of the organisations demonstrated that they had a resource-based view of the firm

(Barney 1991; Dyer & Kochan 1995; Boxall 1996) in strategy fonnulation, eve11 though
there were unique sets of resources in AMSA in ship survey, several businesses in the
Council, CIT in trade training and the Department in infrastructure planning. Instead,
organisations were more likely to have used their unique resources as a 'strength' within
the strategic planning 'SWOT' analysis and as a guide to 'prospecting' (Miles & Snow
1984) opportunities for growth.
Core-periphery strategy
Core-periphery strategies (Atkinson 1984) are evident in AMSA, Council, CIT and the
Department. A common reason for a core-periphery strategy is to allow numerical
flexibility in employment.
Another reason for a core-periphery strategy is to allow for the 'soft' model to be
applied to a core group of employees, whilst applying the 'hard' model to the periphery,
as suggested by Kamoche (1996) and Purcell(I999). The Department used special
contracts for CITEC personnel and AMSA provided post-graduate education for ship
surveyors. However, AMSA and the Department did not adopt 'soft' model I-IR policies
for a core group to gain competitive advantage (Delery 1998; Sisson & Storey 2000).
Their actions were only based on ensuring that they had the necessary qualified
personnel to deliver services.

5. IMPLEMENTING CHANGES IN HR POLICIES
The terms and conditions of employment at an enterprise are contained in an Award. If
an organisation wants to reduce the conditions in an Award, it will present its case in the
Australian Industrial Relations Colntnission and the associated union will oppose the
change.
An individual enterprise Award and pay scale was the aitn of the majority of cases,
AMSA achieved one in 1995, Council wanted to reduce the number of its Awards in
2000 and CIT was working on a single Award and pay scale in 1999 and 2000, which
was sacrificed when its government made a sector-wide agreement in 2000. One issue
that the organisations had with their Awards was related to the attraction of new
employees in areas where there were labour market shortages, because the Awards did
not allow for enough pay. In most cases, to offer higher pay, the organisations used

special contracts with more attractive conditions than were contained in the respective
Awards.
A Certified Agreement replaces the Award, unless it specifically states that the Award
condition applies. Organisations use the Certified Agreement-makingprocess to change
Award conditions in exchange for pay increases, with the goal that the enterprise and the
employees are better off.
Certified Agreements have been not only used to change HR policies for the
organisation's benefit, unions bargain at the negotiating table as well. For example, in
Council's 1999 Certified Agreement the union asked for involuntary retirements to be
suspended for the life of the agreement and Council agreed. It is possible that Council
was able to achieve a lower percentage increase on base pay in exchange for guaranteed
employment. For Council, operating costs reduced and it cost nothing to agree to
maintain staff numbers because the workload would remain unchanged, owing to
population growth, during the agreement period.
Organisations can substitute the Award by entering into AWAs. An AWA is an
agreement between an individual ernployee and the employer, which concerns the
conditions of employment and wages. AWAs may be agreed collcctively, but
individuals must sign them, and both etnployers and employees can appoint a bargaining
agent to act on their behalf (Commonwealth Department of Workplace Relations and
Small Business. January 1998).
In addition to Awards, there are statutes described in the Literature Review that apply to
employment. Organisations cannot change I-IR policies without complying with the
statutes or bargaining with employees or unions.
The substitution of National Wage Decisions with an enterprise bargain has focussed
management on financing pay increases with corresponding cost reductions and each
organisation viewed Certified Agreements as a valuable tool for changing work
practices and the conditions of employment. However, the case study organisations had
different opinions about the worth of AWAs. AMSA are committed to them and CIT
believes they could be useful, but Council and the Department have no interest in them.

6. CONCLUSION

T h e answer to the sub-question:
'What internal forces shape the formulation of the firm's HR policies?' is:
1. Purchaser-provider models that enable market testing and the possible loss of

business to competition.

2. An organisation structure that faciIitates separation of commercial business from
regulatory business.

3. Senior managers on employment contracts with jobs and bonus at risk if they do not
perform.

4. An increasing acknowledgment that strategic planning is important, tnanagers with
education in strategic planning, and the emphasis placed on envisioning and gap
analysis by CEOs.

5. The linkage of operational plans to the corporate plan.
6. A new CEO.

7. The organisation's strategy. For example, quality, cost reduction or growth.
8. A manager responsible for strategy, usually on the Executive, who, in the majority
o f cases, has a dual responsibility for strategy and HR.

9. Employees.

T h e answer to the sub-question:
'What external forces shape the formalation of the firm's I-IR policies?' is:

I . Political issues that are invasive, affect funding and which demand more attention to
social needs.

2. Competition on price and/or in quality.
3. The labour market.

4. New technology, particularly IT.

5. A significant change in the business environment.
6 . The Australian Industrial Relations Commission.

7. Powerhl stakeholders.
8. Unions.
9. Labour laws.

The answer to the research question:
'Do firms change their HRM approach from one that is initially humanistic to one
that is later strategic?'
is :
'Yes'.

The investigation found that the suggestion that Sisson & Storey's (2000) claim that
'soft' model HRM is universally appropriate for an organisation in all circumstances, is
flawed. The case study organisations changed their approach from a 'soft' model to a
'hard' model because their business environment changed from one of isolation to one
where operational efficiency was necessary to achieve a competitive price or to meet a
budget reduction. The 'soft' model they used was not universally appropriate.
However, the organisations did not completely change their 'soft' model policies to
'hard' model policies matched to their business strategy. The organisations wcrc found
to be in a transition state. They used HR policies which iiiight be described as 'soft'
model, used HR policies which might be described as 'hard' model, and did not seek
'internal fit' (Hendry & Pettigrew 1986; Baird & Meshoularn 1988). None of the 'hard'
models perfectly described the behaviour of the organisations. Furthertnore, their
strategy was not fixed, it varied according to an internal and external business
environment and was reviewed at least annually. The review might have necessitated a
change to another type of generic 'hard' model strategy, where, once more, the
organisation would be in transition.
The organisations did not use a generic 'hard' model strategy as a telnplate for HR
policies following their business plan sessions. Instead, they listetl those policies which
were a barrier to achieving quality goals, a reduction in costs or an increase in revenue,
for example, and then sought to change them. Other HR policies were left untouched,
either because the policies were already appropriate, complied with legislation and were
too expensive to replace in a Certified Agreement negotiation, or because stakeholders
would not allow a change.

7. IMPLICATIONS FOR THEORY
The Literature describes two models of HRM - the 'soft' and the 'hard' model. The 'soft'
model is claimed to be universally appropriate (Sisson & Storey 2000). This means that
any organisation which adopts the 'soft' model will achieve success through employees
who have become committed to the organisation as a result of the sixteen HR policies
described by Pfeffer (1994). The 'soft' model is firmly grounded in the high commitment
management principles espoused by Walton (1985b) and it is a closed view (Mabey &
Salaman (1 995) with no connection to the environment. 'One HR strategy is appropriate'
(Peters & Waterman cited in Mabey & Salaman 1995). However, the findings of this
thesis indicate that the 'soft' model is not universally appropriate. A firm which uses the
'soft' model will introduce a 'hard' model if its internal or external environment changes.
That it does so, suggests that the 'soft' model may fail.
The 'soft' model relies on policies which build employee committnent, but it may fail

because some of the policies it requires are expensive: permanent employtnent, high
wages, an emphasis on training and development and performance pay, for example.
Although cost leadership (Porter 1980) might not be the goal of a company which uses
'soft' model, price will nevertheless be a competitive factor. I11 spite of employee
commitment to sales growth, a high price might lead to a loss of sales and a resultant
surplus of employees: a surplus which the company will not be able to reduce, because

of employment guarantees. Thus, profitability will decline and stakeholders will
pressure the organisation's management to reduce costs and the'soft' model will be
modified.
T h e case study investigations revealed that the provision of employment yarantecs
declined if the revenue of the firm was contingent on competitive bidding. The only
exception to this was Council. It had introduced 'employability', which was suggested
b y Herriot & Manning (1997) and Sisson & Storey (2000) as the new psychological
contract replacing job security. The investigation also confirmed that a core-periphery
strategy (Atkinson 1984; Zeffane & Mayo 1995) was in use to enable numerical
flexibility when revenue varied.
O f course, the majority of work that the case study organisations performed was not
based on sales, but on a government monopoly where 'sales' were guaranteed. However,

used to achieve the marginalisation of unions can be replaced with the more flexible
'hard' models.
Other 'soft' model policies might not motivate senior managers and professionals. For
example, wage compression will reduce the difference in pay between the highest
person on the career ladder and the lowest person, with the result that either the highest
paid person is underpaid or the lowest person is overpaid. If the highest person is
underpaid, then the high wage conditions of the 'soff' model are not met. Therefore, the
lowest person will be overpaid, resulting in a cost failure to meet the cost base of the
competition. Similarly, professionals may ask themselves if the years of education and
training have been worthwhile for them, if an unskilled e~nployeeearns almost the same
salary. The question might lead to a lack of interest by employees in training and
development and this aspect of the 'soft' model will not be achieved.
Wood (1996b) found that higher commitment would result if a reward for performance
were paid as a permanent increase to wages rather than a bonus. However, as the
business passes through phases of its life-cycle, wages should reduce (Kochan &
Barocci 1985). If performance is paid as a permanent increase in the early phases ofthe
life-cycle, then it will be difficult to reduce pay in the later stages. In addition, if, as is
generally the case, employees receive a pay increase to compensate for inflation, the
increase paid for performance is also increased, although performance might have
declined. For example:
Year 1: pay + 3% performance increase.
Year 2: (pay + 3% performance increase) + 4% inflation increase.
The performance pay has increased by 4% of 3% and, over time, the wages become
higher than a market rate which has not included performance pay. Consequently, a
bonus should be used in the 'hard' models.
Since there are a number of points of potential failure of the 'soft' model, it is possible
that HR managers will identify the policies contained in the Pfeffer (1994) list and make
some choices. For example, they might decide that wage compression is not possiblc to
achieve. Therefore, it is possible that there is a range of 'sofl' models. For example, a
'very soft' model would exhibit high colnpliance with Pfeffer (1994), whereas a
'relatively soft' model would exhibit a minimal compliance with Pfeffer. Storey (1 987)

found a range similar to this description.
According to the literature, if an organisation does not use the 'soft' model, then it will
use one of three 'hard' model options. These are the strategy and structure model
suggested by Fombrun, Tichy & Devanna (1984), the business life cycle model
proposed by Kochan & Barocci (1985) or any of the matching business and HR strategy
models described by Dowling & Schuler (1990).
Storey (1987 and 1989) dcscribed 'hard' model HRM as a dispassionate method of
managing people. Guest (1999) proposed that employees are viewed as objects in the
'hard' model and treated as comtnodities. The statements might be true in the decline
phase of the business life-cycle model (Kochan & Barocci 1985) or in the adoption of a
cost reduction strategy proposed by Dowling & Schuler (1 990) to match business and
HR strategy. However, in AustraIia two factors generally prevent organisations from
treating employees so poorly. These are the Australian Industrial Relations Commission
and the Awards ratified by it, and the employees themselves. If an organisation has
entered the start-up phase of the business life-cycle model (Kochan & Barocci 1985)
and attracted needed talent by exceeding the labour market rates, thosc conditions of
employment cannot be changed if an employee is disadvantaged by the change. In
addition, employees treated poorly are more likely to unionise to prevent change, as
Hodgetts, Luthans & Slocum (1999) suggested. Adversarial industrial relations might
result, which, as Katz, Kochan & Weber (1985) and Cooke (1992) observed, could be
expensive, perhaps a greater cost than the original bencfit in changing the HR policy.
Furthermore, in general, ernployees in the case study investigations agreed with
Cappelli's (1995) findings that employees in the 1990s believed management no longer
looked after their interests, which suggests that einployees will not hesitate to challenge
in the industrial courts management actions they consider inappropriate.
These findings suggest a suite of HR policies. For example, a cost reduction strategy
provides for little employment security and limited training. Therefore, an organisation
that changed From the 'soft' model to this 'hard' model would have to abandon
employment security and reduce its training, which would take time to negotiate with
employees and their representatives. Thus, 'hard' model firms will appear to be using
inappropriate 'soft' model policies because they are in transition. Furthermore, if the

internal or external environment changes again, then firms might change from one 'hard'
model option to another. For example, they might change from a 'soft' model to a 'hard'
cost reduction model, only to find that the quality of their goods and services have
declined to the point where they are no longer competitive and be compelled to
introduce a 'hard' model aimed at improving quality.
Therefore, firms might always be in a transitional state. They might have moved from a
'soft' model to one type of hard' model and, before that change was completed, move to
another type of 'hard' model. This type of activity would support the observation of
Locke, Kochran & Piore (1995), who found that firms engaged in 'soft' and 'hard'
models simultaneously.
As previously mentioned, an organisation might have industrial relations problems
changing from the 'soft' model to a 'hard' lnodel and it is unlikely that any organisation
can match every one of its HR policies to its strategy. For example, if a firm wanted to
change the vacation leave policies contained in its Award, it must firstly co~nplywith
workplace legislation at the very least. Secondly, in changing its policies, it would use a
consultation process to approve the change and the unions, or a majority of employees,
might not agree to the change. Thirdly, as found in the case studies, powerhl
individuals instruct management to adopt specific policies, which might not match a
business strategy at all. Therefore, there is likely to be a range offit ofthe 'hard' model
in use by an organisation to the 'hard' model choices specified in the literature. This
might be viewed as ranging from very 'hard' to 'hard', or, as expressed for the 'soft'
model, a high or low compliance to a 'hard' model strategy.
I

Thus, the whole scale of HR policies sets might be positioned between very soft, SOB,
neither, hard and very hard models of HRM, for example. 'Neither' being a set of 'soft'
model policies, which the organisation has been forced to retain, and a set of 'hard'
model policies, which the organisation has tried to match to its strategy.
Given this conclusion, because the possible combinations of variables for each firnl are
so large, it is unlikely that there is a common 'matching' approach leading to every firm
arriving at the same HR strategy as Purcell (1999) suggested. More likely, is a set of HR
policies where an investigator could categorise each policy as 'soft' model (a single, best

way approach) or as a 'hard' model (matched to a strategic need).
If the reality of HR strategy is that HR policies and practices may not be able to be
perfectly matched to the strategic objectives of the organisation, nor be coherent
between each other, nor matched between themselves. Then, these goals of 'external and
internal fit', proposed by Hendry & Pettigrew (1986), Baisd & Meshoularn (1988) and
Mabey, Salaman & Storey (1998), will not be achieved.
Consequently, it is unreasonable to assume that any firm will be able to comply fully
with the suite of policies recommended both for the 'soft' and the 'hard' models, because
the various stakeholders in an enterprise will prevent it. Unions will not readily permit
changes in conditions of employment without compensation, or may not pcrlnit any
adjustment at all. If a change is made in one organisation, then the precedent of changc
might cause all organisations in a sector to seek the same change, requiring considerable
union resources in negotiation. In addition, managers have different styles: some could
be said to be more 'humanistic' than others and their preferences for certain 'soft' types of
HR policies will distort the models. Similarly, management is tnonitored by
shareholders and shareholders demand an appropriate level of financial returns. If an
enterprise cannot provide that level, then management must change its methods or
management itself will be replaced.
The question also arises if either the 'soft' model or the 'hard' models genuinely tlcscribe
the HR methods employed in firms. This investigation has found that HR policics
change over time in response to the business environment. It has not found any
organisation that has particularly favoured one model over another. Instead, it has found
that HR policies which might be described as the best practice of the time have atljustetl
to another best practice. For example, in the 1980s, the expectation of employees was to
have a particular set of working conditions and they would seek employment with ihosc
conditions. The 'soft' model was the strategic need of a finn at that time and an
organisation that did not offer the appropriate conditions would not be able to attracl
employees and would have to adjust its 'model'. In the 1990s, organisations faced more
competition or budget constraints. To survive, they adjusted their conditions of
employment to meet cost-focussed or competition criteria and have become more
vigilant of their business environment. Consequently, one may deduce that the use of the

'soft' and 'hard' models is synonymous with the 1980 decade and the 1990 decade. In the
1980s, organisations needed to be 'softer', but in the 1990s, organisations had to be
'harder'.

Perhaps this cycle will be repeated when the 'baby boomers' retire from the workforce in
the 2010 decade and there are fewer employees available on the market. There might be
a change from a 'harder' HR policy to a 'softer' one in order to attract recruits.
In conclusion, the question arises if there really is a 'soft' model of HRM. Perhaps there
is only an additional 'hard' model, which might be classed as a comrnittnent model,
linked to a business environment, where employees are difficult to attract and retain.

8. IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

Unions or employees will agree to changes in employment conditions to facilitate a
change from the 'soft' model to a 'hard' model if the incentive to change is large
enough. Such incentives are typically related to the size of the pay increase offered, or to
increases in other areas, such as annual leave or superannuation. Consequently, whether
the firm implements a desired change in I-IR policy is dependent on a cost-benefit
analysis. The additional cost might mean a firm is no longer competitive in the shortterm, but it can become competitive in the long-term if the current e~nployeesagree to
lesser conditions of pay and employment for future employees. In time, the firm will
achieve its aims.
A firm in the start-up phase of business can avoid the industrial problems in changing
Erom the 'soft' model to the 'hard' model by adopting a philosophy that is based on an
analysis using the headings of the sixteen HR practices described by Pfeffer (1 994) in
the Literature Review. Alternatively, a firm, which is currently using the 'sofr' model,
can use the approach to decide the content of Certified Agreements. As discussed
previously, a Certified Agreement is an important tool for changing HR policy and
maintaining industrial peace.
Pfeffer's (1994) list is discussed as follows:

1. Providing employment security
Employment security is provided within the 'sot?' model and some e~nploymentsecurity

was proposed by Dowling & Schuler (1990) for innovation or quality goals, but not for a
cost reduction goal. Therefore, a firm should not provide employment security unless it
is tied to a benefit in a Certified Agreement which, of course, expires at a set date. It is
possible to negotiate a smaller pay increase during the negotiations in exchange for
employment security and might cost the firm nothing. However, such security might be
very attractive for employees.
An alternative to employment security is employability (Herriot & Manning 1997;
Sisson & Storey 2000). If employees are prepared for a future outside the firtn, then
employees would not be as threatened ifjob loss occurs. Naturally, employability comes
at the increased cost of training and development.

2. Recruiting sclectivity

Selecting e~nployeesfor their ability to be trained and their attitude to be committed to
the organisation is a requirement for the 'soft' model. It is not required for the 'hard'
models. The strategy and structure model of Fombrun, Tichy & Devanna (1984) and the
business life-cycle lnoclel of Kochan & Barocci (1985) suggested that selection
techniques should be based on skills, but were not described for innovation, quality or
cost reduction goals for the matching business and NR strategy as described by Dowling
& Schuler (1990). Where the skills are described, flexibility is required to adjust from a

high quality set to a lower quality. Therefore, binding agree~nentsdescribing selection
and recruitment should not be made unless at a lower quality set which can be adjusted
as a management prerogative.

3. High wages
Once high wages are specified in an Award, it will be difficult for the firm to reduce
them for cost reduction goals. Wages should be specified at the minimurn rates in the
Award and over-Award payments ncgotiatetl in Certified Agreements for a finite period
of time in exchange for the 'process and results' criteria for innovation, quality or cost
reduction goals, as described by Dowling & Schuler (1990). The business life-cycle
model also requires a reduction from high wages to a tight control on costs as a product
begins it start up, passcs through maturity and enters decline (Kochan & Barocci 1985).

4. Emphasis on training and development
Extensive training is required for innovation and quality goals, but not for cost reduction
goals (Dowling & Schuler 1990). The extent of training provided in Certified
Agreements should be the minimum possible to allow the firm to increase the level to
match business strategy and then reduce it again if the need arises.
5. Information sharing

Information sharing is not defined in the 'hard' models and this thesis leaves it to the
firm itself to decide its policy. However, Sisson & Storey (2000) observed that a lack of
understanding is a priine source of inefficiency.
6. Symbolic egalitarianism
Similarly, the 'hard' models do not suggest symbolic egalitarianism. However, this is
indirectly linked to wage compression, described below.

7. Wage compression
Egalitarian pay is proposed for innovation and quality goals (Dowling & Scl~uler1990).
It needs to be changed to hierarchical pay for cost reduction goals. Egalitarian pay can
be facilitated with over-Award payments as described in 3. High wages, previously.

8. Performance pay and skill pay
Incentives are higher for innovation goals than for quality goals, and higher for quality
goals than for cost reduction goals (Dowling & Schulcr 1990). Consequently, reward
systems need to be flexible within each successive Certified Agreement and only for the
period of the agrecment. Rewards also vary with the strategy and structure model of
Fombrun, Tichy & Devanna (1984). If performance pay is given, thcn it is better paid as
a one off bonus rather than a permanent incrcase in pay, which has the cumulative
effects described in the Implications for Theory.
9. Employee ownership
Employee ownership is not specified by Fombrun, Tichy & Devanna (1984), Kochan &
Barocci (1985), or Dowling & Schuler (1990). Since it is tied to 'hard' tnodel incentives
in 8. Performance pay and skill pay, it should be avoided as a separate initiative.

i

10. Team-based work and job re-design
Similarly, team based work and job re-design are not specified by Fombrun, Tichy &
Devanna (1984), Kochan & Barocci (1985), or Dowling & Schuler (1990). It should be
constructed based on organisation needs.
11. Cross-training and cross-utilisation

Cross-training and cross-utilisation is described by Fombrun, Tichy & Devanna (1984)
in their strategy and structure model and by Kocha21& Barocci (1 985) in the mature
phase of the business life-cycle. It should be linked to training and development.

12 Participation and empowerment
This is not specified by Fombrun, Tichy & Devanna (1984), Kochan & Barocci (1985),
or Dowling & Schuler (1 990). Participation might include the type of consultation the
firm has with unions, which ranges between cooperative and traditional industrial
relations. The latter is appropriate to a cost reduction strategy and the former to an
innovation or quality strategy (Dowling & Schuler 1990).
13. Promotion from within

Career ladders are described by Kochan & Barocci (1985) and Dowling & Schuler
(1990), and range from broad to narrow. Consequently, only narrow career paths should
be agreed except when I 1. Cross-training and cross-utilisation proposals are contained

I

I

in the Certified Agreement.
14. Have a long-term perspective

Although not described by Fombrun, Tichy & Devanna (I984), Kocl~an& Barocci
(1985), or Dowling & Schuler (1 990) in any of the 'hard' models, a firm which has no
long-term perspective may react to changes in the environment without considering the
implications of its actions. For example, if sales declined and the finn disposed of its
key human resources or other assets in order to reduce its costs, it might be difficult for
it to recover if its sales increased.

I

15. Measure progress

I

This initiative is also not described by Fombrun, Tichy & Devanna (1984), Kochan &
!

Barocci (1985), or Dowling & Schuler (1990) in any of the 'hard' models. If a firm has
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no goals or objectives, then it is impossible for HR policy to be linked to the business
strategy. Therefore, it must have a business strategy for the 'hard' models to be used.
Given such a strategy, it must measure its progress towards reaching its goals. If it does
not, then it firstly does not know when it has reached its goals or, secondly, and more
importantly, does not know how effective its actions are. If the actions are ineffective,
the firm needs to know so that it can vary them.

16. Have a vision of what they want to be
Finally, a vision is not described by Fombrun, Tichy & Devanna (1984), Kochan &
Barocci (1 985), or Dowling & Schuler (1 990) in any of the 'hard' models. However, as
discussed in '14. Have a long-term perspective' and '15. Measure progress', a firm
without a vision will not be able to react in a sensible manner when the environment
changes. The three initiatives 14, 15 and 16 are a pre-requisite for strategic planning and
the gap analysis which defines what type of 'hard' model should be used.
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APPENDIX 1
DATA COLLECTION DISCUSSION AREAS.
Sharing of business data
Marketing.
Corporate plans.
Financial position.

100
101

Line managers
Facilitators or directors?
Mentors or practitioners?
Help workers develop the ability to manage themselves?
Has personnel management devolved to them?
Is theory X or Y in vogue with FLMs?
Are FLMs introducing new methods?
Do FLMs support training and development?
Has HR management been decentralised?
Trust employees.

110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119

Autonomous or semi-autonomous work teams
Receive lucrative rewards.
Peer pressure for individual team members to perfonn.
Self-disciplinary.
Are multi-skilled and have more secure employment because they are.

120
121
122
123
124

Mutualitv
Gym membership.
Subsidised education.
Study leave.
Flex time.
Working Erom home.
Special or family leave.
Salary sacrifice
0ther

130
131
132

Industrial Relations
Participation in change programs.
Consultation regarding change.
Principal unions involved in change.
Management trusts unions.
Union as bargaining agents on AWAs.
Union-management partnership because of environmental problems.
Management or union driving employment practices?

I33

I34
135
136
137
138

Emplovees
Trust management. H R policies assist.
Are committed.
Want rewards.
Want more rewards and less fixed pay.
Have a voice in decision-making.
Fear for future job loss.
Work harder since downsizing.

150

151
152
153
154
155
156
157

Description of the business
History.
Ownership and Control.
Activities.
Sources of revenue.

200

The firm's strateev
History of strategic planning.
Process of planning and use of retreats.
Who comprises the planning team?
Is the HR manager on the planning team?
Collective bargaining, presence and attitude to.
Cost cutting.
Better systems help focus on costs
Commitment building. If so, why and how? Single strategy or linked to plan?
Does the firm want to traiddevelop employees? If so, why?
Capital replacement for labour.
Core-periphery strategy.
Increased use of part-time, temporaries, casuals, special contracts.
Major challenges and goals.
Environmental factors considered.
External or internal factors causing pressure to change.
Government pressures to change.
Current HR Strategy.
Past HR Strategy.

300

310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399

HR policies
Origins.
Are HR policies linked to corporate plan?
Was there a time when HR policies were not linked to the plan?
Was there a single HR strategy?
Is there a link between HR initiatives and profit?
What taken into account internally and externally to shape HR policies?
Have they changed over time?
Was a 'soft' model in use until some crisis?
Who decided on the 'soft' model?
Do HR policies equalise power and build trust7
Management looks after its employees.
Problems with HR policies.

410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
491
492
493

210

400

Emvlovment Security
Individual contracts and Australian Workplace Agreements.
Permanent employment expected or given.
Is Employment security important to the firm or to the employees?
Buying in new skills rather than re-training.
Outplacement.
Severance payments.
Does the firm break the psychological contract?
Do employees want to leave? Do they leave? Why or why not?
Fear of future job losses?
Internal promotion takes preference.
External job-filling.
Redeployment for surplus staff
Can HRM innovations b e introduced without it?
Are resignations high? Why or why not?

500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
592
593
594
595
596

Continuous Improvement
600
Certified Agreements. (EBAs.)
610
Does it result in downsizing?
620
630
Will it at some stage?
640
Major technological change and effect on jobs.
Employees willing to cooperate in efficiency improvements regardless ofjob loss. 650
660
Productivity increases and links to job losses.
Employee numbers.
670
Rewards
Extent of performance appraisal resulting in extra pay or bonus.
Company cars.
Do employees like the concept of merit pay?
Superannuation, award rate or extra benefits such as pensions.

700
710
720
730
740

Training and Develo~ment
Training provided.
Motives for training.
Which group receives the most training?
Training budget.
Are employees developed?
How are development needs identified?
Do employees have enough training to do their jobs?
Employees are developed for both future internal and external jobs.

800
810
820
840
850
860
870
880
890

Direct Two Wav Communication
Regular briefings.
Does this increase commitment?
Does communication flow both ways?

900
910
920
930

APPENDIX 2
WORKING CONDITIONS IN THE PUBLIC SERVICE

Commonwealth, State and Territory Public Services and some Local government
agencies have many common working conditions, which are cited in the case studies.
Redeoloyment
All of the organisations researched had a policy of 'redeployment'. When Public Service
employees are given permanent employment, the position they hold may be cancelled
owing to changes in the organisation. Such employees are sometimes known a s
'potentially surplus' and, when given this status, are accorded priority over other
employees in filling vacancies. They are not restricted to the department in which they
currently work. Redeployment is the tenn used for re-assigning surplus employees to
another job, typically at the same geographic location. Should they not be able to find or
fill another vacancy with their current employer, they are eligible for redundancy
benefits or to fill vacancies in other government departments under 'mobility
provisions'. If they elect mobility, employees must leave after a specific, unsuccessful
waiting time, but they sacrifice the redundancy benefit they would have received. The
specific time usually lies between the range six and thirteen months.
For personnel who have worked for the government for only a short time, mobility may
be a better option than redundancy because the termination payments are based on
length of service and employees sacrifice very little money.
Fringe benefits and salary sacrifice
All of the organisations researched offered 'salary sacrifice' to some or all of their
employees. Employers will pay for employees' various expenses by deducting a fixed
amount agreed with the employee, from equal regular weekly, fortnightly, or monthly
salary payments which grosses up to an annual budget. The employer then pays the
employees' bills as they fall due.
Before the IS' April 1986, employers could provide fringe benefits, such as cars, medical
insurance, and bill payment to employees, without either party paying tax. For the
employer, the only cost of the fringe benefit was the cash amount. For the employee to

receive the same cash amount in salary, that amount would have had to increase by the
employee's marginal tax rate. After 1986, e~nployershad to pay 46% tax on fringe
benefits, but this still left a tax advantage for some employees of about 1.7%.
Another advantage of receiving a fringe benefit to the employee was to limit the amount
declared on an employee's group certificate for earnings received and income tax paid.
This was because some social security benefits are restricted to earnings below a certain
amount and the total earnings of salary and fringe benefits were not declared, thus
allowing some employees to be eligible for other benefits. Medicare Levy and Medicare
Levy Surcharge could also be avoided, as could the Superannuation Tax Surcharge,
which is paid by e~nployeeson superannuation savings when they earn above a certain
sum. Hiding total earnings can also reduce the amount of maintenance paid by divorcees
to their spouses and children.
All of these loopholes were closed when group certificates showed the grossed-up
taxable value of fringe benefits exceeding $1 000 on June 30"' 2000 together with salaty
received and tax paid. There are still some advantages to receiving fringe benefits, such
as fleet discounts for cars and the purchasing power of a company leading to lower
prices for goods and services. For salaly sacrificed by the employee to pay bills, the
advantages would be to ensure cash flow and the smoothing of expenses over salary
payments to suit an individual's annual budget.
For the financial year beginning July 1'' 2000, FBT will be taxed at the marginal rate of
48.5%. Employees' earning less than $60,000 per annum and on a lower tax rate will

pay Inore tax than they otherwise would have done, had they received the cash instead
of the benefit.
Flexible working hours
Flexible working hours, flex time or flexitime is a colnmon arrangement with Public
Service employees. The policy allows employees to arrange start and stop times to suit
themselves within the constraints of core hours in the day, which must be worked. 'Flex
time' allows some accrual of extra hours to take a day off. The advantage to
management is that employees would work extra hours to meet a particular deadline

without the need for overtime pay. The benefit to employees is that they have'freedom
of choice of working hours and the ability to take a day off.
Usually, the Award sets hours for which no overtime is applicable, for example, from

0630 to 2000 hours. Outside those hours, overtime rates must be paid.
Telecornmuling and working from home
The policy allows employees to work from home, sometimes using on-line Information
Technology to complete their work, where the employer provides and pays for the
computer and the communication line. The advantage to the employer is a reduction in
accommodation costs and to the employee a reduction in travel costs and travelling
time.
Special or family leave
These leave types permit employees additional paid leave from work to attend funerals,
or to look after a sick spouse or child, for example. Special leave is in addition to sick
leave and recreation leave. The advantage to employers is to demonstrate to the
employee that they understand that family problems are a reality and, thus, win
employee loyalty and commitment. Employees, of course, get extra leave.
Gym membership
Organisations sometimes pay for gym membership for their employees. The advantage
to the firm is that their employees are healthier, have ]nore energy, and are likely to be
more productive. The advantage to employees is to save the cost of paying the
membership fees.
Pennanent emplovnent
Permanent employment is a classification that equates to job tenure. Permanent
employees have access to redeployment and mobility provisions. However, the
academic literature does not refer to permanent employment but to secure employment.
In this thesis, the tenn permanent employment has been used in preference to secure

employment to avoid differences in interpretation by participants.

Many Public Service employees aspire to permanent employment because it is difficult
for management to end the employment without protracted union consultation and a

long notice period. Unions usually vigorously oppose any cancellation of a permanent
position.
Filling vacancies and career ladders
Senior executive positions are usually advertised both within and external to the
organisation. For Award employees, union agreements with management mandate
internal advertising first of all and if the vacancy cannot be filled internally, external
advertising and appointment is acceptable.

In the case of a requirement to reduce the number of employees in a group, who are
employed under the same job description, all employees in the group are made
potentially surplus. The position is advertised and the elnployees apply for the job. The
selection process rates employees in order of merit and the elnployees with the least
merit become surplus.
Employee performance assessment and rewards
There are many differences between the Commonwealth, State and Local government
Public Service. Most, but not all, senior executives and middle managers are formally
assessed and may either receive a performance increment to their pay, or a bonus.
Very few Award employees receive a performance increment or a bonus, although many
of them have their performance assessed.

Some Award employees can receive an incremental increase within a grade. For
example, an Administration Officer Grade Two starts on the lowest pay and receives an
incremental increase each year for four years until reaching a maximum pay for that
grade. In theory, the increment is not paid unless the employee reaches a particular
performance level, although in practice the increment is usually automatic.
Job swap
In some Public Service organisations, the notion of a 'job swap' is used. When
employees are made surplus, they can advertise for a job swap, where another employee
with the same job description can elect to take redundancy instead. The former
employee then replaces the latter.

ABBREVIATIONS USED

ACT
AMSA
AWA
CAA
CASA
CEO
CIT
EBA
EM0
FBT
FLM
GBE
GDP
GM
HECS
HR
HRM
IT
IT
IT&T
MFO
OECD
PIC
PP&R
SES
SWOT
VET

Australian Capital Territory
Australian Maritime Safety Authority
Australian Workplace Agreement
Civil Aviation Authority
Civil Aviation Safety Authority
Chief Executive Officer
Canbe~raInstitute of Technology
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
Engineering and Maintenance Operations
Fringe Benefits Tax
First Line Manager
Government Business Enterprise
Gross Domestic Product
General Manager
Higher Education Contribution Scheme
Human Resources
Human Resource Management
Industrial Relations
Information Technology
Inforination Technology and Telecommunications
Managing for Outco~nes
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Developlnent
Performance Improvement Committee
Performance Planning and Review
Senior Executive Service
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats
Vocational and Educational Training

